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W R. KETE,
• Tool Manufacturer.

107, DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER.
FRETWORK TOOLS AND MATERIALS.

Hand and Treadle Fret-Cutting Machines.
STAR, GRIFFIN, AND SWISS SAW BLADES. WOOD READY FOR USE.

PATTERNS, DRILLS, CRAMPS, FILES, VICES, &C. CHISELS AND

GOUGES READY FOR USE.

ADDIS' CARVING TOOLS.
A Large and Varied Assortment always kept in stock. Ground, Set, and Handled

ready for use, if required.
Cramps, Mallets, Ground Punches. . . .

. . . Grindstones, separate or in Troughs.

WASHITA and TURKEY OILSTONES and GOUGE SLIPS.

CHIP-CARVING TOOLS.
Sloyd Knives, &c.	 Wood (prepared) and Designs.

BENT IRON WORK.
ALL SIZES OF STRIP IRON, BRASS, AND COPPER

KEPT IN STOCK. TOOLS, FRAMES, AND MATERIALS.

ALL KINDS OF TOOLS
For Engineers, Joiners, Smiths, Engravers, Watchmakers,

.	 .	 .	 Machinists, &c.	 .	 .	 .
STOCKS AND DIES. WHITWORTH AND BRASS AND IRON GAS TAPS.

NI013SE mWlSm DI3ILLS.	 FLIPPED 1311%11E13S AND DIVLDS.

Wheel Cutters and Milling Cutters in Stock and to Order.
BRASS•TOOTHED WHEELS AND PINIONS. RACKS AND WORM WHEELS.

BOLTS AND NUTS FOR MODEL-MAKING.

Plumb Bobs, Steel Rules, Scribing Blocks, Calliper Gauges,
Micrometers, and Tools of Accuracy.

LATHES. DRILLING SPINDLES. 	 OVERHEAD MOTION.
Gum AND 14001{S AND EYES.

FILES A SPECIALITY BEST QUALITIES of . . .
. Sheffield and Lancashire.

. PREFACE.

IN the ever-growing attention which is being paid to the

cultivation of mechanical and artistic work as a hobby, it

seems strange that Marquetry or Inlaying should have

received such scant attention. It is, perhaps, because the

methods adopted are so little known that this is the case.

Fretwork is in itself rather too apt to be considered as a too

trivial pursuit to be regarded seriously; but there is no

reason why such should be so. Much beautiful decoration

can be produced by it alone, while the more artistic and
valuable Marquetry cannot be done till proficiency in simple

Fretwork has been attained.

The endeavour in the following pages has been to give

instructions which will enable the learner to dispense with

ocular and oral demonstration, and it is not too much to say

that careful attention to the directions will enable any one

to acquire the necessary theoretical knowledge. Practical

proficiency can, however, only be acquired by experience.

May 30, 1895.

Established
1872.
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Mahogany, English & Foreign Timber Merchant,

14 & 15, JAMES ST., FEATHERSTONE ST.,

CITY ROAD, E.C.

MAHOGANY (inch), 6d. ft. ; plank
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Oak, 3d. ; Whitewood, 3d. ; Oregon,
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Walnut from 4d. ; Pine Plank, 3s. 6d ;
Deal, 2s. 6d. ; Flooring, 7s. 6d. ;
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ings, Curl Veneers, 3d. ft. ; Veneer,
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Tools and Appliances Required, and Minute Instructions for their Effective Use.
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PICTURE-FRAME MAKING FOR AMATEURS. Being Practical In-
structions in the Making of various kinds of Frames for Paintings, Drawings,
Photographs, and Engravings. Illustrated. By the Rev. J. LUKIN. CheapEdition, xn Paper, price 18.

POLISHES AND STAINS FOR WOODS : How to Prepare and Use them.
Being a Complete Guide to Polishing Woodwork, with Directions for Staining,
and Full Information for making the Stains, Polishes, &c. By DAVID DENNING.
In paper, l8. (Nearly Ready).

PRACTICAL TAXIDERMY. A Manual of Instruction to the Amateur in
Collecting, Preserving, and Setting-up Natural History Specimens of all kinds.
Fully Illustrated with Examples and Working Diagrams. By MoNziou
BROWNE, F.Z.S., Curator of Leicester Museum. Second Edition. in cloth gilt,price 78. 6d.

REPOUSSE WORK FOR AMATEURS : Being the Art of Ornamenting
Thin Metal with Raised Figures. By L. L. BASLOPE. Illustrated. In clothgilt, price 28. 6d.

TURNING FOR AMATEURS : Being Descriptions of the Lathe and its
Attachments and Tools, with Minute Instructions for their Effective Use on
Wood, Metal, Ivory, and other Materials. Second Edition, Revised and En-
larged. By JAMES LUKIN, B.A. Illustrated with 144 Engravings. In cloth gilt,price 28. 6d.

WOOD CARVING FOR AMATEURS, Containing Descriptions of all the
requisite Tools, and Full Instructions for their Use in producing different
varieties of Carvings. Second Edition, Revised, and with a number of new
Illustrations. Edited by D. DENNING. In paper, price L.

WORKING IN SHEET METAL: Being Practical Instructions for Making
and Mending Small Articles in Tin, Copper, Iron, Zinc, and Brass. Illustrated.
Third Edition. By the Rev. J. LUKIN, B.A. In paper, price 6d.

London : L. UPCOTT GILL, 170 Strand, W.C.

FRETWORK AND MARQUETRY.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

T has been said that " happy is the man who has a hobby,"

3. and we feel almost tempted to add " especially if it is a
mechanical one." At one time, and that not so very long

ago, the man who chose a handicraft as a pastime would have been

looked on as an eccentric individual. Now he can indulge his
mechanical tastes to his heart's content without exciting more
comment than if he applied himself to what are somewhat invidi-
ously called the fine arts. To class fretwork among these may
seem rank heresy to some of those who regard fine art as of the

most limited application.
But is not fretwork entitled to be considered as such, a minor

one if you like, but still decidedly an art 1 Whether the result is
artistic or otherwise depends on circumstances. If there are any
readers who object to fretworking being considered as a fine art,
they may be reminded that marquetry inlays are but the results
of the skilful application of the fretsaw. Those who have not"
been accustomed to regard this art-craft as worthy of serious con-
sideration will do well to visit the Jones' collection of inlaid furni-
ture at the South Kensington Museum. In it they will find some
of the finest specimens in existence, the work of Roentgen, Oeben,
Riesener Boulle, or as it is often written, Buhl, and other masters
of the art.
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2	 FRETWORK AND MARQUETRY.

From such high-class work as the beautiful marquetry referred
to, to ordinary fretwork may appear a wide jump and too remote
for them to bear comparison with each other. Practically, how-
ever, they are the same thing, so that the maker of a simple fret-
work bracket made from an old cigar-box need not despair of being
in time able to form the most elaborate inlays.

Perhaps one great charm about fretworking as an amusement is
the small cost at which it can be indulged in, as neither the tools
nor the materials are expensive. The tools and appliances really
necessary need not cost more than a few shillings, while a really
excellent outfit embracing everything that can be of advantage in
connection with the art may be obtained for a comparatively small
sum.

Another attraction which fretworking has for many is the fact
that no place specially set apart as a workroom is required. All
that is to be done can be done in an ordinary living room without
creating an upset. Though, if the fretworker has a room that he
can devote to the purposes of a workshop, so much the better, but
it is not indispensable.

There is among many people an impression that fretwork
articles are of necessity fragile. That many things from the way
they are executed are fragile cannot be disputed, but with proper
care and forethought, both in the selection of material and in its
disposition, there is no reason why this reproach should be a just
one. Of course, as fretwork is ornamental in its intention, it
would be unreasonable for anything which must be subjected to
hard wear and tear to be much embellished with it. Due regard
must be paid to the use of the article which is fretted. If this is
done, fretwork need not be regarded as a flimsy method of decora-
tion.

The objection has been raised to fretwork that " there is nothing
in it," that the work is puerile, and so on. Those who say so can
hardly be aware of the enormous number and variety of designs
which are procurable. Some of them, it is true, are of a simple
character to suit beginners, but others require much skill to do
them justice. We are no longer confined to a limited choice of
a few brackets, glove, handkerchief, and work boxes, and other
trifles of a similar Character. Designs for objects of both a
useful and an ornamental character can now be got in an almost
bewildering number, and they are constantly being produced.
It is our intention to show as we proceed not only how to do
ordinary fretwork, but after this has been thoroughly dealt with
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to describe equally fully how the finest marquetry is produced.
The tools used, the methods practised, together with every
detail which it is essential for either the plain fretcutter or the
marquetry-cutter to know, will be found treated in such a manner
as is hoped will be intelligible to all, and form a reliable guide to

both amateur and professional.
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CHAPTER II.

NECESSARY TOOLS.

Ets was stated in the previous chapter, the tools absolutely
required by the fretsawyer are neither numerous nor
costly. To get a really full outfit of tools at the beginning

is not at all necessary or desirable. Let them rather be
purchased as they are wanted, or as it is found that their
possession would be of advantage. To get a number of tools
before they are required or before they can be used will probably
result in the purchaser finding that he has got some things which
he finds useless to him, and that others would have suited his
particular requirements better. In a word, he gains experience
as he progresses and is thereby able to a'great extent to select
those tools which seem as though they would suit him best. In-
dividual workers may confine themselves to some particular kind
of work, or to a limited branch of the fretworker's craft in which
some of the tools mentioned will be comparatively useless. For
example, it is quite conceivable that some readers may only do
the fretcutting themselves and get the fitting together of the
parts done for them. They will then naturally have no occasion
to use any but fretcutting tools, so that it would be simply waste
to provide themselves with others, although these are necessary
to anyone who prefers to make up his own work.

We strongly recommend only the purchase of tools of good
quality. Inferior ones may cost a little less at the outset, but
they are never satisfactory or pleasant to use. As many tools
or contrivances may be made at home by the amateur, we shall
devote some space later on to a description of such, with sufficient
details to enable those who have some knowledge of woodworking
to make them.

NECESSARY TOOLS. 	 5

Saw Blades.—The saws, or as they are so often called saw-
blades, are thin narrow pieces Of steel the ordinary length of which
is from 4tin. to a little more than 5in. One, the cutting, edge is
serrated with the exception of a short space at the ends. The
saws are made up and sold in bundles of a dozen. Most of them
are of foreign proluction, but wherever they are made the saws
are very much alike both in appearance and quality. In addition
to the continental saws there are at least two well-known makes
hailing from the United States which have very marked differ-
ences from the others. In the European saws the teeth closely
resemble those of ordinary saws, except that they have generally
very little or no set. This " set," it may be explained, is the
technical word signifying the slight sidewards bend which is given
to the teeth and is necessary to allow an ordinary saw to pass
freely through the wood withmit binding. Fretsaws being very
narrow, the set is not required with theni. Whatever the country
of their origin, the size of the saw is known by a number. The
standards vary slightly among different makers, but to so small an
extent that there is for all practical purposes no difference. The
numbers run from 000, which are the finest, to 12, the largest used
for ordinary purposes. It is seldom that the three finest blades,
viz., those known as 000,00, and 0 will be wanted, and the beginner
at any rate will have no use for them. The sizes 1 to 6 are the
most useful, though those represented by the higher numbers 7
to 12 may sometimes be used with advantage. Good saws suitable
for wood can be obtained for from 2d. to 3d. per dozen, though
by purchasing them by the gross a considerable saving is generally
effected. The larger-sized blades are rather more expensive and
are not always easily met with. Although very much lower priced
saws are to be had occasionally, they are mostly defective. Even
in the best-known makes a uniform good quality must not be ex-
pabeeecttineegedt m, foorre.itoris lreasrs e ftmopgeertfeactdozven blades without some of them

qualities, but a little experience will
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it is impossible to
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owing to defective tempering of the metal or to its having been
accidentally filed too deeply between teeth, the blade snaps as
soon as an attempt to use it is made. Such a defect is unmistak-
able. Other saw blades in which there is apparently no fault are
difficult to saw regularly with. They seem to wander from the
line from pure "cussedness." Such a blade, however good it may be
otherwise, is not worth bothering with. The novice, however, must
be very careful about discarding a saw for any supposed eccentri-
city of the sort, or he will be throwing all or nearly all his blades
away, for he will find that none of them will keep to the line at
first. It would perhaps be better to say that he will not be able
to keep them to it, for it will be some time before he can do very
accurate work. At first the blade will seem as though it would
cut anywhere but just where it ought. In the majority of in-
stances let the learner console himself with the reflection that the
most expert fretcutter found just the same difficulty with his saw-
blades till he acquired skill in using them.

For metal fretsawing a harder blade than that usually employed
will be found necessary. These saws are rather more expensive
than the ordinary kind, about 4d. per dozen being generally
charged for them. The beginner is advised not to attempt cutting
metal, or indeed any exceptionally hard material, till he has made
considerable progress with something easier to manipulate.

Among American saws the Griffin and Star blades have de-
servedly a good reputation. Though not quite alike, there is a
considerable resemblance between them and a marked difference
from the ordinary saws in the construction of the teeth, which are
very wide apart. We do not, however recommend them for
metal wcrk. The saw known as the Hibernia is also popular.
There is no difference between them and the Star saws. For all-
round wcrk either of the American blades may be safely recom-
mended, either with the hand frame or with the machine.

In addition to saws of the ordinary kind, there are at least two
fancy makes, which the wcrker is likely to meet with or to hear
about as his experience widens, and about which he may expect some
information here. As is very well known, an ordinary saw has only
one cutting edge, and can therefore only cut in one direction. If,
however, there were teeth on both edges, or what we call the back
as well as on the front of a saw, it could be worked to cut either
backwards or forwards as occasion might require. This idea has
been embodied in the double-edged fretsaw blade. It is not one
which we can commend and we have discarded it long ago. The

other out-of-the-way blade is a comparatively recent introduction.
It is so arranged that it not only cuts backwards or foiwards, but

in a
ny direction. It may best be described by comparing it with

a piece of wire with teeth projecting in all dinrecstoioebns,a ythwoaughasit to

really a saw of ordinary formation twisted i
present teeth in each direction. It is just conceivable that such
a saw might sometimes be useful, though we have not found it so
in our own practice. The difficulty of working it is one objection,
it is impossible to cut out sharp corners with it. The slightest
deviation in feeding the wood to the blade or a pressure sideways
causes the blade to cut where it should not. With an ordinary
blade only one edge cuts, and it will be quite as much as the
sawyer can do to prevent it cutting unevenly, at least till he has
acquired some skill. How much greater, therefore, the difficulty
of guiding a blade which cuts equally in all directions ? We
would strongly, caution the beginner not to use them as part
of his regular outfit, till he is able to wcrk the common blades so
freely that he is competent to discern any advantages there may
be in the others.

There is yet another kind of saw which we much like, but in
the machine only, as it is too coarse for the small hand-frame.
From this it will be gathered that the blade itself is only suitable
for comparatively thick or heavy wcrk. It is not one which is
recognised as part of the fretwcrker's regular outfit, to which,
however, it may with advantage be added for such sawing as
has been indicated. We refer to a piece of an old fine band saw
which has been repeatedly sharpened till it is very narrow. As
such a piece of saw is not always to be met with, those who think
it might come.in handy sometimes are advised to watcli their
opportunity and get it when they can. The beginner need not
lay in a large assortment of saws, and the sizes most likely to be
useful to him are the medium. If he gets a few of No. 3 or 4 he
will have sufficient to make a start with.

Afterwards he will easily be able to know what sizes are the
best adapted to any wcrk he may have in hand. At no time will
he ever are require to have a full assortment of all the sizes that are

ade.leVithtiroort
can b

three sizes carefully selected, anything that
he is likely to attempt be accomplished. The gradations in

extremely minute, so that it is quite impossible to say that
because a given number may not suit, that the next to it will do
perfectly.  There is considerable latitude allowable, and for all
Practical purposes it is sufficient to classify one's stock of saw-
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blades into thrae lots, viz., large, medium, and small. For general
purposes a No. 4 does very well, and it may be taken as the
medium. It is generally better to use as large a saw as is con-
venient instead of a smaller one, not so much because the large
saw cuts quicker, as because it is stronger, and is not sO easily
broken. As the saw blade has no stability in itself it cannot be
regarded as a complete tool without something to hold it rigid.
This may be either a hand-frame or machine, one or other of
which must form part of the fretsawyer's outfit. As there are
many varieties of machines, some of the principal will be found
described in a chapter devoted to them alone. The humbler hand-
frame will be first described, as it will be well for the learner to be
able to use it even if he should do most of his cutting with the
aid of a machine.

Saw Frames.—The hand-frame
is indispensable to the fretcutter who
must study economy, and we recom-
mend even those who ultimately
intend to get a machine to practise
with the frame till they are fairly
expert in using it. Very fair frames
may be bought for ls. each, or even
less occasionally, and prices range up
to several shillings, according to size
and quality. A really excellent frame
may be bought for about 3s. 6d. The
frames are mostly made of steel,
though, on account of their lightness,
those made of wood are to be preferred
generally. Taking the ordinary steel
or iron frame, fig. 1 gives a representa-
tion of a cheap form. In it the saw

clamps which hold the
blades are fixtures and
beyond opening to receive
the ends of the blades
they cannot be moved.
In fig. 2 a superior make
of frame is shown. In it

the saw-clamps are movable, so that within reasonable limits they
can be made available for broken saws. The chief advantage,
however, of having movable jaws or clamps is that they can be
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turned to 
face sideways so that the saw can be made to cut in

either direction and not merely forward from the back of the
frame. By reason of this adaptability much larger pieces of

wood can be operated on with a comparatively small frame to
what would be required with fixed jaws.
Fig. 3 represents really an excellent
form of wooden frame, and is the kind
used by professional marquetry-cutters.
It is both strong and light, so that it may
be used with the minimum of fatigue, and
having movable clamps is in this respect
equal to the most expensive metal frames.

For the benefit of those who
prefer to make their own .
frames, directions will be found
later on founded on the model
of one we use ourselves. As
the size of frames has been

referred to, it may be well to explain that this is reckoned
according to the distance between the saw-blade and the back
part of the frame. Thus a 12in.
frame will allow of a straight line
of that length being sawn from the
edge of a piece of wood towards its
centre, or by facing the saw sideways
a cut of any length at that distance
from the edge. A 12in. frame is a
very useful size, and anything over
16 inches may be regarded as being
rather too cumbersome, especially if
it is of metal. The illustrations given
may be taken as types of the frames
principally used, but there are two
others of a distinct variety which may
later on with advantage be
added to the outfit. One of
these is the small frame
sahs o wan enwfie r4,,s a ndbo wk soawwn

It will be found very useful
on account of its small and handy size, when sawing metal, which
is seldom fretted in large pieces. It can be adjusted to almost

FIG. 1. SIMPLE HAND-FRAME. 

FIG. 2. USEFUL HAND-FRAME.

FIG. 3. WOODEN-FRAME.
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any extent to take small lengths of broken blades. It is more
likely to be met with at the ordingy tool dealers than at the
fretwork specialists. The same may be said of the ordinary

fretwork generally a small saw of the usual kind will be found very
convenient. A tenon saw, as shown in fig. 6, will be found very
useful, though it must be observed that this tool is perhaps not in-
Speaking although it is alluded to among the necessary articles.
Speaking generally, it may be said that the usual tools of the

FIG. 4. JEWELLER'S BOW-SAW. FIG. 6. TENON SAW.

cabinet-maker's bow-saw shown in fig. 5. This is useful for thicker
wood than could be conveniently cut with the ordinary fretsaws
The blades used with it are strong and heavy. They are
obtainable at any tool shop, and are sold at prices regulated by

•
cabinet-maker will be found useful at some time or other to the
fretcutter who makes up his own work. This is indeed nothing
but cabinet-making on a small scale. We have, however, not so
much concern with these as with the tools which are either
absolutely necessary or of special utility to the fretcutter.

Boring Tools.—These cannot be dispensed with. That which
finds most favour among fretcutters is the drill, as with it holes
can be bored cleanly and without risk of splitting the wood. The

FIG. ( . ORDINARY DRILL.

drills or bits are made in various sizes. The ordinary form is shown
in fig. 7. Only one or two of them will be required, say one of
medium size which will make a hole large enough for any saw to
pass through, and a small one to use when the waste wood is not

FIG. 5. CABINET-MAKER'S BOW-SAW.

their length, generally at the rate of about 1.d. per inch. As the
frames are entirely of wood, they may be classed among those
tools which the worker can make for his own use, and a detailed
description will be found later on.

Ordinary and Tenon Saws.—For sawing boards into
lengths or pieces with straight edges and making up articles of
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FIG. 8. ARCHIMEDEAN DRILL-STOCK.

big enough to allow of a hole being made in it with the large
drill without damaging the design to be cut. To use the drill
a stock of some sort is required to 'rotate the drill rapidly. Fig.
8 represents the common or so-called Archimedean drill-stock,
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which can be got with two or three drills as low as 6d. Drills
worked by these stocks are only cutting during the downward
stroke of the small sliding handle. With another form of stock
represented in fig. 9 the cutting is continuous.

A common bradawl or a gimlet may be used instead of a drill,
but neither of them is so suitable on account of the liability of
splitting the wood. There is also the objection that very small
holes which are often necessary cannot be made with them.
With a bradawl properly used the risk of a split as well as a hole
resulting is comparatively small. The tool is such a useful one
in making up fretwork that even if a drill is preferred the novice

Eftv=31,
FIG. 9. CONTINUOUS-CUTTING DRILL-STOCK.

ought to know how to use it. The directions are very simple.
When beginning to bore see that the edge of the blade is across
the grain of the wood and not parallel with it. The edge then
cuts the fibres of the wood instead of splitting them apart.
When boring with the bradawl the hole is not made by con-
tinuously turning the tool round, as with a gimlet, but by a
slight rotary movement with pressure. The use of the gimlet is
BO well known and so obvious that no remarks need be made
about it.

For the purpose of slightly enlarging holes, as is sometimes
necessary, the tool known as a broach is very useful, but it seldom
forms part of the fretworker's outfit.

For making round holes, which form a part of many designs,
the ordinary brace or stock and bits of the joiner are often
better than the saw, i.e., it is easier to bore a large round hole
than to cut it.

Cutting-Board.—Although fretsawing may 1e done with-
out it, it is still so useful that it may almost be regarded as
indispensable. If it is only to save the table from being
accidentally injured with the saw, one should be got, but
beyond this it forms a most convenient support to the wood
while being sawn and much reduces the risk of delicate work

being broken. In itself the cutting-board is merely a piece of
board of convenient size to support the fret, or at any rate that
part of it which is being worked on. In the front of it there is
an opening, usually of a V shape, to allow of the saw working in it.

As sold usually it has a wooden
screw cr cramp to fix it to the
table with, as shown in fig. 10.
It will be understood that the
cutting-board is only useful with the hand-
frame. Those who use a machine will not

require it.

Files.—These are for smoothing down rough
cuts and getting outlines correct. As skill is
acquired the file will be less and lees required,
till at last its use may be almost if not entirely
dispensed with. The files specially prepared
for the fretcutter's use are both small and
inexpensive. We may, however, caution him
not to indulge in careless sawing with the notion
that files will put everything right. It ought CUTTING-BOARD.

not to be necessary to "improve" on the work
of the saw by filing each cut. It is often possible to use glass
paper with greater advantage and more conveniently than
files, though these must be used when the fret is in metal and
when sharp inside Corners have to be cleaned up. The most

later 
nenoient way of using glass-paper will be found described

Scraper.—This is a thin flat piece of steel used for the
purpose of scraping wood perfectly smooth, and for small work
will be found more convenient than the plane for finishing off. The
chief difficulty in connection with it is the sharpening, for unless
this is done properly the tool is almost useless. The effort should
be to get a sharp square edge slightly burred over and not a.
rounded one. This is managed by drawing a piece of steel, such
as the back of a gouge or a scraper sharpener, along the edge, but
those who do not know how to do what is required cannot do
better than get a cabinet-maker or joiner to show them, as mere
verbal description is hardly sufficient. It is specially useful for-
hard wood.

FIG. 10.
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Screw-drivers.—One or two of these will be found necessary
in making up work, as it does not always answer to depend
on glue alone, and screws are often better than nails for fastening
pieces together. The screw-driver is seldom needed of large size,
indeed, for most fretwork a large-sized bradawl is better or at
least quite as effectual and considerably cheaper.

Ham mer.—It is not necessary to say more than that one will
be required, and that one of small size will be the most
convenient.

As has been said, many of the tools required by the cabinet-
maker will come in handy to the fretsawyer who makes up his
own work, and the most useful of these will be cursorily glanced
at in the next chapter.

CHAPTE P III.

USEFUL TOOLS AND APPLIANCES.

EL
LTHOUGH cabinet-maker's tools are useful to the fretworker,

it must not be supposed that in all cases they need be so
large in size as those ordinarily met with in the workshop.

As a rule the smaller kinds will be much more convenient to the
amateur. For instance, the large jack plane is not necessary to
reduce the roughness of boards, nor is the trying plane necessary to
shoot straight edges with. Small planes will do all that is required.

FIG. 11. SMOOTHING PLANE.

Planes.—These, as is well known, are used to take the rough-
ness left by the saw from surfaces and edges of boards, as well as to
reduce them slightly in size. Several varieties are used for the
purpose, but the fretcutter can manage very well with one, or at
most two, as the wood he has to manipulate is almost entirely in
small pieces. If he does not wish for more rough work than can
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be helped he will buy his wood at least partially smoothed, so that
he has, as it were, to give it only the finishing touches. For this
purpose a smoothing plane, illustrated in fig. 11, will do admirably.
One with a double iron should be preferred, though a little more
expensive than a single iron plane. There are also sundry small
iron planes sold at very low prices. With even the smallest almost
everything that is necessary may be done, especially if the side of
the plane is flat. The reason for preference being given to one
with a flat side is that with it edges may be shot straight in con-
junction with the shooting-board more conveniently than when the
plane has a rounded side. As iron planes of the cheaper kind are
generally japanned black before they can be used comfortably with
the shooting-board, this coating should be rubbed or scraped off.
For doing the edges a rabbet plane is an excellent substitute for
the cumbersome trying or jointer planes commonly used for the
purpose on larger work.

USEFUL TOOLS AND APPLIANCES. 	 17

is placed on its side on the lower board and its sole to the edge to
be planed. As the cross-piece is at right angles with the guiding
edge of the board it will be perceived that there is no great diffi-
culty in planing a piece of wood with perfectly square corners.

Mitre Block. —This is somewhat similar to the ordinary
shooting-block just described, in fact it may be regarded as the
same thing with the block arranged to shape the wood to an
angle of 45 degrees instead of 90. It is principally of use for

FIG. 13. MITRE BLOCK.

cutting the ends of mouldings to form what is called a mitred joint.
For convenience it is usual to have the stop near the centre of
the board instead of at one end, and to have it sloping in both
directions, as shown in fig. 13.

FIG. 12. SHOOTING-BOARD.

Square.—As it is of the utmost importance that all work
should be put together on the square, this appliance will be
found indispensable as a guide to the fitter. It is so well known
and its use is so evident that nothing more need be said about it.

Shooting-Board.—This will be found most useful for
truing up straight edges and right angles. A simple form,
and it is as good as any, is shown in fig. 12. As there repro-•
rented it consists of a piece of board on which a narrower one is
fastened, and across this near one end at right angles with the edge
is another piece of wood. It will be seen that by placing the wood
of which the edge has to be planed, or technically shot, on the upper
board with one end against the transverse piece any part projecting
beyond the edge of the upper board can be easily and correctly
planed away. To do this the plane, instead of being held upright,

4
Gauge.--This will be found useful not only for marking

purposes but for cutting thin wood instead of sawing it. There
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Chisels.—One or two of these will be found necessary. They
are seldom required in any but the smallest sizes.
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Oilstone.—One of these always comes in handy and is neces-
sary for keeping edge tools in good condition.

Bead-Router or Scratch.—One of these will be found
extremely useful for forming mouldings or beadings on the edges
of shelves, or elsewhere, and for a variety of similar purposes.
With properly shaped cutters ploughing or grooving, rabbeting,
as well as small mouldings, either elaborate or plain, may be
accomplished.

Gimlets and Bradawls.—One or two of these, in addition
to those for boring holes for the saw, will be useful for the purpose
of making holes for the screws and nails. They should only be
small, as will be more clearly seen from the remark under the
heading of nails, etc.

GI ue.—Every reader of course knows what this is, and may think
he knows all about it. Unless he has had a good deal of experience
he probably knows very little about it that will be of much use to
him it he wants his glue really good, so that parts stuck together
with it will not fall apart on the slightest provocation. Though
apparently a trivial matter, the proper selection and preparation
of glue is of the utmost importance, so that we make no apology
for giving somewhat detailed directions about it. First of all care
will have to be exercised in its selection, and by paying a fair
price there is never any difficulty in getting it of good quality.
The best glue is of a clear brown colour, by no means opaque, nor
yet perfectly transparent. Some of the latter is good, but as a rule
the very light clear glues are not so strong as the darker tinted, as
the bleaching processes tend to weaken them. Sometimes their
use is unavoidable, but otherwise they should not be selected in
preference to those of darker hue. The best test, however, of glue
is in its use, as occasionally a very unpromising looking sample
turns out better than could have been expected. As, however, all
that the fretcutter uses amounts to very little, he can well afford
to buy the best.

To prepare the glue for use it should be broken into small
pieces and soaked in cold water till it has become soft or
gelatinised. The more water it absorbs without melting, the
better the quality of the glue as a rule. If it dissolves in cold
water it is poor and weak. It will have become soft in a few hours,
after which it is ready to be melted for use. To melt it all, or
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tUdinOUS 
little odds and ends which may be used. Something

should be said about the work-bench or table, which it may be
assumed is necessary. No special table is necessary—the work
may be done on any which is tolerably rigid. The kitchen-table will

do a
dmirably, while the same may be said of the dining-room table,

with the a
dditional remark that this need not be injured if only

moderate care be taken. For those who can have a room set apart
as a workshop it will be a convenience to have a bench with a
screw fitted to it in the ordinary way. This will be found a great
convenience in making up work.

Cork Block.—This is used in connection with the glass-paper
just mentioned. It is simply a piece of ccrk three or four inches
long by rather less in width and about one inch thick. The edges
on one side are slightly rounded off to prevent the glass-paper
being too much torn when it is being used. The paper is folded
over the block in any way that may be most convenient to enable
it to be rubbed over the wood. The use of glass-paper over a block
such as this is necessary to avoid rounding off the sharp edges of ,
fretwcrk, as they would be if the glass-paper were rubbed on the
wood direct with the fingers or without something stiff and
flat as a support. A piece of wood instead of ccrk may be used
if preferred, but it is not so good.

Screws.—The sizes required are principally the smaller,
and those most generally useful are those known as, 00, 0,
1, 2, and 3, in I, ands inch lengths. In addition to those
made of iron a few brass screws, which can be had with either fiat
or rounded heads, will be useful for fastening on ornamental parts
of brass, such as handles, escutcheons, etc. These .screws are
considerably more expensive, so they should not be used where iron
will do as well.

Nails and Needle-Points.—It goes without saying that
nails will be as necessary in fretworking as in any other kind of
joinery. Those mostly used are of the kind known as wire nails
They are very cheap.

Needle-points, as may be gathered from their name, are sharp
pieces of steel very much like needles except that they have no
eye. In practice they are extremely useful for many purposes.
Being very fine, they may be used where the presence of a nail-
head would be objectionable, as they can be broken short off at
the wood when driven far enough in. They are thus almost
invisible. They are also useful when fitting work together
temporarily. They can be got at most tool dealers and, like wire
nails, are very cheap. A pennyworth will last a considerable time.

Sundries.—Compasses will be useful for marking circles
on the wood, and some kind of a rule can hardly be dispensed
with for measuring. The principal tools which are likely
to be required have now been mentioned, so that the list
is not a very formidable one. It has not been thought neces-
sary to allude to lead pencils, drawing pins, and the multi- •
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wood while it is being sawn is of iron, and of course is the counter-
part of the cutting-board used with the hand-frame. The downward
or cutting movement of the saw is given by depressing the handle

and the u
pward one is aided by the spring.

e
Just behind the handle there is a small eye, to which a piece of

string may be at for the purpose of working the machine
with the foot, which is passed through a loop at the bottom end.

An examination of the hand machine illustrated below will show
that the action of the saw is not perfectly vertical or perpendicular to
the surfaces of the work, as the frames being hinged at the back
naturally cause the front ends of the arms to describe a portion
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Et MACHINE for fretcutting in its primitive form may be re-
garded as a hand-frame, or as an adaptation thereof, fixed
in such a manner that the blade of the saw is kept in a

certain definite position to the wood which is being cut. In other
words, the saw-frame is guided so that the blade cuts with more
regularity perpendicularly than when the frame alone is used.

Machines are actuated either by hand or by foot, or, in the case
of the larger kind in trade workshops, by steam. These latter,
being beyond the scope of the amateur, need not be further
referred to.

Hand Machines.—With these the advantage consists
almost entirely in the guidance given to the saw, one hand being
at liberty to control the wood and feed it to the blade. With a
treadle machine, or one worked by foot, both hands are at liberty
to guide the wood, the speed of cutting is increased and, generally,
thicker material may be sawn. By a simple contrivance most of
the hand machines can be worked by the foot when required,
though their power is limited. As the hand machines occupy a.
sort of intermediate position between the independent hand-frame
and the foot or treadle machine, they will be dealt with first. It
must be understood that these hand machines are not to be com-
pared with the better kind of treadle machines, nor do they allow
of the freedom with which the hand-frame may be worked. Their
chief recommendation is that they are inexpensive.

Fig. 14 represents one of the cheapest and simplest forms of
hand machines. The frame which holds the saw is hinged at the
back to the portion which is fastened to the table or bench by
means of a small iron cramp. The small table for supporting the

FIG. 14. HAND FRET MACHINE.

of a circle. As the saw-blade gives slightly to the pressure of the
wood being sawn, this defect is not so noticeable as might be ex-
pected, but a true vertical action is to be preferred. With the
ordinary hand-frame, of course, it can be got so that in this
respect the hand machine is at a disadvantage.

It should be stated that hand machines have not enjoyed much
popularity, at any rate in this country, whether because they
have not been sufficiently known or because their advantages are
not conspicuous must be left to the opinion of the reader. In most
books on the subject they are not mentioned, but to omit any
nnaottuicreatolyf • awl en/ It's thneik•ennww all abbeouatnevienryjutshitg.ticle to the novice, who

Treadle Machines, —These may now claim attention, and
we may take this opportunity of cautioning the novice against
the idea that equally good work can be done with all of them.

The first essential of a really useful machine is capacity to do
the work it is intended to efficiently. No part of a machine more
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conduces to steady action than a heavy wheel, and the sawing
powers may almost be considered as depending on this. Any
machine will run easily when no wood is being sawn, so the purchaser
must not rely on any trial of the action unless he is cutting at the
same time.

In selecting a machine the distance from the saw to the back,
i.e., the clear space in which material being worked can be swung,
must be noticed, and it may also be advisable to consider whether
the machine has a presser foot, by means of which the wood can
be kept down close to the table and be prevented from being
raised by the action of the saw. The wood can be and often is
kept down by the hands, but if through inadvertence the pressure
is released while the machine is in motion the wood is jerked up
and the saw is probably broken. By the use of the presser foot
this risk is lessened and the hands are left entirely free to guide
the wood.

To give the novice a fair idea of the machines most commonly
met with, the principal ones are briefly described. For convenience'
sake they may be divided into two classes, viz , those with true
perpendicular action, and those in which the saw, though
sufficiently so for ordinary purposes, is not always perfectly
vertical. In the former the saw can only move up and down in
the same direct line. In the latter the saw is fastened to clamps
at the ends of movable wooden arms, so that as these move the
position of the saw varies to a small extent. In the cheaper
class, that with movable arms, the tension of the saw is equal at
all parts of the stroke. The cutting-edge can only be made to
face in two directions, i.e., backwards and forwards. In machines
with the perpendicular action when a spring is used the tension
of the saw varies, though to a practically imperceptible extent ;
it is naturally greatest when the saw is at the end of the down-
ward stroke and least at the end of the return one. The direction
in which the saw faces can be varied so that long wood can be
cut. It is not possible to remove the arms, as is occasionally a
convenience when threading the saw into the centre of a very
large piece of work, but still for all-round work we are inclined
to prefer that with perpendicular action.

The Cricket machine is chiefly noticeable on account of its low
price, which is about 13s. It is only capable of light work, but so
far as it goes it is not to be despised. It has a tilting table, but
no blower nor drilling attachment. The clearance is 16in. It
is shown in fig. 15. The "Improved Rogers is a very similar
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lines, but is very much heavier,
being about double the weight of
the Rogers or 501bs. In addition
to blower and drilling spindle, it
has an emery wheel, lathe, and
circular saw attachments. For saw-
ing the clearance is 18in. The
circular saw attachment consists of
an iron table 4in. x 3in., the saw
itself being 2iin.. diameter. Natur-
ally the cutting powers are not
great. The lathe attachment is
easily adjusted and is useful for
doing small turning.

Of machines known as the
"Dexter " there are three varieties,
distinguished as A, B, & C, of which
the latter, illustrated in fig. 16, is
the best for general purposes. The
drilling attachment is unusually
convenient. The weight of the
machine is rather less than that of
the Lester, but excellent work may
be done with it. The clearance is rather under 17in. The B.
Dexter is similar, the principal difference being that it is lighter,
the table does not tilt, and the clearance is 12iin. The A
machine has the same distance to the back as the B. It is made
to fastenlsten

ess than that of the Lester and the swing of the

to a table or bench top. Neither the A nor the B
patterns are often to be met with.

The machine
Rival," illustrated in fig. 17, is provided with a lathe.

T Tehm

e foregoing

achineis well adapted for sawing small work, its weight

arms withis 16iin. It has an upright drilling arrangement, like the

likely to meet wi h having movable arms. There are several
more,  principal ipafll machines which the amateur is
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, b u t ;h y aare tools
 for doing a

hregaevrysiaznettainngand may beconsidered.
As trade workshop 
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., those with perpendicular action
amount of attention.
shown in fig. 18. As will be

seen, it has all the
features of a first-class
machine, tilting table,
upright drill, and good
blower. The swing
under arm is, however,
only fifteen inches, so
that the space is com-
paratively limited. It
is a good heavy
machine and stands
firmly. There is also
a lathe attachment
which can be had sepa-
rately. The upward
stroke of the upper
saw-clamp is caused by
a bent spring.

The "Fleetwood" is
rather an ornate-look-
ing machine, and is
as good a one as can be
met with, but rather
expensive.

The "Britannia No.
7 " is an English-made
machine and is repre-
sented at fig. 19. Being
made in England by

annia Company, it pos-
sesses an advantage in having the manufacturers close at
hand in the event of any repair being required. The table
is much larger than usual, as it extends the whole length
under the arm, so that ample support is given to large and
fragile work while being cut. A loose piece affords easy
access to the lower saw-clamp. The distance to saw from arm
is twenty inches, so that large pieces can be worked on. The
drill shaft, which is not visible in the illustration, is horizontal,
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and will hold emery or buff wheels, or polishing brushes. The

presser foot and blower are b

d

oth good,

,

 and,
edcan be fix at any angle

as in the case of

of course, the table,

The lu npeward stroke of the saw iseveryb gloo.

for cutting on the bevel.
assisted by a spiral spring•

8" LS in every respect an admirable
n anThe " Britannia Co. s Ndvoa.

ntages which are not found i	 y
possesses amachine, and

other.	 It bears a
strong resemblance to
the machine last men-

tiopnaled, but has several
important alterations.
A

't from those fea-
tures which it posses-
ses in common with
the No. 7, its chief
characteristics are the
heavy fly - wheel and
the method by which
the tension of the saw
is secured.

The unusual weight
of the wheel is an
important factor in en-
suring that steadiness
of action which is so
great a comfort to the
worker and so essential
to accurate cutting.
The wheel is grooved
for two speeds, so that
metal sawing or heavy
work which would be
almost impossible on
any other machine of
similar size can be
done with comparative ease. Though the machine is stated
by the manufacturers to cut wood 41n. thick easily, there is no
great difficulty with a suitable saw in working lm. oak, by
using the slow-speed groove, while either with this or the other
one thin stuff may be cut with the greatest ease and accuracy.T

he equal tension of the saw at all parts of the stroke is

The other class of machines, viz
of saw, may now receive an equal

The " Challenge " machine is

5

FIG. 16.	 the well-known Brit-THE DEXTER TREADLE MACHINE.

FIG. 17. THE RIVAL TREADLE MACHINE.
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maintained by a very simple and ingenious arrangement of wooden
arms, which dispense with any need for the somewhat objection-
able spring which is usually an accompaniment of perpendicular
action. The tension can instantly be adjusted to a nicety, or
altered as may be required. The "Improved No. 8," as its name
implies, is merely a modified form of the other, in which several
minor details have been altered. Although they are only small,

they are by no means
unimportant to those who
can appreciate them. The
chief alteration is the addi-
tion of an upright drilling
arrangement similar in
principle to that of the
"Dexter" and "Challenge"
machines. The construc-
tion of the saw-clamps has
also been slightly altered.

We have now described
'the leading features of the
best - known machines in
the market in order that
everyone may be enabled
to select for himself
Whichever machine the
fretcutter decides on, a
few general hints as to
its treatment and care
will not be amiss, though
to those who are accus-
tomed to machinery, either
large or small, —they may
to a great extent be super-
fluous. The fitting to-
gether of the various parts

will first engage the attention of the purchaser, unless indeed it is
got from a local dealer, who may possibly deliver it fitted up. If
sent by rail it will arrive in separate pieces for convenience in
packing. To give details for fitting up each machine is of course
out of the question, and all that can be done is to recommend
the fitter to consider each portion well before attempting to fit up.
As a rule there is no difficulty if a little care and judgment be

FIG. 18. THE CHALLENGE TREADLE
MACHINE.
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the most important piece of advice is that no un-
tercised.due etrairdPerhapsugeh.ap rslde thuired to

get them
put

 to
the

 fit,
parts	 y

it shows that theresh	 be exercised to	 together. If an

great strength

r ou q

is either something wrong with the pieces themselves, or, what is
much more likely, that
the fitter is trying to
make the machine up
wrongly. All nuts and
screws should be tightly
fitted, so that the machine
may be as rigid as pos-
sible. All the working
or frictional points should
be well oiled, and where
they are of wood a mix-
ture of soft soap and
blacklead or blacklead
alone will be better than
oil. When the saw is
fitted, notice whether the
clamps are fixed so that
the saw is straight and
not twisted, and that it
cuts directly to the front.
If it does not, a little
adjustment will be neces-
sary. It will also be
advisable to be careful
that the table is fixed
horizontally, so that the
saw cuts square with the
wood, that is, of course,

assuming that the learner will not at first want to cut on the
bevel. It has been said that all screws must be fitted up
tightly, but naturally when they are pivots, as in the
case of those on which the wooden arms of the Lester
swing, discretion must be used. Some attention will be requi-
site when adjusting swinging arms, for if they be too tight
there will be unnecessary labour in working the machine, and if
too loose there will be a sideplay which is neither comfortable nor
conducive to good work. After a time the leather cord will
probably have stretched and become loose, so that it slips in the

FIG 19. THE BRITANNIA, NO. 7 TREADLE
MACHINE.
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CHAPTER V.

HOME-MADE TOOLS AND APPLIANCES.

aT 
is not to be understood that the various things which the
worker can make for his own use are not to be bought, for
everything the fretcutter requires may be bought ready for

use. There are, however, many who like to make as much as they
can for themselves, and for these the instructions given may be
useful, as the tools, etc., described are of the simplest construc-
tion, so that anyone possessing a moderate amount of skill can
make them.

Saw- Frames.—Naturally the saw-frame must first engage
attention, and the form about to be described, and which is illus-
trated in fig. 3 page 9., is of exactly the same kind as is used by
practical marquetry-cutters. It may therefore be regarded as
being the best in use.

The saw-clamps, fig. 20, will have to be bought, as there are few
amateurs who could make them or would care to do so. Assuming

that a pair of these have been got, the frame may be made as
follows. The material will be beech, or any strong wood which is
not too heavy, tin. thick. Of this for a 12in. size the following
pieces will be required, two of them. 13in. long and one of them 8iin.
They should be lin. wide, though if other proportions are altered
accordingly these measurements need not be closely adhered to.
The chief thing to be remembered is that the distance between            
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grooves, a little must then be cut off one end in order to shorten
it ; but if made too tight there will be an unnecessary amount of
friction. When once it is properly adjusted a good machine
requires very little attention beyond oiling.

Perhaps it is expected that something should be said about the
cutting capacity of machines, as the question as to the thickness
of the wood that can be sawn with any particular machine is often
asked. Unfortunately for such inquirers it is not possible to
give definite answers, but to give some idea of what may
be managed, it may be said that few machines can be worked
with comfort if the wood is over bin. thick, although with some
of them it is not impossible to saw through even oak of double
that thickness. It is rarely that the amateur will have occasion
to use wood of more than bin. thick. Those who want to do
really fine inlaid work will do well to select a machine with
vertical stroke of saw and with a good and easily-adjusted presser
foot, as otherwise it is difficult to prevent fine pieces of veneer
from breaking. The machine for this kind of work should be one
of the best.                                                      
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the two jaws is somewhat less than the length of the saw-blades.
If 4iin. be allowed clear it will do very well. The three pieces of
the frame are fastened together at the back by a halved joint
which should be neatly formed and glued. In each angle, as a
stay, glue pieces shaped as shown in fig. 21. These must be
trimmed to exactly the thickness of the wood against which they
abut. Now, on each side of the frame at each of the corners glue
thin (say, tin.) stuff, covering pieces shaped out to correspond

with the braces. The outer corners should
be neatly rounded off for the sake of appear-
ance as well as for convenience. A joint so
made should be as strong as there can be any

Mc. 21. SAW-FRAME reasonable occasion for, but if considered
advisable a few screws or fine nails run
through will do no harm. So much for the

frame itself, but there is still the handle and its fitting. This
will probably be a more difficult job. For the top end to hold
the smaller jaw a piece of sound beech, or other suitable wood,
1f in. long and the same in diameter, will be required.

As it may not be convenient to turn it, there is no absolute
necessity for it to be round. If octagonal, that is square with
the corners taken off, it will be just as useful for all practical
purposes, but it will not look so nice. Through the centre of this
in the direction of its length a hole is to be made to pass the

screw and receive the square portion of the shank of the jaw as
far as the part where it is widened out. A mortise must next be
made in one side of this little block to receive the tenon to which
the end of the frame is cut. Do not reduce the thickness of the
frame more than can be helped, and let the tenon be as large as it
can conveniently be. The joint will be secured with glue.

The handle itself is a rather more complicated piece of work,
but fig. 22. will assist in making all clear. On the jaw which
is used in this part of the frame there is a small loose nut on the
screw. This nut may be left alone for the present, but it will help

those who are not acquainted with the construction of a fretsaw
handle to understand better what is wanted. As shown in the
illustration, the handle is in two portions. The longer one is
attached to the frame in the way described for the end, for the
other jaw and the iron runs through it. Now, if the nut referred
to be in the other part of the handle, as it is represented to be in
the illustration, and a hole large enough for the screw to be bored
in the length of the wood, it will at once be seen that the jaw may
be screwed tightly to the handle. A hole through the smaller
piece of wood might do without the nut, but there would be very
little durability. It will be seen that the hole in the part of the
handle where the frame is fastened on is only large enough to pass
the square part of the iron, and that the remainder of it is bored
to receive the thinner portion of the other part of the handle.
This is bored to take the screw, which it will be noted may
fit quite loosely within it. The nut is inserted by cutting a
hole through from side to side. It will be convenient if the nut
fits tightly. A handle about 6in. in length will do very well. Those
who have a steel or iron frame with
movable jaws may easily make a
wooden frame, as the handle they
already have will obviate any neces-
sity for a new one being made. All
they will have to do will be to make
the frame and fasten the handle into
a larger hole in the block at the bot-
tom than in the top one. If the
wood in this block is to be of sufficient
substance to hold the part of the handle which in the iron frame
is covered with the metal, it will look very clumsy.

In some wooden frames the blocks are not fastened on, but form
parts of the top and bottom of the frame. It is claimed for these
trhaeped,tairthey are stronger than those described, but as these are strong
enough and have the additional advantage of being more easily

there is no adequate advantage to compensate for the
extra trouble of making, and consequently increased cost. Fig. 23
will show how the wood is tapered off from the block to the
normal thickness of the frame.

The cabinet-maker's bow-saw frame, illustrated in fig. 5,p. 10, is
one which can be made at home, and may with advantage be added
to the outfit if there is any thick wood to be shaped. The shaping
of the jaws may be omitted. The saw-clamps or jaws may be bought
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FIG. 23. SHAPE OF WOOD
OF SAW-FRAME.
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with the handles at any ordinary tool shop, or they may be made
at home, as they are very simple. Both handles being alike, it will
be sufficient to describe one of them. The handle may be of any
convenient shape and length that can be grasped comfortably. Into
the end of it is screwed a piece of iron or brass rod of about tin.
diameter. A screw nail may be used, its head being cut off
afterwards. A saw cut extending, say, I in. will have to be made
from the end into which to insert the saw-blade when in use.
These blades are either kept in place by a small rivet or piece of
wire. The simplest way of doing is to drill a hole through the
metal at a right angle with the cut. A piece of wire run through
this and the hole in the end of the saw-blade is then all that is
required. Fig. 24 shows this part of the work clearly. The thin
straight part of the handle goes through a hole in the frame and

has a thin piece of brass tubing round it to prevent it from
splitting. As these handles can be turned in any direction without
loosening the blade, the frame need not be a large one from back
to front. The blades are made from 8in. to 16in. in length. One
of 10in. is a convenient length. The total length of the arms may
appropriately be from 10in. to lft. They may be made of wood
lin. thick and at the widest part some liin. wide. The broad
piece connecting—or rather, should be said, separating—these
two will be in length to correspond with the length of the blade,
about lin. wide, and either of the same or slighter substance. At
both ends it is sunk into a corresponding mortise in the other
portions of the frame, but the fitting must be dry, i.e., without glue
and loose. At the other ends of the arms from the saw string is
wound round and tightened to the required degree by the small
piece of wood which engages with the piece last referred to and
so prevents the cord from unwinding.

To use the bow-saw the wood must be securely fastened to the
bench, as one hand is required for each handle. Naturally the
fretcutter will not use this tool when he can use something lighter.
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Cutting-Board.—This certainly can be made at home,
indeed it hardly requires making, for it need be nothing but a
piece of plain board. For convenience, however, it usually has a
triangular piece cut out, as was stated in Chapter II. This, however,
may for some purposes be improved on. The particular shape and
size are matters of comparative importance, but the arrangement is
so simple that there is no reason why the cutter should not have
several boards by him, so that he can select that which is most
suitable for the work in hand. As the object of the board is
merely to support the wood while it is being cut, thick stuff can
be worked without risk of breakage on a board with a large open-
ing. Fine delicate work, on the contrary, must be supported as
much as possible, so that the opening for the blade should not be
larger than is necessary. With these general principles to guide
him, the beginner can have little difficulty in adapting his cutting-
board according to circumstances. The opening is generally of a
V shape, and it stands to reason that the inner angle should be
acute, or the amount cut away may be so great that there is an
inadequate support afforded. For a board of general utility there
is nothing better than an opening shaped like a V with the V
part terminating in a narrow passage for the saw-blade, while for
greater freedom in working this there is a small circle bored out
with the centre bit or other convenient tool. Large work can be
cut over the V opening. It may sometimes be an advantage to
use a board with a simple passage for the saw to a hole for it to work
in. It will be found that it is much easier to work with a large
opening than with a small one, as the saw in this is apt to catch
in the cutting-board. At the outset it is not necessary to have a
board with a small opening, as the beginner will not do fine
work.

The size of the board should be as great as the saw-frame will
allow, that is, it must be possible for the frame to swing clear of
the front corners. As a rule cutting-boards are much smaller
than the outside limit at which they might be used, but the larger
they are the smaller the risk of the fretwork being broken while
it is being sawn. On the other hand, if the board is too large it
is apt to be unwieldy. For general purposes, perhaps, a board
measuring 12in. by 8in. is as convenient as any, and it will do to
make a start with.

In order to fasten the board to the table, one or two cramps of
the kind shown in fig. 25 will be required. They are easily
obtainable, and as a rule one will suffice. In the board, somewhere
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FIG. 26. THE SCRATCH OR ROUTER.

FIG. 25. CRAMP.
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near the centre, though nearer the back than the front, bore a hole
large enough to let the top of the cramp, i.e., the end opposite to
the screw, pass through it easily. The board might now be fastened
to the table, but the upper arm of the cramp being above the
surface would be in the way of the wood to be operated on, and
this would never do. It is therefore necessary to cut a hollow

place in the board for this upper arm to lie in, so
that it is below the surface and out of the way.
If one cramp is not found to hold securely, then
two must be used, the holes for them being bored
not in the centre but near the edges.

Shooting-Board.—This has already been
referred to so fully that it is unnecessary to
say much more about it. A few detailed direc-
tions will suffice. The total length may be from
12in. to 18in., and the width about 6in. These
are suitable, but any others may be taken if pre-
ferred. As an illustration has been given in
fig. 12 it may be advisable to refer to it On the
top of the bottom board, which may be lin. thick,

another of about 4in. in width and tin. in thickness is screwed or
glued. Its front edge, i.e., the one which is set back on the lower
board, is to be perfectly straight and square. On one end a
piece of wood is screwed so that it is at exactly a right angle
with the edge of the piece last referred to.

The block for shooting mitres is on exactly the same principle,
the principal difference being that instead of the stop being at a
right angle, it is at one of 45 degrees, and for convenience there are
two of them. Any angles can be shot perfectly true either by
making shooting-blocks specially, or in a simpler manner by
having pieces of wood cut at the desired angles, to put temporarily
between the fixed stop and the wood being shot or planed.

Scratch or Router. — This is, considering its simpli-
city, one of the most useful tools which the fretcutter can have.
Besides its convenience for cutting beads and mouldings on the
edges of shelves, etc., its possession renders the worker almost
independent of ready-made ornamental mouldings, which form
such an important feature of many fretwork articles. The tool
itself consists of a wooden stock or handle, to which variously

- shaped cutting-irons can be made and fitted at pleasure. It is

little more than a modification of the ordinary marking or cutting
gauges. It is shown in fig. 26. The cutting-iron is movable,
and the head or stop is part of the handle. This is formed of two

hard wood about lft. long, or	 thick, and llin.
utt end. These are shaped as shown, and are kept
vo or more screws, the cutting-irons being thereby

them.
; the screws the irons can be altered or moved as
I screw is in the way, it is a very simple matter to
;s. The preparation of the stock requires no special
rons must be carefully prepared, as the appearance
of the mouldings depends almost entirely on them.

; action of the tool is entirely a scraping and not a
; one, its chief utility is for small work, for to
large mouldings or members of mouldings would

ore trouble than the labour is worth ; but it must
forgotten that even a large moulding may consist

y small members, and that by using a series of irons
good work may be done.
the irons, pieces of steel about the thickness of the
r, which has already been alluded to in the chapter
Is, will do very well. Perhaps the best way of ex-
ng to the novice what is wanted will be to suppose
t series of three beads is to be
d on the edge of a board, as shown
iron to scratch this will be shaped
end as in fig. 28, which it will be ////////7
the negative or reverse of the

rid of the iron may, if preferred,
that the three rows of beads are
the same time. As a matter of	 FIG. 27.

uld seldom be cut separately if
;er than represented, and an iron might at least be
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seen that a series of beads and hollows of different shapes can be
made by having suitable irons.

The scratch is used by holding it in both hands, keeping the
inner side of the butt end against the edge of the wood to be
moulded, and the cutting edge on its surface. It is then moved
backwards and forwards till the iron refuses to bite. Only
moderate pressure should be used, and the butt must be kept
firmly in contact with the edge of the wood, which must be se-
cured to the bench or table top. Not only straight, but round
or curved mouldings may be worked with this simple tool.

Perhaps some direction should be given about preparing the
irons, though after what has been said this is such a simple
matter that it seems almost unnecessary to do so. The metal
should, if possible, be held in a vice, and of course files are necessary
to do the shaping. The filing should be straight across, so that
the edges of the metal are square ; if they are rounded the
scraping powers of the tool will be very limited Sharpening
otherwise than this is hardly necessary, though some people prefer
to give the edges a final rub either with a scraper sharpener or
with slips of sharpening stones similar to those used by carvers.

It is advisable to mark the outline to be filed down to, and as
it is not altogether an easy matter to mark it on the steel direct,
it will be better to glue a piece of paper and mark the outline on
it. It may sometimes be a convenience to be able to soften the
iron before filing, and naturally this implies that it must be
hardened afterwards. The former may be managed by heating to
a dull red and letting it cool slowly in the ashes, while the latter
can be done by reheating and plunging into water. Great nicety of
temper is not wanted, and the iron will be ready for use. Beads and
mouldings worked by the scratch are generally the better for being
touched up with glass-paper. In using this care should be taken
not to rub so roughly or so freely as to take the character out of
the mouldings, which should be left sharp and clean. The paper
can be held over thin slips of wood, shaped to correspond with
the beadings, etc.
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pal material used by the fretcutter is wood, and he
attain skill in cutting this before using others either
ficult.to work or more costly Among the other
be mentioned brass, and the softer metals, mother
nite, xylonite, ivory, etc. Wood is the material for

 athe published designs are prepared. There is
ine material alone. He can choose wood nearly
prefers it black, for ebony is nearly so if not quite,
wood dyed in a variety of colours. A few of the
istics of the various kinds of timber most commonly
eful, as well as a few hints about buying wood, and
ich it is specially prepared for the fretcutter.

be bought at the ordinary timber yards, but many of
rties are not always to be met with in this manner
to be got of suitable thickness. Generally the

at does not care to cut a board, so that the purchaser
take more than he requires. Naturally the prices

yard are less than those quoted by dealers who will
quired. To do this means waste, for which the
recouped. Those who buy in large quantities will

nasiderable saving is to be effected by going to
for what they want. On the other hand, they will
to get the wood planed smooth at a timber yard, as

h from the saw. This however, is not a very serious
the fretcutter does not care to do this work himself
one for him by any cabinet-maker: When purchas-
necessary to be careful to select well-seasoned dry
is got from an open timber yard it is very likely not
ough it may be thoroughly seasoned. Timber should

CHAPTER VI.
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be kept in a warm dry room for a time before it is used, but on no
account should any attempt be made to hasten the drying by
placing it too near a fire. If this is done the wood is very apt to
shrink, split, or twist. As it is not an easy matter to judge
whether wood is seasoned or not, although there are certain signs
by which an expert can generally tell, the best plan for the amateur
is to deal only with a reliable merchant to whom the selection may
be left. Wood specially prepared and sold by dealers in fretwork
materials may almost invariably be depended on for being dry and
well seasoned.

Boards are not always so flat as they ought to be. When a board
is really badly twisted it will seldom be of much use wasting time
over it, as it rarely happens that any improvement can be effected
except by planing it down, and in the case of thin boards there is
not enough stuff to allow of this being done. It often happens
that a board has become rounded or convex on the one side and
concave on the other. In this case it is often possible to flatten
the wood without much trouble. Wood bn being damped swells,
consequently if wetted on one side that becomes convex and the
other correspondingly concave, or to use the more usual workshop
term, it is rounded on the one side and hollowed on the other.
If the hollowed side be equally damped it will in its turn swell, so
that the board again becomes flat, and if both sides are dried
equally it will remain so in all probability. In practice it is not a
good plan to damp wood more than can be helped, so the hollow
side is rarely wetted, but the converse plan of drying the rounded
side is adopted. This may be managed by placing it for a short
time near the fire, but not too near or it may split or curl the
reverse way. It is impossible to give precise directions, as so much
depends on circumstances. Occasionally.it may even be preferable
to swell the hollow side by damping it, and very little moisture is
required to effect what is necessary. Where there is plenty of
sawdust about it is not an uncommon plan to moisten a few hand-
fuls of this and to let it lie on the hollow side of the wood for a
few hours. Boards may often be flattened by simply laying them
down on a cold floor with the hollow side downwards, or by placing
them against a wall. In every case the principle of swelling the
hollow side or shrinking the rounded one is the basis on which
boards are treated, unless it is necessary to plane them down.

Wood in such quantities as the amateur is likely to require is
sold by the square foot, except a few varieties which are generally
sold by weight. Wood being sold and quoted for per square foot
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may mislead the novice by inducing him to suppose that if he
orders a foot or any number of feet he will get a piece one or
several feet square. The superficial measurement is taken in
calculating the number of feet the board contains, thus a board
2ft. long by 6in. wide is only lft., the same as one measuring,
12in. by 12in. When ordering wood, more than the actual
quantity apparently required must be got, as it is impossible to
work it up without some waste. The amount of this depends on the
job, and the cutter will soon learn to estimate it with a sufficient
amount of accuracy. If more is got than is required for a special
article, the odd pieces which are left over will very likely come
in handy for making up some small thing, so unless very small
they should not be thrown away.
• The wood that is specially prepared for fretworkers is generally
in certain definite thicknesses, and these are I, and 2 in. In
addition to solid wood in these thicknesses, what is known as
3-ply wood is also prepared, each board being made up of three
veneers with the grain of the middle one in the contrary direc-
tion to that of the outsides. From this arrangement the 3-ply
boards are less likely to twist or split than when in the natural
state. They are also much stronger, and on that account are to
be preferred to solid wood for fine, delicate work. The 3-ply is
not obtainable in greater thickness than fin.. It is always sold
planed and finished, ready for use.

While speaking of the thickness of wood, it is usual to speak of
wood by its nominal thickness. This remark hardly applies to
specially prepared fretwood, which is often sold at its actual
thickness.  When wood is got from the ordinary timber yard, the
purchaser should be careful to explain whether the thickness he
wants is the nominal one or the thickness " down," which means

thick,

the wood has been finished smooth by planing "down." The

Actually

reason for boards not being of their nominal thickness may be
explained in a few words. If an inch board, that is, one an inch

h

, is divided into four, each piece is nominally . tin. 	 thick.
althilyngt.hese boards are less, as the saw cuts or kerfs have

removed some of the wood in the form of sawdust. The wood
rough from the saw is further reduced in thickness by

smoothing.
 is also sold in the form of veneers, which are very thin, so

that they cannot be used by themselves, but have to be stuck on
to a solid foundation or ground. Veneered fretwork is generally
used in the form of inlays or overlays, both of which will be
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explained in due course. To the - marquetry-cutter they are
essential, as all marquetry is done with them. Veneers are
prepared in two different ways, known as knife-cut and saw-cut.
The former is very thin, though cheaper it is not so suitable for
the kind of work under consideration. It is merely mentioned to
put the purchaser in a position to know what kind of veneer to
get. The ordinary saw-cut veneer is in every way better for
working with. The value of most kinds of wood varies according
to the choiceness and variety of its figure or markings. Some
woods, however, such as holly, depend a great deal more on their
purity of colour and absence of figure. These, however, are the
exceptions.

Although any kind of wood may be used by the fretcutter,
certain of them are more likely to be met with than others, and a
short description of the principal will be useful. Only those
which can be easily obtained, either from an ordinary timber
dealer or from fretwork specialists, are mentioned. Many of them,
being used in the construction of ordinary articles of furniture,
can be obtained at a cabinet-maker's if there is no timber yard
available.

Ash.—Coarse in grain, with large figure, without much variety.
Hard and tough, The colour varies from a light yellow to a light
brown. The Hungarian variety is very different from the ordinary,
being full of figure and of a different colour. It is generally
used in the form of veneers and is not a pleasant wood to cut.

Beech.—A fine, close-grained, hard wood, mostly of a light
reddish-brown colour, though some of it is nearly white. It is
a •ice clean-cutting wood, and polishes well either in its own
na ral colour or stained.

Birch.—A similar wood, but with a much finer figure in
the choicer varieties.

Cedar.—The ordinary variety is the material of which cigar
boxes are generally made, and may often be confounded by the
novice with mahogany, which it to a certain extent resembles.
It is coarse in the grain, without much figure, and moderately soft.
It must not be mistaken for the fragrant variety known as pencil
cedar. This is a very soft silky wood without much figure, close
grained, and pleasant to work, but is easily split.
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Canary.—This, as generally sold for fret purposes, is a soft
American wood often simply called whitewood, but of a yellowish
tinge. It is remarkably free from knots and there is practically
no figure. - It cuts well and easily.

Cherry.—Close grained, hard, light reddish-brown in colour,
and very suitable for fine work.

Chestnut.—There are two distinct varieties, one of them
being the timber of the Spanish or eating chestnut tree, and the
other of the horse-chestnut tree. The former bears a great
similarity to oak. It works well and freely. The wood of the
horse-chestnut has very little figure, is close and soft, and is of a
light colour, much of it being almost white. On this account
it is often useful as a substitute for holly.

Ebony.—Ebony wood dyed black is generally used instead of
real ebony, which is not a pleasant wood to cut, being very hard and
troublesome in other respects. Very little ebony is absolutely black.

Holly.—This wood, as prepared for the fretcutter, is chiefly
American, and is of a beautiful creamy white, closely resembling
ivory. It is hard and close grained, with little figure. This latter
feature along with its colour are the characteristics which render
it of value to the fretcutter. White chestnut, or the finer kinds of
sycamore, may be used as substitutes. It should not be polished
or varnished, as treatment of this kind destroys the purity of its
colour. This being so delicate is apt to become dirty when
handled during working, but may be restored by rubbing on a
little whiting with a soft rag or cloth.

Lime.—Light coloured and in general features resembles holly,
but is softer and not so white. American lime tree is often called bass
or American whitewood, and under this name can be obtained at
many timber yards. It is very clean and free from knots.

Maple.—A. light yellowish-brown wood, hard and close grained,
without much figure in the plain kind. " Bird's Eye" maple. on the
contrary, is distinguished by the richness of its figuring.

maple,
 owes

its name to the peculiar configuration of the small knots which
form the centres of the markings It is generally used in the
form of veneers ; it is not a pleasant or easy wood to cut with the
fretsaw. 1
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Mahogany.—This wood is too well known to need much des-
cription. It is an admirable material for the fretcutter or any worker
in wood, as it cuts well and cleanly, is susceptible of a very high
degree of finish, and in the choicer sorts is beautifully marked.
These, on account of their value, are principally used in veneers.
There is probably no wood in which so much variety is found as in
this, and there is a corresponding range in the prices charged for it.
The plainest and softest is Honduras mahogany, frequently called
baywood. Some of it is fairly well figured, but as a rule it is
plain and of only a moderate hardness. It is very suitable for
general use, either for fretting in the solid, or as a foundation on
which to lay the more choicely figured veneers. Spanish mahogany
is harder and of better figure. The term "Spanish" is of very
wide application, and if some other kind which may not be strictly
Spanish is equally as good in figure the exact place of growth is
not a matter of importance.

Oak.—Though hard, this is by no means an unpleasant wood to
work, and for many articles is to be preferred to any other. There are
many varieties. Without detailing these, it may be sufficient to say
that American oak as a rule is the plainest, while the better kinds
are known as Dantzig, Riga, wainscot, etc. In colour oak in-
clines from a light yellow, almost white, to a dark brown, and is
generally distinguished by dealers in fretwork woods simply as
light or brown. The finely figured variety, known as pollard oak,
is not suitable for using except as veneers. As oak is a wood
that can easily be stained to a darker tint than the natural one,
like coloured wood it is more useful than the brown. Light oak,
being very easily darkened by ammoniacal vapours, should not be
kept in a stable or where it is subject to such fumes. This
tendency in oak is taken advantage of to darken it by what is
called fumigation, a most useful process as the wood is not
roughened as it is when a liquid stain is applied.

Olive.--Of a light yellow-brown colour, finely variegated
with darker markings, is hard, fine in grain, easily worked,
and takes a good polish.

Pine.—Though looked upon as a common wood, there is no
reason why it should not be more largely employed than it is by the
fretworker, for it is by no means without a beauty of its own,
while it is both easy to work and inexpensive. As there are many
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varieties of pine, it may be well to say that common spruce which
is full of knots is not so suitable as the yellow or red pine, which
can often be obtained in nice, straight-grained, clean pieces. If
left " in the white" or unpolished it looks very well, and by be-
coming darker improves in appearance with age.

Pitch Pine.—Pitch pine is a distinct variety, much harder

13. ! d more decidedly figured than the ordinary kinds. As it
contains a large quantity of resin it is not a pleasant wood to cut.

Rosewood.—Like the last and for the same reasons this is
also somewhat difficult to saw, especially as it is hard and close in
texture. In colour it varies from a dark red to brown with strongly
marked darker figuring. Genuine rosewood is fragrant, but this
characteristic is absent in many varieties, almost exactly the same
in appearance, which have found their way into the market. If
used for its smell the wood should preferably be left unpolished.

Sycamore.—A very clean, nice-working wood, tolerably hard,
and varying in colour from almost pure white to a dirty brown
tinge. It is close in grain, and when white is an excellent
substitute for holly.

Satinwood.—This is a beautiful yellow wood, often finely
figured with smooth lustrous markings after the style of choice
mahogany, which it resembles except in colour. It has an
agreeable odour, and though hard is pleasant to work.

Sequoia or Californian Red Pine.—This is the
softest wood known, but it is not altogether a satisfactory
one, as it easily splits, so that it is quite unsuitable for fine
delicate work. In appearance it is not unlike pencil cedar,
but has none of its fragrance. As a substitute for pine it
may be used for drawer sides, etc., the backs of cupboards, and
inside work generally. Its chief advantages are that it is very
straight in the grain and free from knots. Being soft and
cheap, it is a good wood for the beginner to practise with.

Walnut.—Black or American walnut is the most suitable for
the fretcutter. It is hard but pleasant to work in, being generally
free from knots and evenly grained. The beautifully figured
variety known as burr or Italian walnut is used only as veneers.
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Yew.—Yew is a finely marked, close grained wood, in colour
varying from a pale yellowish orange to a reddish tint with dark
small markings or knots almost black in colour. It is tough and
hard and cuts cleanly,

This list by no means exhausts the kinds of wood that may
be used or met with, and it might be almost indefinitely
extended by naming those which are of comparative rarity or
not so generally used by the fretcutter.

The appearance of polished or varnished wood is different to
some extent from what it is when the wood is in the natural or
unpolished state. As a rule the depth and richness of the
colour is increased. In the absence of a polished piece, the
appearance can be judged very closely by wetting the surface of
the wood with water. While the gloss caused by this remains
it may be compared to polish.

All kinds change in appearance with time, most of them getting
darker " as the years roll on." A few of the more brightly coloured
ones, such as tulip wood, fade.

In addition to those woods which have been named as generally
used in the form of thin veneers, there are many others which are
used principally in this state, and a brief enumeration of some
of the principal will be useful. As veneers they cannot be used
except for inlays or overlays, as they are not thick enough to form
anything of by themselves. Both these forms of fretcutting will
be treated of in due course, but it may occasionally happen that
the cutter wants to do something in a choicer wood than he can
obtain in the solid. In this case, the only way is to mount the
veneer beforehand on a solid piece of the necessary thickness, and
then proceed to cut it as though it were an unveneered piece of
board. If the board is veneered on both sides it will be almost
impossible, except by the closest examination, to see that it is not
cut out of a solid piece. By this means a considerable saving in
the cost of material may often be effected, and, as already sug-
gested, it is the only way in which some veneers can be used for
plain cut through frets. In order that the edges may not betray
the fact of a board having been veneered, it is necessary that the
foundation and the veneers should be of the same kind of wood.
Thus, if a choice Spanish veneer is being used, let it be mounted
on a piece of cheap plain Honduras. The endeavour must be to
have the foundation of the same colour as the veeners. If this
cannot be managed, the edges must be afterwards stained. As
the process of laying veneers is a difficult one without a

good deal of experience, the best way for the amateur to do in
such cases is to enlist the services of a cabinet-maker who is con-

versant with
following	

ersevwenorek.
are among those which are mostly used :—The 

fobollonya.—Very full of figure, something like burr walnut,
only of a rich golden-brown in colour.

Box.—This is a yellow wood without much figure. Very
useful for inlaying purposes.

Purple Wood.—The character of this is sufficiently indicated
by its name It has very little figure.

Thuja.—Similar to Amboyna, but darker and more coarsely
marked.

Tulip Wood.—This is in rows or stripes of colour in various
shades of red and yellow. ,

In addition to woods which are used only as veneers, the choicer
kinds of almost all varieties are to be had in this form.

There are also a large number of whitewood veneers dyed
throughout their thickness in almost all colours, and these are
much used by marquetry-cutters. They show little or no grain.

Among the miscellaneous things which are used in plain
fretcutting, the following are the principal :-

Ivory.—This is seldom used, except in the choicest specimens
of work. It is hard, and should not be attempted till a considerable
degree of certainty in the use of the saw has been acquired. An
excellent substitute will be found named later on.

Mother-of-pearl is another material which is much used in small
pieces in marquetry work. Judiciously introduced it has a most
pleasing effect, but it is a most unpleasant material to saw. There
is no good imitation made.

Tortoise-shell.—This is a most effective material, but also
an expensive one, so that an imitation which is easily procured
is generally used instead. The real is unpleasant to saw.

Metal.--This is used principally in the construction of small
ornamental parts, such as hinge plates, keyhole escutcheons, and
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Xylonite is manufactured in sheets of any thickness up to about
lin., the variatigns being reckoned by hundredths of an inch. The
gauge most suitable for marquetry work in connection with
ordinary veneers is Th, or tis of an inch. For plain fretcutting, on
account of the expense and the fact that wood may be used for
large work, only small articles will be made entirely of xylonite.
For these it is well adapted, not only on account of the high.
degree of finish which may be given to them, but because, the
material being tough, such articles are not liable to be broken.
From some reason or other this material has been almost neglected
by the fretcutter and inlayer, probably because he is not aware of
its existence or the facility with which it may be obtained direct
from the manufacturers. To the professional marquetry-cutter
the ivorine form of xylonite is by no means unknown, but naturally
he does not give undue publicity to his knowledge. Except in
very thin sheets, so thin as to be almost useless, xylonite is not
obtainable through the ordinary dealer, but the manufacturers,
The British Xylonite Co., High Street, Homerton, E., will either
supply it direct or give the name of the nearest local dealer on
application. Although we have spoken thus highly of xylonite, it
must be understood that we do not recommend it to the beginner.

In the course of future chapters the peculiar treatment of
xylonite will be more fully explained in connection with its actual

I
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only as an in- or over-lay. Thin brass and zinc are those most
commonly met with, either plain or nickel plated. If preferred,
the metal pieces required for any piece of work may first be
prepared in the ordinary metal and afterwards nickel plated. If
brass is used, it may be polished and prevented from tarnishing
by coating it with a lacquer.

Vulcan ite.—This is a hard, tough preparation of indiarubber,
and may sometimes be used in preference to black veneer. It
may be dispensed with in favour of the next material, which is
pleasanter to work with.

Xylon ite. —This material is one which may fairly be considered
as the most useful, after wood, which the fretcutter or marquetry-
cutter can use. It is sometimes erroneously called celluloid. One
great advantage which xylonite possesses is the fact that with it
almost any material which can be manipulated by the fret sawyer can
be imitated with the utmost fidelity. The only exceptions seem to
be metals and mother-of-pearl. The imitation of ivory is simply
perfect in its resemblance to nature. The same may be said
about it as an imitation of tortoise shell, so that whenever it is
desired to use either this or ivory, xylonite may be substituted.
Among others may be mentioned various kinds of marbles, amber,
coral, lapis lazuli, malachite, agate, onyx, etc. It is made in an
almost endless variety of plain tints, both opaque and semi-
transparent, so that the marquetry-cutter who is well provided
with an assortment of xylonite in its various aspects is rendered
almost independent of other materials. Not the least important
advantage which it possesses for the amateur is the facility with
which it can be cut by the saw, for it is absolutely without grain
and soft. As it is also tough, the finest work can be done in it
much more easily than with veneers, which are apt to split or
break.

The ivory imitation is oftenietailed under the name of ivorine.
The success with which marble and stones are imitated in xylonite
renders it of peculiar advantage to those who wish to imitate
Florentine mosaic inlaying, in which thin sheets of marble are
almost entirely the sole materials, and are not very easily cut. It
may be interesting to say here that much of the modern ivory (1)
inlays that are seen owe their origin to this wonderful material,
which apparently bids fair to oust the elephant from his position
as sole purveyor of ivory.

D
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CHAPTER VII.

EXERCISES IN SAWING WITH THE HAND-FRAME AND
THE MACHINE.

tHE learner may now begin to use his tools. He may at once
try and make something, but any attempt of this kind will
not result in anything satisfactory, and the wood may be

considered wasted except for the valuable lessons which will have
been learned. Perhaps the chief one will be that fretsawing is not
so easy as it looks, and that the art must be learned by experience.

Instead of attempting to saw out a design at first, the novice
will do well to practise a series of exercises in order to obtain
command over his tools and to learn to saw with precision. This
preliminary practice may not be interesting, but it will be useful,
and is neither so tedious nor so prolonged as would be necessary
in almost any other mechanical pursuit. Whether the beginner
starts with a piece of real work or adopts the course recommended,
there are certain matters upon which it will be necessary for him
to be informed, and as far as can be we save him the trouble
and waste of time which would be involved were he to experiment
on his own account without a guide.

We will first of all suppose that the saw-frame is to be used,
and not a machine, though many of the remarks are applicable to
both. If the method of using it with facility has been acquired
it will not be a difficult matter for the learner to use the machine.

The adjustment of the saw-blade to the frame is the first
matter which requires attention ; there are several details which
must be understood if the work is to be done efficiently. On ex-
amining a saw-blade, its teeth, in common with those of other saws,
will be found to be sharpened with the points in one direction.

The cutting of the saw is only effected when the saw is being
drawn through the wood so that the sharp points act. Drawn

the other . way its cutting powers are almost nil. Thus the
direction in which the teeth point is a matter of considerable
importance when fixing a blade. The cutting action should be
during the downward thrust, therefore the teeth must point in
that direction. In a machine consequently there can be no
mistake, but with the hand-frame the beginner may ask whether
the teeth must point in the direction of the handle or away from
it. The answer will depend on whether the handle is to be above the
work or below it, whether the sawing is to be done by pulling the
blade down, or by pushing it from above. Both methods are
practised, and as there are advantages belonging to both, the
learner should practise them. In a short time he will probably
find that one or other is more convenient for him, either from the
position in which he usually works or from the nature of the work
in which he is engaged. The pulling is perhaps the action more
commonly adopted by amateurs, probably for the simple reason
that most of the professed guides to fretcutting mention it only.

With the other more command is kept over the tool. In theory
the line that is to be cut is worked to the saw, this being held in
one position, as it is in the machine. In practice, however, this is
not strictly adhered to, for it is a great convenience to be able to
swing the saw frame about—there is greater freedom in working.
When actual sawing is commenced the frame can be swung with
much greater freedom when the handle is above the woodwork
than when it is below. To fix the saw-blade, fasten one end in
one of the cramps of the frame, then compress the two arms slightly
towards each other and fasten in the other end of the blade. The
previous compression of the arms will draw the saw-blade tight,
but whether the tension is correct or not must be learned by
experience. As the operation of fitting the blade may be an
awkward one at first, the learner may be helped by pursuing the
following course :—One end of the blade being fastened, place the
end of the handle against the chest, and the opposite arm of the
frame against the edge of the table or work-bench. The slight
pressure requisite can now be easily given, leaving both hands free
to fix, adjust, and screw up the other end of the saw, as in fig. 29.
Generally it will be found easier to fasten the end of the saw
nearest the handle first, but this small detail depends on circum-
stances, and the worker must just choose that which he thinks
best.

The exact degree of tension for the blade is a difficult one to
decide, or to convey an exact idea of to the learner. As it is a

n 2
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of

 much expense with the material, as odd pieces will do very well.
ill be able to use them in cutting wood. It will be useless to go

of the sizes already recommended as suitable for this purpose.

w

For preliminary practice they will saw with sufficient cleanness
and save much waste from breakages.

t

The saws and the way to fix them being understood, the learner

FIG. 30. SAWING WITH HANDLE UP.

Old cigar boxes, baking-powder boxes, and such like, which are
generally made of thin wood, can be got from a tobacconist or
grocer for little or nothing, and will answer admirably. All that
is necessary is that the wood should not be hard and not more
than ;in. thick at the most. Even this thickness is not recom-
mended at the commencement, and nothing can be better than
part of an old cigar box.
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matter of considerable importance, attention must be paid to it,
and a little observation will enable the novice to determine it for
himself The blade should he so tight that it gives a clear ringing
sound when sharply released after being fingered like a banjo or
violin string. If it is too tight it is very likely to break, so that

FIG. 29. FITTING BLADE TO SAW-FRAME.

care must be exercised. If too loose it will be impossible to saw
correctly with it. However unsatisfactory these somewhat vague
directions on this detail may seem to be unfortunately nothing
more definite can be given. Naturally a fine thin blade will not
stand so great a strain as a larger and coarser one, so that the
learner should not attempt to use anything finer than the largest

•

it
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Let us assume that the first lesson is to consist of merely cutting
straight lines across. The lines should be drawn with a pencil, or
marked distinctly by some other means. It may be thought a.
simple enough matter to saw across a piece of wood without these
guides, but it is a job which an experienced worker would not
attempt ; and, moreover, as the art of fretcutting consists almost
entirely in sawing accurately to given lines, it will be well to
accustom one's self to do so from the outset. That the lines are all
strictly parallel or even straight is of little importance. Let the
lines be ruled across at distances of fin. or so from each other, and
with wood and saw prepared, the beginner is ready for work.

Lay the wood on the cutting-board so that the line near the
centre of the piece is over the opening, the cutting-board being
fastened to the table, then with the handle of the saw in the
right hand, which it may be assumed is to be above the work, so
that the sawing is done by a thrusting downwards, place the edge
of the saw against the wood, the blade being as nearly perpendicular
as possible. In order to steady the motion of the saw, the upper-
most part of the frame should be against the worker's forearm and
under it, as shown in fig. 30. The motion should be as much as
possible from the shoulder, and not from the elbow. The first
difficulty will probably be encountered at the first stroke of the
saw, which, instead of entering the wood at the exact point where
it is intended, will very likely make one or two false cuts, marking
the edge of the wood. On this account be careful to make only
light short strokes till the line is fairly entered on, when the
pressure and length of stroke may be increased as much as is
convenient. For obvious reasons, however, the pressure of the
blade against the wood can never be great, and very little .force
should be needed to saw such thin wood as is recommended. The
endeavour should be to saw with a regular even stroke at only a slow
rate of speed and not with short jerky strokes quickly given. Just
as much work will be got through, if not more, and with ease and
comfort to the worker, than by proceeding at a quick rate. The
saw of course will not cut closely to the line at first, and it may
not be out of place here to say that a perfectly straight line is
difficult to cut accurately. It may on that account be wondered
why it has been named for the first lesson, but it must be re-
membered that it is not so much for the purpose of cutting straight
as to enable, the learner to gain acquaintance with and obtain
some command over the saw that it is suggested. To expect the
beginner to saw to a straight line at first would be unreasonable

but if he attempts to do so he will not at any rate be perplexed by
having to turn the wood constantly in order to saw to the line, as
would be the case if curved outlines were given. When sawing,
the blade will give to a small extent either sidewards or backwards
without breaking. The bending backwards from the pressure of
the edge against the wood is almost unavoidable and in moderation

cannot be objected to. The bending of the saw sidewards shows
that it is being improperly used, and though the fault may not be
carried on to such an extent as to break the blade, it is to be objected
to. The friction on the blade is increased to an unnecessary
extent. Let it be remembered that it is only the front or toothed
edge of the saw that cuts, and the less the sides rub against the

FM. 31. SAWING WITH HANDLE DOWN.
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wood the better. Side pressure indicated by the bending of
the blade means just so much lost energy. The saw-blade should
be perpendicular, but to keep it so while sawing will not at first
be an easy matter any more than the other requirements which
have been mentioned. The cut will be made on the bevel, or on a
variety of bevels within a very short space. However useful it
may be to saw on the bevel or at a slope with the surface of the
wood, it must be done with certainty and not at hap-hazard. In
a succeeding exercise it will be found that the objections arising
from the cuts being on the bevel will be more easily seen than in
the present one. Nothing more need therefore be said at present
about the necessity of keeping the saw-blade perpendicular. When
the learner has managed to saw a little in the way indicated it
will afford him useful experience to reverse the position of the
blade and saw with the handle downwards. In a short time he
will be able to decide which suits him best.

A

FIG. 32. CUTTING ANGLES.

The handle is grasped as before, but reversed in the right
hand, with the frame resting on the forearm, as shown in fig. 31.
The actual sawing and the precautions to be observed are as in
the former instance. Probably the fretcutter will not be long
before he discovers that the action is more constrained in this
position than in the other. A good deal depends on the height
of the table, on whether the sawyer is sitting or standing to his
work, the relative heights of seat and table, and so on, as he
will soon discover for himself If he is standing to the work, the
best way is for him to have the handle upwards. If he is sitting
he may possibly find the other the most convenient. It may be
observed that it will be better to stand than sit, as there is more
freedom in working the saw, but those who take to fretwork as a
recreation after they are tired with the day's labour may not be
inclined to stand, and it should also be added stoop, more than
they can help, and would not be able to indulge in fretsawing if
they could not sit down to it.

Enough has been said on this point, and it amounts to little
more than that it is a trifle more troublesome to saw sitting down
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re it is not desirable, even if practicable. The
when cutting an angle, but as a matter of fact the

generally moved or swung slightly also to meet the
turning the novice must be careful not to bend the
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saw sideways. The saw or the angle is to be the centre of a
circle, and the wood turns on it. At first it will not be easy
to avoid bending the saw and very likely breaking. After the
turning at the angle can be managed, the next difficulty will be to
get the saw to strike the line exactly so that the cut can be a
perfectly straight one from corner to corner. Practice only will
give the power to do this.

Curves may next be cut, and probably no better beginning in
this direction can be made than by marking out semicircles of

FIG. 33. CUTTING SEMICIRCLES.

segments of circles at the edges of the wood, as suggested in fig
33. As a start the circles should not be of less diameter than
that of a penny. As skill is acquired the size of the circles may
be diminished and be varied by curves of different formation
The sawing is exactly as described for straight lines. The wood
should be fed regularly to the blade, which may also be turned as
far as convenient. When cutting a circle, on no account must the
cut ever be straight forward. What is wanted is an evenly
curved line. This is not so easy a matter as it may seem, and

FIG. 34. CUTTING LINES AND SEMICIRCLES.

circle sawing is valuable practice, as little irregularities are s<
easily discernible, far more so than on flowing scrolls or curves.

It will be a good exercise to cut a series of semicircles, al
suggested in the diagram, fig. 34, where there are not only the
curves, but the turns from one semicircle to the other. These aro

it I
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managed exactly
will be required.
angles differ, and
of different degre

By the time tl-
learner ought to
manipulating the
simple piece of I
lines is of no imp
done to them.
angles are met wi
with great accura

Simply cutting
the practice whic

as in the case of straight lines, but more skill
The lines may be varied by others in which the

in which the change from straight lines to curves
es will afford excellent practice.

he various lines indicated have been cut, the
have acquired a considerable amount of skill in

saw, and should find no difficulty in cutting any
fretwork. At this stage the conformation of the
ortance, as the object is gained if the sawing be
In working out designs all sorts of curves and

th, and till the worker can follow any of them
,cy he cannot consider himself a proficient.
the wood without lines to saw to does not afford
h is desirable.
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CHAPTER VIII.

ADVANCED EXERCISES FOR SAWING AND MACHINE :WORK.

aN the preliminary exercises the saw approached the lines from
an outside edge of the wood, but in an ordinary fretwork
design most of the lines must be got at from the inside,

there are pieces to be cut out.i.e.
,s a very simple example, let us suppose that a square, as illus-

trated in fig. 35, or some similar figure, has to be cut out. The
hole for the saw must be

 11 11 Ii
I	 II ;I	 bored within the four lines.li	

In a small square it does11)111! not much matter where the
hole is, but in a large one
it may as well be near the
place at which it is intended
the sawing on the line will
begin, the saw will have to
be worked through the wood
from the hole to the line of
the design, and this cut it is
desirable to have short. It
would be creating an un-
necessary amount of labour
to make the hole near the
centre of the square, and
this remark applies to all
pieces, whatever their shape
may be.

The question is, at which part of the design or line will it be
best to commence sawing ? Practically the choice lies between
doing so on a straight line or in an angle, and though it can hardly

be said that there is any definite rule, it will be better for the
beginner at any rate to start at one of the corners.

may be supposed that the hole is drilled somewhere near A
in the diagram, and the first thing to be done after drilling it will
be to thread the saw through it. Fasten one end of it, as before,

in the frame, pass the saw through the hole, and clamp up the
other end. In doing so be careful to support the wood so that it
does not rest on the blade, which if only thin and fine is apt to be
broken otherwise. This precaution is always necessary with a
heavy piece of wood, and even with light pieces is advisable. The
good is then placed on the cutting-board as before, and sawn
through in the direction of the dotted line till the corner is
reached, when the line of the design is to be followed.

As the saw might either be turned in the outer piece of wood
or in the piece to be cut away, it may be necessary to say that it
should be done in the latter, in order to get a perfectly sharp-
cornered square opening.

The only other inside piece of wood which it may be necessary
to cut in order to illustrate methods is one in which there is no
corner for the saw to start its course on the design. It is well to
practise cutting a round or oval piece of wood out. As a matter
of fact, it is seldom necessary to cut a round hole with the saw,
for it is simpler to do so with a bit of suitable size. It is, however,
not everyone who has a joiner's brace and assortment of bits, and
it is desirable that the fretworker should be able to saw a circle
which is sufficiently accurate. •

In this instance, as in the former one, the hole, or, as it is some-
times called, the saw gate, must be made with the drill in the waste
piece near the line, but not on it. There is, however, no corner or
point to start from, so that the saw must meet the line at a place
where the slightest defect in cutting beyond it would be detected.
Care, therefore, is very necessary. As it is a very difficult matter
to turn the saw just when it meets the line, the best way is to
turn it a little before and work gradually on to the line, as sug-
gested in fig. 36, where the direction of the saw from the hole is
indicated by the dotted line. As the saw on the completion of the
circle will probably break through the thin wood, the opening will
notEbehperfectly regular on account of the small portion project-
ing ; this can easily be filed away. It will be noted that the saw
approaches the line very gradually.

Eitherer a square or a round piece should fit in, not only in the
same position as it occupied in the wood originally, but in any

11
FIG 35. CUTTING OUT A SQUARE.

It
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FIG 36 CLTTING OUT
CIRCLE.

FIG. 37. TEST FOR VERTICALITY OF BLADE.
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other, and the learner may think that unless he can do this there
is something defective with his work. Strictly speaking, there is,
but he should not be discouraged on this account, as it is by no
means easy to cut, say, a circular piece so accurately that it may
be turned round easily in the opening from which it is taken.

In connection with these pieces, there is one very important
matter which should not be overlooked. The necessity of a

vertical cut will be acknowledged if any
piece of fretwork is to look clean and
sharp, and the learner may easily test the
accuracy of his work in this respect. If
the saw-blade is held so that it cuts on a
sideways slant through the wood, the
waste piece is larger on one side than
the other, and the hole from which it is
removed is correspondingly defective.
Whether it is so or not can easily be
determined by seeing whether the piece
will go through easily either upwards or
downwards. Let us suppose that the saw
slants so that the waste is smaller on the
lower side than on the top. It will then

be possible to remove the waste by pushing it from below,
but if pushed downwards it would not pass through. This.slant
or cut on the bevel is taken advantage of for simple inlaying,
but in plain open fretwork it can in the majority of cases only be
regarded as a fault. As absolute precision is not easy of attain-
ment, it may be well to note that any divergence from the strictly
perpendicular may generally be in the direction of undercutting
without disadvantage. In many instances a slight undercutting
in this manner may even be of benefit to the appearance of the
fret, though the effort should decidedly be to get the edges per-
fectly perpendicular to the surfaces. Slight defects are not so ob-
servable in thin wood as in thick.

So far only simple exercises have been described, and in con-
nection with the hand-frame, but there are many typical examples
of outlines and corners which will be constantly occurring in
practice, and a few suggestions as to the best way of cutting them
will be of advantage to the learner. Before proceeding to discuss
these, a few remarks on cutting with the machine may be given,
the exercises in connection with it being the same as those recom-
mended already for the hand-frame. It must be understood that the
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action is precisely the same, and the only points of variation are in
the peculiar difficulties incidental to each mode of working the blade.

As each machine has special features, the following remarks can
only be taken as of general application, but those who attend to
them will have no difficulty in adapting them to whichever machine
they may prefer.

We may begin with the point last referred to in connection
with the hand-frame, viz., perpendicular cuts. Perhaps the best
way to arrive at what is desired and give the learner a proper
appreciation of the difference between cutting on the bevel and
perpendicularly will be to cut first on the bevel in an exaggerated

an This can easily be managed by fixing the tilting table
amta
manner. This

angle. The wood is then sawn from the edge.
A cut having been made, the wood is to be turned over and
another cut made near the former one. The two cuts instead of
being parallel will diverge
from an imaginary centre
line to the same extent, as
shown in fig. 37, which
shows the edge of a piece
of wood so treated. Hav-
ing seen the effects of a cut
on the bevel, try and adjust
the table for a perfectly
true straight cut.

If the table is true, the
cuts will be perfectly parallel, or what is the same thing the saw
will enter one when the wood is turned upside down.

When putting a blade in the machine, it is generally better to
efibxeuithd bthe loewer end first, as the upper end can be now readily fastened
after it has been passed through the hole in the wo3d. The hole

as large as it conveniently can be. The smaller the
hole the greater the difficulty in putting the blade through.

When sawing, keep the wood with just sufficient pressure against
the edge of the blade to allow of proper sawing. If the pressure
is too great the saw will very soon be broken. With the idea of
presenting excesiive pressure, or reducing the risk of the saw being
broken, some machines have a small roller for the back of the saw
to work against, while others have a piece of metal with an angle
to act as a guide. The effect is to increase the friction on the saw,
and

are of any benefit.
we cannot admit that they prevent breakageo 
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In machines with movable arms the side play caused by these
working too easily on their pivots is apt to cause irregularity in
the sawing. This therefore should be looked to, but if they are
fixed too tightly the labour of sawing will be unnecessarily in-
creased. Another important matter is to see that the saw-clamps
are on the same straight line. If one is fastened so that the saw
has its teeth straight to the front while the other one twists the
saw to the left or right, the work can hardly be accurate and neat.
As the clamps on all machines can be adjusted, care should be
taken to make them right if they are not so. If both clamps are
fixed so that the saw cuts a little to one side, that is, if instead of
the wood being fed directly towards the back of the machine it
must be fed slightly to the right or left, as the case may be, no
great harm will result, for all the sawyer has to remember is the
direction and extent of the " bias ." Speaking generally, the more
accurately the clamps are adjusted the better will be the quality
of the work which it is possible to do on any machine. These
may seem very trivial points to call attention to, and at first the

' novice may not appreciate the advantages of accuracy. As his
skill increases he might wonder how it is that sometimes true
sawing cannot be done, and be inclined to blame the machine
instead of simply its adjustment. As a rule machines are sent
out fairly adjusted, and it may happen that there is no need for
any alteration. On the other hand they are not always so
accurately fitted as might be, and the purchaser of one will labour
under no disadvantage by knowing what to do in case of need. A
good way to test the accuracy of the saw stroke is to bore a hole,
through which the saw will pass easily, in a piece of wood and
work the machine slowly and without cutting the wood. The
relative positions of the blade to the edges of the hole at different
parts of the stroke can easily be noted and corrected.

Another point to bo noticed is whether the blade, looked at
sideways, is perpendicular. This depends on the clamping up each
time rather than on the adjustment of the machine, and for most
work is not a matter of much consequence ; for fine accurate sawing,
however, the saw should be fixed as nearly perpendicular as
possible. In case our meaning is not clear, let it be supposed that
the lower end of the blade is fixed as near the front of the clamp
as possible and the other close to the back of the top clamp. The
lower part of the saw will press against the wood, but the pressure
or cutting action will diminish as the saw is depressed, till by the
time the end of the downward stroke is reached there is a space

between the teeth and the wood with which they should be in

a

cIn-practice the contact of the wood against the teeth is
more orless maintained by the worker, but the cutting cannot be
so regular as it should be. Unless working very slowly, blades will
be broken, and a very unpleasant jerking is experienced by the
worker. In cutting corners or angles, any irregularity such as
that mentioned will be more distinctly detrimental than with
straight lines or curves, and, principally in machines which have
movable arms, or when working without the presser foot, do not
use this to press the wood down to the table. It should allow the
wood to pass freely and easily under it, while preventing the wood
from being jerked upwards. In its absence the fingers must be
used for the same purpose, and if the saw has been properly
adjusted and fastened they will have very little to do in this
respect.

This bending of the saw sideways is a mistake which the
beginner is very apt to make, especially when cutting corners.

When working a machine it is better not to run it at a great
rate of speed, in fact it should be worked slowly till considerablo
skill has been acquired. When corners are being cut it is better
to reduce the speed considerably and to "ease off" generally with
little or no pressure of the wood against the blade till the wood
has been turned.

The position of the operator in regard to the machine and the
work is not unimportant. A chair of the ordinary height is
rather too low a seat for the sawyer to work without unnecessary
fatigue, greater ease is gained by having a higher seat. As a high
seat conduces to the comfort of the fretsawyer, so does sitting
squarely in front of the blade conduce to accurate cutting. If he
sits with his head to one side of the saw the difficulty of closely
cutting to a lineis increased.

The treadling may be a slight difficulty at first, but it is soon
overcome, and nothing much can be done till the action is almost
unconscious on the part of the worker. It will be found con-
venient to have one foot in advance of the other instead of both
side by side with the instep over the axle. The former is the
natural and common-sense way, but some sawyers adopt the latter
and complain of its inconvenience.

-.•
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CHAPTER IX,

CUTTING ANGLES AND VARIOUS OUTLINES.

aLTHOUGH various kinds of lines have been described for
initiatory practice, there are many hints or wrinkles in
connection with actually working to a design which are

useful.
On looking at any ordinary fretwork pattern certain forms of

constant recurrence will be noted. More or less modified, we find
them in all designs. Thus we have
sharp acute points, both on the waste
and on the part forming the pattern.
The former may be called angles,
and the latter points, for purposes
of explanation. As an example, fig.
38 with three angles and one simple
point may be taken. This and
others merely show the outline of
the waste to be cut away, or the
outline of one part. of the pattern,
as the intention is not so much to
give a design for fretworking as to
give typical examples which will
assist in cutting any pattern. Taking

POINTS.	 the figure as it stands, bore the
hole as indicated by the dot near

the point, in order that the saw shall commence on the line at
this. Sawing would then be continued till a corner is reached.
The cutting action of the saw must be arrested and the wood
turned round on it till the new direction of the line is reached, when
the cutting can be resumed. The next corner is much sharper

and presents more difficulty, but it is to be managed in the same
way, the only difference being that the saw may be drawn back
a trifle more than before, so that the waste wood only is cut into.
Were the saw to be turned right in the corner, instead of getting
this nice and sharp, the blade will probably cut into the wood of
the design and form a small round curve instead.

Proceeding to the next alteration in the direction of the line,
viz., the corner at top of the illustration, the angle is very much
more acute, the waste wood going off into a thin feather edge.
To manage this neatly and cleanly so that the sweep of the line
next to be cut on may be preserved will tax the skill of the fret-
cutter, as it is by no means easy of accomplishment unless he just
makes a bold dash at it by widening the point. This might be
done without any serious disfigurement, but it would only be
evading a difficulty. To cut such a corner, instead of turning the
Saw in it directly, work back, that is, let the saw come back a
little in the kerf just cut, then turn in the waste wood and bring
the back of the saw into the angle. Its teeth are now in the
direction to be cut, and it is only necessary to saw on to the
point at which the start was made. The saw should be worked
slowly, and if properly done the angle will be no wider than the
thickness of the saw-blade. Another way in which a sharp angle
like this can be cut : After having sawn up to it, bring the blade
back through the kerf till it is at a convenient part to turn and
saw across to the point. From this make a fresh start and
saw bto the corner which has still to be completed. Very gentle action

be necessary as the blade approaches the corner of the waste
wood, for the point of the waste wood being very thin is almost sure
to break away and cause a difficulty in making the corner sharp.
In this case the waste wood is cut into two portions, and it will be
better to remove the first of them as soon as practicable instead of
waiting till both are cut. The saw might have been brought on
to the line of the design at the corner first referred to instead of
at the point, but neither of the other two corners, from their
acuteness, would have been so suitable.

Although we have explained how a very sharp corner may be
cut, unlessulnless extreme accuracy is wanted such care need not be
taken in ordinary articles of fretwork.

Taking points next, the ways in which they may be cut have
now to be described. They are the opposites of the corners, so
that vhat are the corresponding parts in the waste wood are
reversed. With corners the preservation of the points in the

E 2

FIG 38 CUTT NG ACUTE
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waste was of no consequence, with points as part of the design
the preservation of the corners of the waste is unnecessary. On
the whole, points are more easily cut than corners, the chief

difficulty in connection with them
being to keep them unbroken
when they are long and thin.
To serve as an illustration fig.
39 is given. In it are two fairly
sharp points, and one more ob-
tuse. This latter, of course,
presents no difficulty, but the
others require some nicety in
manipulation. As before, the
hole may be drilled in any part of
the waste, and we will assume a.
start is to be made at the blunt
point. The saw meets the
design at it, and follows the lino
to the large sharp one. The saw
may be simply turned in the
waste wood on reaching it, and it
is by no means impossible, or even
difficult, to do so if a short dis-

tance, say the width of the saw, is cut beyond it. It may be
easier, and in many instances advisable, instead of turning
directly, to continue sawing in the waste, turning the wood, so
that the saw never really turns but cuts its way again to the point.
where it continues on the line of the design. The dotted lines
show the course of the saw at the point clearly. The next
point, introduced specially for a reason shortly to be explained, is
turned in the same way, and the cutting continued till the waste
piece is dissevered. It may be wondered why the blunt point is
selected as the one from which the start should be made. The start
might have been made from any of the others ; but suppose we had
done so at the thin sharp one, and sawn first along its upper or
rounded outline. All would very likely have gone on smoothly
enough till sawing round to its point again. From its shape it is
very fragile, and having been severed from the wood on its upper
side there is nothing to support it there. Assuming that the grain
of the wood is across this point or tongue, the chances are that the
least roughness, or any but the most tender sawing, would cause:
it to snap off before the point is reached.

If from any reason, such as might arise from any contiguous
parts of the design, rendering it advisable to start from this
particular sharp point, the
best way would be to saw
along its upper side to the
corner, draw back the saw,
and start afresh from the

FIG. 40. CUTTING OUT POINTS
FROM CENTRE.

point, but this time in the opposite direction, so that the waste
piece would be cut out by the time the saw had got round
to the corner alluded to. In some cases it may be advisable to
start each cut from the centre, so as to avoid any turning
of the saw. As in a piece like fig. 40, it would be preferable
to do so. In this instance the waste will come away in several
pieces.

As a variety from this latter method of cutting a figure, which,
for purposes of explanation, is intentionally an exaggerated
form, one much more likely to happen is shown in fig. 41.
In this instance it might be desirable, and in the majority of cases
the easiest method would be, to saw round the main curve of
the outline and then from point to point, as indicated by the
4.k.tted line, the piece of waste between the points being removed
by separate saw cuts in the direction of the corner from the

FIG. 39. CUTTING OUT POINTS.

FIG. 41. CUTTING OUT LONG
POINTS.
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points themselves. By this means the points are cut sharply
without much risk of injuring them, and the corner is equally
sharp and clean.

Patterns containing curves, as that in fig. 42, are by no means
uncommon, and it is better to cut out the round piece in the
upper portion of the waste by boring it instead of cutting it away
with the saw. The drill, or whatever is used to make the hole
with, must be of suitable size, and if so the curve will be more

FIG. 42. CUTTING OUT CURVES.

regular than if sawn. The part to be bored out is shown black in
the illustration. The drill, or suitably-sized boring tools, can
often be used with advantage in similar situations.

Scrolls such as that shown in fig. 43 are often met with, and
perhaps they are the most troublesome of all to cut successfully,
not so much because of any difficulty in sawing tht outline as in
the liability of breakage from the grain of the wood being across
it at some portion or other. Along one edge may be sawn without
risk, but when the other is being cut great care is necessary.

In addition to these special examples, and in order that the
suggestions offered may be taken full advantage of, it is necessary
often that the design should be carefully studied to note what
method of cutting would be the best not only for ease but to avoid,
as much as possible, risk of breakage and injury. Thus it sometimes
happens that there is a long thin piece with waste to be removed
from each side of it. With thick strong wood there is not much
danger, but with fragile stuff and a comparatively coarse saw

while some of the waste strengthens them. Thus in fig. 44 we

discretion may often prevent disaster. As a rule, it is always
advisable to support weak parts of the design, and to cut them

have a weak stem. Were
the square or straight lines
to be cut first, when cutting
the second outline of the
stem there would be little
support to it. The best way
— after one of the waste
pieces has been cut out—is
undoubtedly to saw down
the remaining outline of the
stem, and then proceed to
the straight cuts.

It may be asked whether
such examples as those
given are met with in
every fretwork design, or if
every one of these is made up
entirely of such or similar
points, corners, etc. The
answer must be in the
negative. The illustrations
given are merely specimens
of what is likely to be met
with, and the hints are forFIG. 44. CUTTING WEAK STEM. 	
the purpose of enabling the

sawyer while he is new at the work to avoid mishap. When
he has made some progress he will be able to discern ways and
methods most appropriate for the design he is working on.
Each one requires different treatment, and probably among
experts no two would be found to proceed exactly in the
same manner. Some might want to turn out the work in the
shortest time regardless of its finish, while others might
prefer to spend more time in order to have the cutting as nearly
perfect as possible, and not merely good enough to pass muster.
The amateur who is not working for purposes of sale should aim
at perfection in his work, and not grudge care nor time.

FIG. 43. CUT OUT CURVES.



Skinner and Co. H. Lilles and Co. have an important collection
of German origin. Italian and Belgian designs are supplied in
this country by Busschotts. American designs are obtainable
from many dealers. There are also many continental publishers
whose productions, however, are not easily obtainable in this

glimpse at the chief characteristics of the different designs
country.ntgrlyirn.

produced in the different countries, or the principal of them, may
not be uninteresting and certainly will not be useless to the
novice.

English designs, as a rule, do not appeal to our fancy so much
as many others, but this is to some extent a matter of personal
taste. Without saying that many of them are not excellent in
conception, especially the later productions of the leading
publishers, we cannot discern in the vast majority of them the
same artistic merit as in the chief continental design. Com-
paratively few of them afford satisfaction to those who have made
a study of design. The chief English designs are printed in
solid colour, i.e., the wood which will constitute the pattern when
cut is represented by ink in the full width of the part and is not
outlined, so that the saw must be guided along each edge of the
print instead of cutting along a thin printed line. There is no
objection to this, especially if the colour of the ink is not black,
which is not so pleasant or easy to cut to as brown or some
lighter colour. The colour is of small importance in a good light
and if the work is only pursued for a short time, but other
things being equal, we prefer a design in another colour, especially
when working 'continuously. So far as the printing itself is con-
cerned and general accuracy, the best English designs are
unsurpassed, for every detail of the outline is given with the
greatest clearness. American designs are very much on a par
with the English, though not so well printed as a rule. There is
a great want of delicate feeling noticeable in many of the larger
designs, though some of them work out well. In size there is
nothing to compare with some of the larger American designs,
while the ingenuity with which really important looking pieces of
furniture capable of being made by the fretcutter have been
devised is remarkable. For the beginner, such things are out of
the question. The prices of English and American designs vary
in price according to size and other qualities, and are more costly
than most others.

The German designs have earned a well-deserved reputation for
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CHAPTER X.

DESIGNS FOR FRETWORK, AND How TO USE THEM.

U1ERE designs not available for the fretcutter, all that has
gone before would not be of much use to help him for-
ward in the art, for it is by no means likely that many

could or would be at the trouble of making their own drawings.
Fortunately the modern fretcutter is largely catered for and he can
pick and choose from many thousands of designs. The fretsawyer of
the present day has a distinct advantage over his predecessors, for it
is not so very long ago that designs for fretcutting were almost
entirely confined to small 'pieces for ornamenting articles of
furniture. The extent to which the great English cabinet-maker of
the last century, Chippendale, relied on fretwork for the decoration
of his furniture is no doubt well known to most readers, and the
hint that they may ornament furniture which would otherwise be
plain easily and artistically by means of the fretsaw will
probably be useful to many.

It is, however, not so much our object at present to show how
articles of solid furniture may be decorated by means of fretwork,
as to show how things may be made up entirely of fretsaw work,
and it will be an advantage to know something about the designs
obtainable.

The beginner should get catalogues of designs from the various
publishers. From these he will obtain a far better idea of the
number and variety of the articles which can be made up than
by any other means. He will also find the catalogues of great
use for reference and for the selection of patterns, as most of them
contain miniature illustrations from which a very fair idea of the
articles described may be gathered.

Among English publishers may be mentioned Harger Bros. and

it
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general excellence, and for artistic effect are far ahead of either
English or American. They are printed in a pleasant tone of
brown in outline, with the space filled in by lines more or less
representing the grain of the wood, the waste to be cut out being
left blank. In connection with the fact of these designs being
drawn in outline, we may remark on a feature which if left un-
explained might possibly cause the novice some little confusion
and prevent his work being accurate. We allude to the outline not
being of uniform thickness, for in order to give an indication of
shadow the lines on the right-hand sides and bottom of the parts
forming the design are printed more thickly than those opposite
to them. This undoubtedly improves the pictorial effect of the
designs, though at the expense of accuracy till the way of treating
the thick lines is understood. When it is, no difficulty can arise,
nor would possible defects from this cause be noticeable if the
cutting otherwise were inaccurate. In cutting through the thin
portions of the line no confusion as to what is intended can arise,
but the other lines are occasionally so thick that a graceful curve
may be marred unless attention is paid to the position of the saw
with regard to the line. The line is considerably wider than the
saw-kerf, so that the saw may be worked through the line without
the fret being accurate. In large work the defect may not be
discernible. The extra thickness of the line represents shadow,
which does not require to be cut through. When sawing, it ought
to be disregarded, and the saw should be guided by the inner
edge.

The German designs are sold at a low price. One thing in
connection with these is noteworthy, and that is the distinct-
ness of the styles in which they are drawn. Few of the designs
are for articles of large size, by which we mean important pieces
of furniture, as the artists appear in most instances to have re-
cognised that fretwork has its limits, and that everything cannot
appropriately be formed with it. It must not be inferred that
only trivial things can be made from these designs, for most of
them are distinctly both useful and ornamental.

The Italian designs are not so well known as they deserve to
be in this country. They are printed in solid blue colour on
sheets of uniform size, and are sold at a cheaper rate than most
of the English designs, though they are slightly higher in price
than the German, to which reference has been made. The
delicacy of treatment is very marked in nearly every design, and
many of the finest cannot be adequately cut without considerable

skill. The prevailing style in which most of the designs are com-
posed is that of the Italian renaissance—perhaps the most grace-
ful of any for purely decorative purposes. Taken as a whole, the
Italian series of which we are speaking is unsurpassed by any
for inlaying either in two colours or for adaptation by the marquetry-
cutter. From the small size of many of the articles they are
also well adapted for working up in comparatively costly materials,
and we know of none which so well repay for making them up in
xylonite as inlays. Any amount of care may be bestowed on
some of these designs in connection with this material without
feeling that it is wasted, in fact it is a pity to cut some of them
in any common wood. We may mention that we recently
spent over a day and a half in making an inlaid panel measuring
only 9in. by 2iirt. As there are eight similar panels to form
the completed article, our opinion on the value of some of the
Italian designs will be understood without further comment.
Many of the designs are comparatively simple, but even they
will be more appreciated by those who have made some progress
in fretcutting than by the tyro. It may be interesting to men-
tion that the principal Italian design, and undoubtedly the
finest and most important one which has been produced any-
where, is that for constructing a model of Milan Cathedral, one
of the most beautiful buildings in existence. The magnitude of
this piece of fretwork may be estimated when we say that it con-
tains over 3,600 pieces, and that the completed model is 6ft. long,
3ft. wide, and 4ft. 6in. high. So far as we can ascertain it has
not often been made. Needless to say that this piece of work is
not suitable for a beginner.

Although there are many publishers in France and Belgium
and elsewhere, their designs are not easily obtainable in this
country, so that beyond calling attention to their existence no
mention need be made of them.

We may now suppose that a design to be worked has been
decided on and obtained as well as suitable wood, and that the
manipulation of other necessary things in the way of tools is under-
stood, so that the learner will be ready to accomplish his first
piece of work. If he is wise he will not attempt anything com-
plicated or difficult to make up, for the chances are he will fail
with it, and a simple design well done is better than a more pre-
tentious one faultily executed.

With regard to the wood, there should be some appropriateness
tween it and the character or style of the design, for though
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studied before its meaning becomes quite clear. Some are natur-
ally quicker than others in grasping this, and no doubt practice
gives speed ; just as in reading no one would expect to master
the contents of a book by merely glancing through its pages, so
with working drawings, they must be read and studied line by
line till they are mastered, and to the novice they are written in
an unknown language which he must learn. In the designs for
fretworkers prepared for amateurs, his progress is considerably
helped by the same parts in various positions, such as plans and
sections, being lettered to correspond with each other. If these
be read or gone over carefully there will seldom be any un-
conquerable difficulty in deciphering what at first seemed a
meaningless conglomeration of lines Even in this case, how-
ever, it is doubtful if what may be called a working drawing is not
more or less unconsciously formed in the mind of the worker,
or at any rate a plan of the construction elaborated. To do so
is, however, to proceed by little more than guesswork, and is
not to be depended on except in constructions of the very
simplest kind, for loss of time and perhaps ultimate discomfiture
is certain to be the result if anything elaborate be attempted
without a working drawing. It may seem to be a waste to
spend time over this, but in reality a saving is ultimately
effected, not only in time but in material.

Where working drawings are not necessary, or where the necessary
labour would be involved in making them explicit, a few explanatory
words are generally given. In the Italian designs, working drawings
proper are conspicuous by their almost entire absence, but the
parts fitting together are so clearly and simply marked on the

• designs themselves that we cannot be sure that the plan adopted
is not preferable for those who do not care to learn to under-
stand the more complete and workman-like drawings.

The thickness being determined on, the next thing will be to get
the design on the wood, and there are several methods by which
this may be accomplished, each having advantages of its own.

The simplest is to stick the printed design itself on the wood
and use it as a guide in cutting, but this is objected to by those
who wish to keep the original design uninjured, as it is destroyed
when fastened to the wood and cannot be used again. If it is desired
that the original should be preserved, a copy of it must be taken
in some way, either on paper to be stuck on the wood afterwards
or on the wood direct. A brief description of the various ways
by which this may be managed will be useful.
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this may be of comparative unimportance with small simple
articles such as the beginner is recommended to confine himself
to for a time—i.e., it does not much matter what kind of wood
they are made of—in more important articles a certain harmony
between the wood and the design may greatly enhance the artistic
value. No definite rule with regard to this can be laid down,
but to illustrate our meaning we may take the model of the
Milan Cathedral. Were this to be made of ebony, mahogany,
walnut, or any brightly coloured or dark wood, .anyone who knows
that the original building is made of marble would at once ex-
perience a feeling that there is something discordant about the
model. Clearly this would be better if made of some white wood,
such as holly or ivory-grained xylonite ; while no one with any
sense of fitness would think of making up the model of an old
" German House " in either of these, but would choose a dark
wood, such as walnut, relieved perhaps here and there with lighter
pieces. Again, what more appropriate for odds and ends in the
Gothic or Elizabethan styles than oak, or in the Rococo (Chippen-
dale) than mahogany.

Perhaps for a commencement nothing can be better than
mahogany, walnut, or oak, and its thickness should be regu-
lated by the design. On most of these the thickness is indi-
cated, if not in words and figures, by sectional drawings.
Possibly these may be across some part of the design, and
unless explained might not be understood. A sectional drawing
expressed in the plainest terms means merely that it represents
a section or cutting across any portion of a piece of wood or
a collection of pieces built up together. Thus a full  - sized
sectional drawing of a piece of wood lft. square and lin.
thick would measure 12in. long by lin. wide, or, to take the
more elaborate example named, if a box were represented in sec-
tion we should have an exact representation of the thickness of the
various parts with outline of mouldings, etc., as they would appear
were the box to be cut through from top to bottom at the centre.
In practice, sections, if they are shown in a drawing, are represented
by a series of lines sloping parallel with each other. Contiguous
pieces of wood are shown by the lines being sloped in a different
direction, so that there is seldom any difficulty in distinguishing
them. All the same, it is not always easy in any but the
simplest forms of construction to understand at first sight the
relationship of the various parts to each other. A sectional
or working drawing, whether in full size or section, must be
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With designs transferred direct this is avoided, as the wood only

requires a slight " papering up" or rubbing with glass-paper in
,rder to clean it. When tracing in any way, care should be taken
t prevent the design shifting ; were it to do so a faulty transfer
vould be the result. This may be easily managed by fastening

•'.0W11 with drawing pins, or placing a weight of some kind on the
paper. Straight lines should be ruled. It must not be expected
that the transferred design will look so well as the original, but
-iv trifling irregularity can be regulated when sawing, so that with
reasonable care in making them the transferred lines will be
sufficiently accurate for ordinary purposes.

We have stated that a design if stuck on the wood is destroyed
in the cutting, and as there is a notion held by some amateurs
that this latter need not be the case, a few words about this may
not be amiss if only to warn novices against adopting a wrong
course. Naturally when a sheet is stuck on the wood and fretted,
only the waste is removed, so that to all intents and purposes the
design remains intact. If, therefore, this paper be separated from
the wood, as it undoubtedly may be, it can be stuck on a fresh
piece and used again. So say these would-be wise ones who have
advocated this economical plan. Now let us see how it works. To
get the design, which is a replica in paper of the fret from the
wood, it must be thoroughly wetted, and of course this cannot be
done without wetting the wood. We have even seen it recom-
mended that the wood should be soaked in water till the paper
floats off. As the moisture is prejudicial to the wood in propor-
tion to its extent, is it necessary to say anything more about this
senseless method ? The design may with care be got uninjured,
but the fret itself will certainly be damaged to such an extent
that considerable trouble will have to be taken to restore it
thoroughly, even if this be possible.

A less objectionable plan—indeed, occasionally a desirable one,
when the design is to be cut direct and to be preserved, minus
the waste pieces of course—is to paste it on a piece of cardboard,
or better still a piece of very thin soft pine which can be attached
to the board to be fretted by means of fine wire nails driven
through the margins and waste pieces, and clenched over so that
they do not project from the wood, or by a little glue at the waste
parts. Unless these or a sufficient number of them are large, there
is a risk of glue getting in between parts of the design, in which
case damage is likely to result either to the fret or to the pattern
one. Another way of attaching two or more pieces to be sawn at
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One of the most popular and useful methods is to trace the
design on thin tracing paper. This paper is so thin and trans-
parent that when laid over the original designs the lines are
plainly sean through, and can be drawn on it either with pen or
pencil. Either pen and ink or lead pencil may be used, but the •
former is to be preferred, as lines made by the latter are apt to
become indistinct by being rubbed and handled while the wood
is being sawn. In addition to ordinary tracing paper, any kind
that is sufficiently transparent to allow of the lines being seen
through it may be used, and we ourselves prefer the thin paper
which is generally used for typewriter purposes. Whatever kind
is used, it is stuck on the wood precisely in the same way as the
original design would be.

Another popular method is to take copies by means of carbon or
transfer paper used for manifold writing. On the table, draw-
ing-board, or some smooth level surface, lay the sheet of paper on
to which the design is to be transferred, above it lay a sheet of
-carbon paper, and on top the design. With a hard pencil, or
better still a style like those used for manifold writing, go over the
outlines of the design with a fair amount of pressure and they will
be transferred to the bottom sheet. By placing transfer and
.carbon paper in alternate layers several copies of a design may be
taken at once. The original will have black lines on the back of
it if the ordinary transfer paper, blackened on both sides, is used,
but those who wish to keep the originals clean may do so by using
transfer paper which is only prepared on one side. Although
theoretically the original is not injured by the adoption of this
course, in practice it will be found that as it is the sharp point of
the style cuts through or tears the paper, so that after a few copies
have been made it becomes comparatively useless. If preferred
the design may be traced direct on to the wood by means of transfer
paper, and this plan will generally be found all that is necessary,
as rubbings, explained later on, can be taken from the wood when it
is fretted, and used as patterns if any duplicate frets are wanted.
It is not practicable on very dark woods, such as rosewood or ebony,
unless they are previously covered with light paper stuck on them.
For light woods or even walnut there is no better plan than transfer-
r:ng direct to the wood. As the advantages of transferring direct
may not be apparent to the novice, it may be well to point out to
him that if paper is stuck on the wood it must be scraped or be
removed by rubbing with glass-paper, and that to do this thoroughly
is sometimes a tedious and always an uninteresting occupation.
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the same time is by means of a piece of paper glued between
them. The pieces can then be separated more readily than if they
were glued directly together, by inserting a thin knife blade
between them—this tears the paper. When moderately thick
wood is used this plan can be adopted with safety, but it is not
suitable, though it is often recommended for veneers or for any-
thing less than, say, thick. The exact thickness cannot be
stated, for much depends on the fragility of the wood, fineness of
the fret, and so on. The risk of any damage occurring may be
diminished by using narrow strips of paper, preferably of a soft
thick kind, placed at intervals instead of one piece the size of the
wood, but wire nails are on the whole more convenient. Yet
another plan by which what is virtually a replica of the original
design, less the waste pieces, may be obtained even though the
original itself be destroyed. As it is often requisite to have duplicate
pieces of fret, and just as easy in many cases to cut two or more
at the same time as it is to cut one, the original design may be
stuck to the top piece of wood and a sheet of paper, not glued, in-
serted between all or any of the others, which will be fastened
together with wire nails. The inserted sheets of paper are cut
through by the saw along with the wood, and on separating them
present exactly the same outline. When necessary, several sheets
may be inserted between two pieces of wood, and any of them be
afterwards used instead of the original pattern. One advantage, ,
and often no small one, of putting paper between the pieces of
wood, is that it may be used to lubricate the saw-blade. All that
is necessary is to grease the paper beforehand. The best grease
for the purpose is Russian tallow. The reason that tallow is to be
preferred to some other kinds of grease is that it is sufficiently
hard not to injure the wood by soaking into it as an oil might doo.

When a large quantity of frets of the same pattern are required
it is not unusual to substitute a piece of thin zinc for the paper
between two of those first cut, and to use it for the purpose of
reproducing the designs. The zinc fret is used as a stencil, so that
the design on the wood appears in the natural colour of the wood,
the waste being darkened according to the colour of the ink or
paint used. Printed copies can easily be taken on paper from
such thin metal frets by passing an ordinary inked printing roller
over one side, which is then by pressure printed from. An almost
unlimited number may be taken by this means, which it may lie
useful to be aware of. The wooden patterns above referred to
may be used in a similar manner, but not so conveniently.
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A simple and easy way by which to transfer designs direct to
the wood is by using a copying ink pencil, either for the purpose
of making a tracing on a separate piece of paper, or by going over
the original design. The wood is to be moistened and the ink
drawing pressed down it. Instead of water being used to moisten
the surface of the wood, ordinary flour paste is to be preferred.
The wood should be well smeared with this, and the paper then
be pressed down, but instead of leaving it till it is stuck, remove
it before the paste is dry. Occasionally several copies can be
taken from the same drawing.

Designs may also be multiplied by means of any of the graph
and other copying apparatus now so much used, but it is rarely
that the amateur at any rate will have occasion to take many
copies before cutting the frets, and he can then adopt simpler
means.

Many other methods of getting the design on the wood have
been and are practised and may occasionally be useful, though in
the case of cheap designs it may be doubted whether the game is
worth the candle in the majority of cases, and whether it is not
better to use the original design to cut directly from. This, how-
ever, must be a matter for personal consideration We think it
is false economy to trace and transfer an elaborate design from
one of the low-priced sheets. If the design is a costly one, or
difficult to obtain, it is a different matter altogether. Among the
methods to which reference may be made is that of sticking the
original design on cardboard and then cutting away the waste
with a penknife—making, in fact, a cardboard fret. From this
rubbings may be taken as from a wooden fret. As these rubbings
are so easily made the sawyer will not find it a troublesome
matter to take them from all his 'work. All that is wanted
besides the paper, of which almost any kind will do, is a piece of
heel-ball, obtainable from a shoemaker. The paper is laid on the
fret and simply rubbed with the heel-ball, which marks black on
the pattern but leaves the waste untouched.

In addition to mechanical means of reproduction, of which
those mentioned are the principal or usually adopted, the aid of
photography may be enlisted. There are several photographic
printing processes which are sufficiently cheap and ,easy to make
them available by the fretcutter. That known familiarly as the
"blue process" or Cyanotype is notably one of these. Almost any
kind of paper may be used in it with sufficiently good results,
only two cheap chemicals are required, toning is unnecessary, and
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fixing can be done with water only. The paper may be bought
ready sensitised, but we recommend the user to prepare his own, as
the process is not difficult. The chemicals are ferri-cyanide of
potassium (the red prussiate of potash) and ammonia-citrate of
iron. An ounce of each will last for a long time. Dissolve each
separately in about four times its bulk of water, and keep the
solutions in separate bottles. The sensitising of the paper should
be done in a dull light. It is not necessary that the same care
should be used as with ordinary photographic plates, still the darker
the room the less risk of the colour changing before it is wanted.
Equal quantities of the two solutions must be mixed just before
they are required for use, and then lightly sponged or brushed over
the paper with a soft brush. A very little of the mixture goes
a long way, and what is left over may as well be thrown away, as
unless kept from light it will soon become worthless. Separately
the two solutions keep well, especially in a dark place. After the
paper has been sensitised it should be left to dry in the dark,
after which it will be ready for use. As a printing frame of
the usual kind of sufficient size to print many of the designs is
rather an expensive affair and not likely to form part of the
photographer's outfit, it will be very satisfactory to know that a
printing frame of any kind may be dispensed with. A flat board
of sufficient size to allow the design to be laid on it, a piece of
felt, baize, or cloth, or even some sheets of paper to form a padding,
and a sheet of glass are all that is necessary. If the glass is of
the kind known as "plate," it will be better than the thinner
varieties of sheet on account of its weight. To use this very
simple substitute for a printing frame, lay the padding on the board,
then the paper with its sensitive side uppermost. On this lay the
design, and finally on top the plate of glass. Place in the light,
with the sun shining on it, if possible, and leave till printed. The
progress of the printing can be ascertained from time to time by
sliding the glass a little on one side and turning up the portion
of the design thus left free. As soon as the paper, except where
the lines show, has turned a dark blue with a somewhat metallic
lustre the printing is complete. When moving the glass before
and after examining the print, be careful not to disturb the relative
positions of the design and the printing paper. The print may be
developed and fixed by soaking and washing it in several changes
of water till there is no yellow visible. Where the water is "laid
on" it will suffice to put the print on a boaid and let the water
from the top flow over it. Hot water washes more quickly than

tcld. As the unfixed chemicals are washed away the design will
show out clearly in white on a dark fine blue ground. If the ex-
posure has been misjudged, either by unduly shortening or pro-
longing it, no great harm will result. The print will not be techni-
cally perfect, but it will probably show all that is necessary with
sufficient distinctness. This to some extent will also depend on
the density and colour of the ink of the original design, which
may be rendered less opaque by oiling it, so that the printing on
the blue paper is more rapidly effected. One of the best oils to
be used for the purpose of making the paper clearer is castor oil,
as it is colourless and penetrative. Any excess should be wiped
if before it is put in the "frame" in order that the blue print

may not be greased.
An even simpler process than the one described is that in which

bichromate of potash is the sensitising medium, but it is not so
satisfactory, as the results are not so distinct. The colour of
these prints is brownish with white lines, and with the exception
of the chemicals used the process is exactly the same as the other.

If paper is to be stuck to the wood, either glue or paste may
be used. For some reasons the latter is preferable, but it should
be strong, so as to cause good adhesion all over, and free from
lumps. It may easily barnacle by stirring flour into boiling water.
If glue is used, it should be thin for this purpose. Strong dextrine
is also good. Whatever is used, care should be taken not to wet
the wood more than can be helped, and it would be better if the
designs could be laid without any moisture. Of course this is
impossible, and the only thing is to counteract bad effects as far
as may be, for they cannot be avoided altogether. Thus, if the
adhesive is put on the paper, this extends in size, and after being
laid on the flat wood contracts as it dries and may cause the board
to bend hollow.

If any tendency to twist is observable or is feared, the best way
is to let the wood remain under a weight to keep it flat till dry,
when the chances are it will remain so. With small narrow pieces
such precautions will seldom be necessary, and they may be
worked at almost directly if dried near a fire. To lay the various
parts of a design as they appear on the sheet would of course
entail a considerable amount of waste of wood, and this is not
desirable. In order to avoid waste, care in the arrangement of
the pieces may be advisable in order to make them fit as well as
possible to each other. To do this, cut each portion of the design
out with as little waste paper about it as convenient, then lay
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them loosely on the wood till the arrangement seems satisfactory.
Sometimes a good deal of saving may be effected by laying the
designs, or rather portions, alternately on each side of the wood,
which is the same in effect as if transparent and therefore rever-
sible tracing paper were used. When laying the design or any
portion of it, be careful to notice which way the grain of the
wood runs, and place the design accordingly. As a rule it would be
a fault to have the grain awthwart or diagonally across any portion
of the design. Uniformity andfitness will best be conserved by seeing
that the grain of the wood is in the direction of the greatest measure-
ment. This system cannot, however, be invariably followed in fret-
work articles, as may be gathered from the following instances. Let
us first take a bracket composed of a back, a shelf, a support for this
projecting from the back, and an ornamental piece of fret by way
of backguard appearing above the shelf. As a matter of fact, in
most designs this guard would be in one piece with the rest of the
back, but there is no reason why it should not be cut separately.
Now the grain in the part of the back below the shelf will naturally
be perpendicular instead of across. Unless the continuation
of the back is evidently to appear as an added piece, in which case
the grain will run in accordance with the general rule stated from
side to side of the shelf, it will fol4ow the direction of the
remainder of the back, in which case it might, without explanation,
seem that the ordinary structural principles were neglected. It
is, however, the exception which proves the rule, only the rule
should not be slavishly adhered to when a departure from it may
render the whole structure more harmonious in appearance.

When the design is on the wood, the next thing will be to cut
it out, and here the real special work of the fretsawyer commences.
Holes must be drilled in each waste piece, and these should all be
made before any sawing is begun, as the risk of breaking is
diminished. This is trifling if a drill is used. Of course the
sawyer is in a hurry to cut the design out just to see how it
looks. We know all about that, but we crave his patience just a
little longer on what may at this stage seem an unimportant or
trivial matter. Let him remember that each portion of the
design is but a part of a whole. Is it only a box or a bracket or
some equally simple thing, it must still be made up, unless the parts
are to be nothing more than waste fret. Now, leaving the scrolls
or fret lines, the borders or outside lines may look alright on
paper, but if the wood is cut to them it will very likely require
some modification before all the parts fit as accurately as they
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ought to. It may be that only a shaving or two requires taking
off, or a little easing here and there. Well let this be done before
the fretting. But it may be said if the designs are accurate the
parts must fit properly together, and we quite agree that they
will if the designs are as stated. That they are not drawn so by
the original draughtsman we cannot undertake to say, but what
with the paper having been damped and consequently very likely
been distorted to some extent and sundry other causes the designs
are often a little " out " by the time the fretcutter starts to saw
them. It can do no harm, at any rate, to test them by fitting
them together, and it is better to do so before sawing and of
course remedy any defects which may become apparent. The
reason is that after the work has been fretted the liability to
breakage will be greater than if the fitting is done while the
wood is in the solid. Straight outside lines may as well be cut
with an ordinary saw instead of the fretsaw, working slightly
rather outside than inside the line. When necessary, corners
should be tested with the square, as, for example, the back and
top of the projecting piece of most brackets. If they do not form
a right angle, of course the shelf which rests on the top will slope
either to the back or front, and either would be objectionable.
With the aid of the shooting-block the plane should be used to
shoot the edges correctly. As more extended remarks will be
found in a future chapter on fitting and making up articles of
fretwork, nothing more need be said here on these points which
we have merely hinted at.

Before actually beginning to saw, it will, especially if a machine

under side
presser foot is being used, be just as well to look at theer 
side of the wood and -note if there is any burr or raised

wood round the edges of the holes. If there is, let it be removed
either by rubbing down with glass-paper or by cutting with a
knife, chisel, or other sharp tool. If left, these rough or raised
parts might cause the wood to become jambed between the table
and the presser, and so interrupt the regular feed of the wood to
the saw which is so essential to comfort and accuracy. The
sawyer ought to be able to put in practice the principles
explained in cutting, for the most complicated and elaborate
design is nothing more than an arrangement of various curves and
lines, each one of which must be cut separately. There is, therefore,
no reason why anyone who can cut an easy-looking design—easy
because it has only a few spaces or holes—accurately and well
should not attempt a more elaborate piece of work. The chief
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difference between the two is that this has more holes and will
consequently require a longer time to execute.

With a few general hints on cutting, this chapter may be
appropriately closed. The order in which the holes are cut is a
matter of secondary importance, but weak members should have
as much support as possible left till the bulk of the work has been
prepared. Usually it is best to cut the insides or holes first, leaving
the outlines till the last, but this plan is not always convenient. If
the outline consists merely of a plain scroll, it does not matter when
it is sawn ; but if there are points or weak projections from it, it is
better to leave it till the last. As, in spite of all care, a piece will
get broken off occasionally, it may be satisfactory to know that
unless the broken part is lost it can generally be stuck on so
neatly with glue that the fracture can hardly be detected. If
the piece gets lost the best way to repair the damage is to cut
the broken part of the fret through with the saw, so that it may have
a clean edge, and if possible with the grain, which will seldom be
difficult, as a fracture rarely occurs across it. Glue on a piece of
wood of the same thickness as the remainder of the work and with
grain matching as nearly as can be at the joint, of sufficient
size to allow the missing member to be cut in it. When the glue
has set and the joint is consequently firm, draw in the missing
out-line and saw to it. If a member or portion of a design
betrays any exceptional weakness, as it sometimes does, either from
a local flaw in the wood or from other causes, the part may be
strengthened by Blueing a strip of calico on behind. This plan, of
course, cannot be adopted when both sides of the fret are visible
in the completed design when made up, but it may be sufficiently
often to render its mention desirable.

CHAPTER XI.

MAKING UP FRETWORK ARTICLES.

this chapter no pretence is made that directions are given
for fitting together and making up all and sundry the
articles which will come before the notice of the fretcutter.

To do so would be impossible ; there are, however, several
leading principles and methods of manipulation which the
cutter should make himself master of so that he may to a
considerable extent be independent of the assistance of others.
To be so thoroughly is almost out of the question, as it would
then be necessary for him to be not only an expert fretsawyer
but equally conversant with cabinet-making and French
polishing besides.

Let us suppose that some wood has been got in a rough state.
It requires smoothing. This will be done first by the jack-plane
if the surface is very coarse, and finally with the smoothing plane,
which should be set finely and have a sharp cutter so that only
thin shavings are removed. In the event of a jack-plane not being
handy to the worker, any carpenter can do what is required, or at
a pinch the smoothing plane may be used alone. If necessary the
scraper may be used after the plane, either before or after the
wood has been fretted. The final cleaning and smoothing will be
given by means of glass-paper. Coarse grades may be used to
remo ve•the paper of the design remaining on the wood and the
finishing touches be given with the finer kinds. The finest
papering up will not be given till the last thing, i.e., after all the
parts have been properly fitted together and are just ready for
polishing,ilienrg. , for most of the things should be polished in some wayo 

The edges of pieces of wood must be shot true and at the
proper angles. If the straight edges are cut with the fretsaw
they will be irregular, and the work will be more than if cut
with an ordinary saw. This will leave the edges rough, and



unless used with considerable skill very likely a little out of
the true. To regulate them, plant the wood firmly against the stop
of the shooting-board, with the edge to be shot or planed slightly
overhanging the edge of the board which guides the plane. This
laid on its side in cutting must make the edges square if carefully
applied. Mitres are trimmed in the same way by using the mitre
block. To prevent confusion, it should be said that the mitred
corners of boxes, tray, etc., cannot be cut in this manner, as the
mitre block is only of use for frames, mouldings, and such like
pieces. For boxes the mitre can be shot true by laying the pieces
on the shooting-board, but instead of being fiat let them be in-
clined at an angle in accordance with the number of sides of the box.

Those who do not possess a shooting-block with adjustable board
may make use of the ordinary form by raising the wood to be
shot to the proper degree by placing triangular blocks under it.
Another method is by the use of the mitre bevel.

As some assistance towards accurate workmanship, those who
have none of the aforementioned appliances may get blocks of
wood cut at angles to correspond with those in the articles to be
made up. These blocks----of which only one for each form will be
required—can be prepared by any carpenter or cabinet-maker.
They are to be used as guides. By planing the edges of the tray
or whatever is being made as accurately as possible by eye, the
fit can easily be tested by holding them together outside the
prepared block, and planing, as may be necessary to ensure a
correct and closely fitting joint. Those who are conversant with
the use of the square will see that these blocks are designed to
take the place of both it and the bevel. Probably one block each
for octagonal, hexagonal, and square covers will be as many as the
amateur will require.

Sides of boxes, etc., should be glued together, and the joint may
be further strengthened by the use of nails or screws. The
appearance of the heads of these is not desirable, especially in
mitred corners, and they cannot always be used. Keying with thin
pieces of wood or veneer may be adopted with advantage. This is
managed by making a saw-cut in a slanting direction from the
corner upwards and downwards, and then forcing in a thin bit of
glued veneer to fill up the cut. When dry, the edges are smoothed
off level, so that the joint is hardly discernible. This keying is
frequently adopted in small fancy wooden boxes, so that if the
construction is not understood the reader is advised to examine
any small boxes (desks, work-boxes, etc.).

FIG. 45. TENONS TO BRACKET
SUPPORT.
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All glued joints should be kept close by pressure till the glue
has set. The glue should be hot when applied, and as much as
possible be squeezed out between the edges of the parts being
joined. An excessive quantity of glue in a joint is a source of
weakness, not of strength. Glue which exudes should be scraped
away before it becomes hard. In order to keep glued pieces
together tightly till the glue has set it will often require the
exercise of some ingenuity.

Many corners or angle joints just glued without nails or keying
may have additional streng,th given to them by glueing strips of
canvas or calico along them. This plan can only be adopted
inside constructions, or at the back where it will not be seen. In
boxes, which are often lined inside, it may be easily managed.
Fretwork articles are not intended to be handled roughly, so the
joints which are used in ordinary joinery where strength is
essential are not required. This enables the fretcutter to do what
may be necessary with a very limited knowledge of joinery.
Precision is more what is wanted than a close adherence to the
ordinary rules of construction.

In addition to angle joints or corners
there are other forms in which one
piece is, as it were, stuck on to the
face of another piece. A familiar
instance of this is the projecting part
of a bracket on which the shelf rests—
except at the back. Such a piece may
be glued and screwed, or nailed from
behind, but occasionally the wood is too
thin to allow of either screws or nails
being used easily and safely. Glue
alone might do, but it is better to leave
a tenon or two projecting from the back
edge of the projecting piece, as in fig. 45.
These tenons will fit into mortises or holes
cut for them in the back piece, and when
glued up the parts will be firmly fixed.
Designs are often seen in which this

construction is shown, but where it is not it may often be adopted
with advantage. The mortise and tenon should fit each other
accurately, and their position should be so arranged as not to
interfere with the design. The length of the tenon should not be
greater than the thickness of the wood in which the mortise
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is. The mortise being straight may be cut with either the
chisel or the fretsaw. If with the latter, let the hole be made
rather small in the first place and enlarge it with the chisel till
the tenon just fits in tightly. If made neatly and skilfully, the
fact of a tenon joint being used should not be discernible except
at the back.

Having a certain resemblance to the mortise and tenon joint is
that made with dowels
or wooden pegs, which,
though not a common
one in fretwork, is yet
occasionally more use-
ful than any other.
The dowel or peg may

N  be compared to a nail,
only instead of being
inserted from the out-,
side it is stuck into
one piece of wood and
the adjoining piece,

which has a hole to correspond, is forced down into it. It
will be seen that a dowelled joint gives no indication of its
character from the outside, and so far as appearance goes
resembles a plain glued joint. Glue is used both on the dowels
and on the parts of
the wood which come
in contact with each
other. Fig. 46 illus-
trates an example
where the dowel joint
is useful. There are
two sides, or portions
of a side, with the shelf
A intervening The
dowel pin is driven
through this and into
corresponding holes
in the ends of the
sides. The thickness of the dowel must depend on the thick-
ness of the wood used. The pins should fit tightly into their
holes, which should be quite filled without any empty space
at the ends. This is especially necessary when the diameter of
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he pins is nearly as great as the thickness of the wood into
which they are driven.

When making up boxes which have a lid fitted to a frame, that
a, when a rim of wood is below the top in the same way that the
nds, back, and front are above the bottom, as illustrated in fig. 47,
t is not a bad plan to have both parts of the front, ends, and back
retted in one piece of wood, and separate them afterwards into
he portions for the top and bottom. The lid portion can easily be
ut off with an ordinary saw, and the edges smoothed down by
;laming or papering.

A fretwork box is to some extent a misnomer, for it would
•arely be of any use if made up only of fretted wood, for the simple
eason that if the holes were not covered in behind, the contents
vould not be secure from dust or from falling out. On this
iccount, therefore, fretwork boxes are generally lined with some
naterial, such as silk, velvet, cardboard, paper, or wood. In this
atter case the lining may almost be regarded as the box on which
he fretwork is laid as an outer covering. The fretwork may be
nade up as the box, and the lining of wood be glued to it inside.
k. better way is to make the lining into a box, and fasten the
niter frets on afterward, fitting them accurately. The corners of
he fret pieces should be mitred, and as the inner box will afford
sufficient support they need be neither keyed nor nailed. They
need not be thick, and good effects may be obtained by using only
Teneers. The frets are stuck on to the box with glue. If used
n excess, so that it exudes from under the edges, there will be a
lifficulty or at least some tedious work will be required to clean it
may. To ensure perfect contact between the fret and the box,
;mall clamps, such as those mentioned in connection with the
artting-board, will be found useful, or the ordinary hand-screws of
he cabinet-maker may be used. With these more pressure may
oe got. If there is a sufficient number, the frets may be laid at
he same time, otherwise it will be better to do each one separately
ind wait till the adhesion is perfect before loosening the clamps.
&s the manipulation of all the parts is the same, whether done at
intervals or in quick succession, so that all the parts are clamped
at the same time, let us suppose the front of the box only is to
have the front laid on. Proceed as follows :—Let a smooth piece
>f wood of any kind and thickness and not smaller than the front
of the box be heated at the fire. It should be not merely warmed,
but moderately hot. To explain what is wanted it may be said
that the board or caul should be sufficiently hot to warm through

FIG. 46. DOWELS TO BRACKET SUPPORT.

FIG. 47. Box WITH FRAME TOP



FIG 48.
SECTION

OF FRONT
OF BOX.
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the fret and partially soften the glue, so that the contact between
the two woods is perfect and the excess of glue is squeezed out.
It may be just as well to warm the fret before rubbing the glue
on, and the box too. If the fret is only small, the caul may be
dispensed with, though it will be better to use it. The fret being
glued, place it without loss of time on the box front in its proper
position, for it must not be slipped about. Place the hot caul
against it, and by means of one or two clamps bind firmly together.
By keeping the handles of the clamp screws outside the box there
will be no difficulty in fastening them up. To prevent the inside
of the box being bruised by the ends of the clamps, a piece of
waste wood may be put against the inside of the front. The same
may be done on the outside, if it is deemed unnecessary to use a
caul. The clamps should remain on till the glue has set.

Other articles of fretwork may be treated in a similar manner,
and the manipulation will be the same.

The inner lining or box need not be of the same kind
of wood as the outside fret, as a contrast is sometimes
desirable. Pencil cedar makes a nice lining. Black
generally forms a good background, though if the fret
is white the contrast may be rather too violent.

When making up fretwork boxes in this manner, a
better finish may often be given by allowing the wood
of the inner casing B to project a little above the
edge of the fret A of the lower part, the wood inside
the lid framing being correspondingly narrow, as
shown in fig. 48, which represents the section of the
front of a box so treated. When a box has a top
without any framing, the wood to which the top fret
is fastened may be made to fit within the box, on the
edges of which the fretted lid rests, as represented in
section by fig. 49. This plan cannot be adopted when
the frets are cut in veneers. Many of the published
designs for boxes may often be improved by having
mouldings planted on at the bottom. When this is
intended, the margin of the frets should be left an
extra width. The mouldings at the corners should
be mitred, and if desired, small round knobs be fastened
on underneath to serve as feet. Another way is to
shape thin pieces of wood with the fretsaw, and

fasten them by glue at the corners under the mouldings. These
feet may take a variety of shapes and add considerably to the

ante of the work. The moulding should to some extent
use with the size of the box and of the parts of the

fret. To use a heavy moulding with
a small box or fine fret would be out
of character. 'Unless there is some
good reason to the contrary, even
when the design does not show it, it
will be better to thicken up the lid,

or, as is technically said " line " it up. This
is not necessary when the lid is provided with a
rim. The "lining," as will be seen from the sec-
tional drawing of a flat lid, fig. 50, consists of
pieces of wood glued under the edges and not of
any great width. They may project as shown, so
as to form a moulding, which may be of any
suitable design. Even when the fret is stuck on

49.	 to another piece of wood these lining strips may
)N OF
,D TOP. be used, and by their aid the edges of the

box below may project, as in the case of a rimmed
lid. They also serve to give sufficient thickness to the lid to
allow of the screws in the hinges having a good hold. It is
important to notice that the grain of the lining strips at the end
of the lid should run in the same direction as that of the lid and
of the back and front strips. When two surfaces are glued together
the grain of both should correspond. In the case of a box or
other article where the ends are fastened, attention to this is not
of such consequence as it is for doors and flat lids, such as those
just alluded to.

FIG. 50. FLAT TOP WITH RAM.

A more fancy appearance may be given to boxes by lining them
inside with silk, velvet, or some other material, and a few remarks
regarding these and the way they may be used will not be amiss,
remembering that many of them are applicable not only to boxes, but
to many other articles, or even as a backing for any kind of fretwork.

Paper may be used as a backing, but there are obvious objections
to it.

fff



Cardboard is somewhat better than paper, but only by reason
of its increased strength, and it should be used chiefly in con-
junction with silk or plush, or similar fabric. As the treatment of
these is similar, they may be considered as one. In the case of a
delicate fabric there would be great risk of injury from the paste
or glue coming through, and there is the difficulty of getting the
edges nicely trimmed without liability to fray. This may be avoided
by knowing how, and taking a little care.

Let both sides of a piece of card be covered with the velvet or
whatever is being used. If the edge of the fabric is turned over
just sufficiently, so that its edge is covered by the margin of the
fret, all unsightliness is avoided. When speaking of velvet in
connection with fretwork the finer kinds of silk plush are referred
to, for the coarser Utrecht or mohair velvet used by upholsterers
for covering furniture with is not so suitable. To stick the velvet
to the card use glue, which should on no account be put on the
velvet, but on the card. Cover the card with it, then press the velvet
down gently, and no harm will result. Separate pieces of card
should be used for the different pieces of the box, and the bottom
one need only have one side covered, even if it is necessary to use
card at all.

Done in the way indicated the inside of the box is plain or
smooth, but an additional effect may be given by quilting and
padding. This is not so suitable for velvet as for silk or satin.
Cardboard is used as before, only instead of the covering being
glued on all over its surface it is only fastened at the edges, which
are turned over on to the side which is next the fret. The padding
is got by using a little cotton wadding. This will give a plain
padded inside to the box, and if it is desired to have it quilted sew
through the silk and card .at regular intervals so as to pull the
wadding down tight at the stitches. To prevent these being
visible, small buttons may be used to cover them, or tufts of silk,
or anything of that kind. Small buttons or nails with split
shanks are obtainable, and stitching may then be dispensed with,
as the shanks are driven through silk and card and turned over
behind. Whether quilted or plain padded, the back of the card,
i.e., the side which fits against the fret, must be covered with a
piece of silk, the edges of which must be glued down in such a
manner that they will be hidden by the margin of the fret. When
using this plain silk it is better not to stick it down all over, as
if delicately tinted the glue might injure it, and there is no
necessity for. fastening it except at the edges.

When it is desirable that the contents of a fretwork box shall
be partially visible and yet be protected from dust, the lining of
the inside, except the bottom, of course, may be of glass. This is
not a material which is commonly recognised as suitable for the
purpose, but in such cases as that named it may be used with
advantage. The upper edges should be ground smooth and
polished.ol

Gilded backgrounds to frets may sometimes be used with ad-
vantage. Entire frets may easily be gilded. Of course, anything
intended to be finished in this way need not be made in any
choice wood, common pine will do instead and answer just as
well.

Among the sundries are odds and ends of brass and metal work,
such as hinges, locks, escutcheon plates, etc. These things are
much smaller than similar articles used for ordinary purposes, and
they are not generally to be obtained at cabinet brass work-
shops.

Hinges occupy a prominent place in making up work, and may
be treated first. In fitting them, whether to doors or lids, it is of
importance that they should be not only neatly but accurately
fitted. If clumsily fastened they do not look well, and if they are
inaccurate it is impossible for the door or lid to work nicely. The
kind used most commonly is the butt hinge, and the fretworker
will seldom have occasion to use any other. We may say that
nothing sets off work so well as good brass-work, whether in
hinges or anything else. The appearance of an otherwise well
made and finished article is greatly lessened by the use of inferior
qualities.

The size of the hinges must depend on the work to which it is
applied. Practically any length may be used, but the width of
the plate should very little exceed the thickness of the edge of
the wood to which in most cases one of the plates has to be fixed.
Possibly both plates may be fastened to edges, in which case if there
is any difference in their thickness the hinge with be determined
on by the thinner one. The joint of the hinge must project
beyond the wood for very obvious reasons, so that this excess
should be allowed for.

In order that hinged parts may fit closely together, the Mile
plates must be sunk in the wood. When the plates occupy the full
thickness of the wood this may most conveniently be done by
running the saw across and neatly cutting away the wood between
the kerfs with a chisel. Both hinge plates may be let into one
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that the pins or wires connecting the plates are in the same
straight line and that they project equally. The hinges being on
the door, put this in its place, open with the loose hinge plates as
nearly as possible in their proper positions against the end. With
a bradawl, pencil, or other sharp point, mark or bore one hole for
each hinge in the wood, through a hole in the hinge plate. Then
fasten with screw or nail as before. Then try if the door hangs
satisfactorily, opening and closing easily. If it does, complete the
fastening up of the hinges. Should it not, remove the one screw
already inserted through each hinge and try again. The reason
for only using one screw or boring one hole for each hinge is that
alterations may be more accurately and easily made than if each
hinge were fastened completely.

For similar reasons to those
given for sinking the hinges in the
doors when these are within the
ends, the hinges will be sunk on
the ends of the case when the door
is hung outside them, and this
applies equally to boxes with flush
lids.

When boxes have tray or rim-
med lids the hinges may be sunk
in either part, or partially in
both. A very easy and expeditious
mode of adjusting them is to tem-
porarily fasten the two portions
of the box together, open with
one or two clamps, the edges
being flush with each other.
The saw can then be drawn across,

1
1ofthis being done the chisel can

or if the box is too small to allow

be used instead. The waste wood
is then removed and the hinges
fastened as before. Instead of
the ordinary butt-hinges being
used for boxes, when it is desired
to prevent the lid opening out, the

"stop butt" should be chosen. In details of fixing it is the
same as the other, but a peculiar formation of the joint prevents
it being opened beyond a certain distance.

F1G. 51. ORNAMENTAL PLATE
TO HINGE.

of the pieces, or one into each of them, according to circumstances,
of which a few particulars may be given in order to guide the
worker. For all practical purposes it will be sufficient to consider
that the ordinary butt-hinge is to be used in connection with
doors of cupboards and lids of boxes.

When a door is hung it may be either within the ends top and
bottom, or covering the edges of these parts, in which case it is,
except for its upright position, to be regarded as a flat lid of a box.
For the present it may be supposed that it is to be hung within the
ends, this being the arrangement most commonly met with.
Occasionally designs indicate the other, but it will generally be
better to alter the construction. This may •be managed in most
instances by either making the case or cupboard large, or by
reducing the margin of the fretted door. The hinge may be sunk
either in the edge of the door or in the end of the cupboard, or
partially in both of these parts.. So far as actual utility is con-
cerned it hardly matters which plan is adopted, though for con-
venience and in order not to increase work unnecessarily the hinge
should be sunk in the edge of the door, unless there is some decided
reason for adopting one or other of the alternatives. The grounds of
preference for the course recommended may be stated, as the worker
will to some extent be aided in knowing when to make a departure
from it. Speaking broadly, the reason for adopting it is merely
convenience and the reduction of the work of fitting to the
minimum. It must be evident that it entails less work to cut a
piece out of the edge of the door than to do so inside the end of
the cupboard, and it is equally clear that no object can be gained
by sinking one hinge plate into each portion. This is generally
done, and is better, because if the heads of the nails project above
the plate, as they often do slightly, they are not in the way of the
door closing without straining the hinge. The best way to proceed
when hingeing is as follows : Mark out the position of the
hinges on the door edge. If the plates are not wide enough to
occupy the whole thickness, mark their width on the edge. Saw
across and remove the waste. If the hinge is a long one, one or two
additional saw-cuts may be made between the two outer ones to
facilitate the work of the chisel without tearing the wood
irregularly. Open the hinge and screw down, or it the size is too
small to allow of screws being used, small wire nails may be sub-
stituted. In almost all doors there are at least two hinges, and as
a rule no more are necessary. Whatever the number, they should
all be fixed in the same manner, and it will be necessary to see
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carefully to each other if trouble afterwards is to be avoided.
The usual way is to fit the lock first and then adjust the plate to
it. Another variety of lock is that in which the bolt shoots into an
eye projecting from the plate and fitting into the lock. In this case
the operation of fitting the plate is considerably simplified, as it is
only necessary to fix the lock, put the plate on it when "unlocked,"
and put the lid down to ensure the exact position being marked.
The plate is then to be sunk flush with the surface.

In another kind of lock for cupboard doors and for drawers a
plain bolt is shot forward on the key being turned.

A few words on the construction of doors will not be out of
place. It is seldom that a fretwork design shows that the door
is to be framed and panelled, in most cases a plain piece of wood
behind the fret, or the fret itself forming the door. This method
may do occasionally for very small doors. In the majority of in-
stances it will be better for the fret to be glued on to another piece of
wood to form a backing to it. If the door is only small a plain piece
of wood will do very well, and it may answer even for a large one,
though in this latter case there is some risk of the wood not
remaining flat. To avoid this as much as possible the grain of
both the fret and the backing should be in the same direction.
If one is horizontal and the other perpendicular, not only is there
a great chance of the door twisting or curling, but of one or other
of the pieces splitting. To make the job a perfect one from a
joinery point of view the door ought to have a frame and panel
fitted flush within it on the side to which the fret is applied. To
make a door neatly in this way requires some good joinery, so
that if the fretworker is not equal to the task he - should get a
cabinet-maker to do what is necessary for any article which is
valued.

G 2

A variety of hinge is that with ornamental plates for showing
on the exterior of the box or door, but the directions already given
will enable anyone to fix them. Usually they are simply screwed
on and not sunk into the wood. Much the same effect may be
obtained by using the ordinary butt and fixing on ornamental
plates close to them on the outside of the work, as suggested in
fig. 51, which represents a portion of a door so treated. Hinge
plates for this purpose are to be purchased, but may easily be
prepared by the fretcutter himself They look best when fastened
on with round-headed screws of the same metal as themselves.

Small doors may often be hung without hinges, as these are
ordinarily understood by driving pieces of wire or pins through the
top and bottom of the cupboard. Both pins must be in the same
straight line, and if the door fits well the outer edge must be
rounded to give clearance.

Second only to hinges in importance are locks and various kinds
of catches for keeping lids and doors close. These are made in
considerable variety, and many of the latter kinds of fastenings
are very handsome in appearance. They require no special
directions about fitting beyond that this should be neatly done.

Locks are usually constructed so that they require to be let into
the edges of doors and the fronts of boxes. Care must be taken
in doing so not to cut away too much of the wood, but to leave
sufficient for the nails or screws which are used to fasten the lock
in its place. Occasionally the wood may be too thin to allow of
any or sufficient being cut away. In this case it may be advisable
to thicken up the part where the lock is to lie, Blueing on a piece
of sufficient size and thickness behind the fret. The cutting of
the keyhole needs considerable care. The chief danger to guard
against is that of making it too large. To avoid this it will, when
first making a keyhole, be better to err in the other direction and
make it too small The size can easily be increased by filing.
As it may not always be possible to avoid making an unsightly
keyhole in the wood, it will be satisfactory to know that there are
such things as metal escutcheon plates. These have keyholes in
them and they are not only useful for hiding badly cut holes in
the wood, but they are ornamental in appearance. If the hole in
the plate is not sufficiently large to pass the key, it is not a difficult
matter to file it larger.

Many kinds of locks are sold with, and are only usable with,
plates for the bolts to shoot into or catch in. The relative positions
of the lock and plate are of importance, and must be adjusted
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CHAPTER XII.

WORKING IN METALS AND XYLONITE.

RLTHOUGH the general principles on which brass and other
metals as well as other hard substances, such as mother-of-
pearl, are cut are precisely the same as those for wood and the

ordinary soft materials, there are several additional points which
must be observed in order that the work may be accomplished with
comparative ease. Without such precautions it would be almost a
hopeless task to attempt metal cutting, for the smallest trial will
convince anyone that the treatment must be modified. Articles
are seldom made entirely of fret brass or metal, but such things
as hinge plates, escutcheon plates, and overlaid parts, may often be
constructed by the fretcutter.

That comparatively thick metal may be cut with the saw is not
to be denied, but it will easily be understood that the thicker it
is the greater- the difficulty in working it, and for all practical
purposes it may be considered that metal of the thickness of that
of a shilling is the maximum. In most cases considerably less
will suffice, and the sawyer may be advised to use it as thin as he
can. For metal cutting we, as a rule, prefer the hand frame to
the machine, but when this is used the speed at which it is
worked must not be great. It is, however, almost impossible to
give precise directions as to this, for " circumstances alter cases,"
and occasionally it may be quite practicable to run the saw at a
fair rate of speed.

Perhaps the easiest way in which thin metal can be worked
is by fastening it between two pieces of soft wood, such as pine.
This offers Tittle resistance to the saw, but keeps the metal from
bending, as otherwise it is certain to do, to the annoyance of the
worker and the destruction of the blades. The wood and metal

are to be kept in contact by nailing through the waste pieces of
the design, which is of course drawn on the upper piece of wood.
As the saws, when metal is being cut, require frequent lubri-
cation, the best way to provide for this being done is to insert well
greased paper between the brass and the wood. Two sheets, one
on each side of the brass, may be used. If more than one piece of
metal is being cut at a time, a piece of greasy paper should be
between each of them. Of course the alternative, and it is a
clumsy one, of greasing the blade as the work proceeds may be
adopted if preferred, and is the only one which is practicable
when one sheet of metal is being sawn without wood.

As the principal object of the wood is to keep thin metal from
bending or springing under the action of the saw, it follows that
when the metal is of sufficient thickness to be rigid no wood need
be used. Automatic lubrication may then occasionally be man-
aged by the substitution of a sheet of thin greased cardboard for
the wood and paper, but we cannot say that we altogether approve
of this plan, though it is sometimes practised. As the worker
will probably soon find out if he tries it, there are several ob-
jections to it, and if any temporary backing is used with the
metal, wood in almost every instance is to be preferred to any-
thing else.

When the metal is sufficiently thick to be cut alone, a difficulty
may occur in transferring the design to it, for it may be concluded
that the novice will not care to scratch or engrave the outlines
of the design on it. The simplest way is to stick paper on the
metal and then trace by means of carbon paper, as suggested in a
former chapter ; or, of course, if preferred, the design, either the
original or traced, may be stuck down. The adhesion with either
glue or paste may not be perfect, but with ordinary care it will be
sufficiently good to enable the cutting to be done. The design
may also be transferred direct to the metal by means of carbon
paper. If the surface is rough no preparation may be necessary,
but when the lines cannot be got otherwise there will be no
difficulty if the following plan is pursued. Coat the metal with
turpentine and wait till it has dried on. There will then be a
good surface for the design to take on. When this has been
accomplished no further directions as to cutting will be required,
but the edges will probably need some attention from the file
afterwards in order to get them as smooth as they should be.
After the brass or other metal has been finished as well as it can
be, it may be either silver or nickel-plated at a small cost. If it
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is to be left in its natural colour it may be protected from tarnishing
by coating it with lacquer. This is to be obtained ready made
from any oil and colourman, but one sufficiently good for the
purpose may be made by using ordinary French polish, which, as
is no doubt well known, is a solution of shellac in methylated
spirit, made thicker by the addition of more shellac. To use
either this, or indeed any lacquer, the metal should be polished
as brightly as possible and must be free from every trace of
grease. The metal should then be warmed and the lacquer painted on
with a soft brush with a quick motion, care being taken to avoid
going over the same part twice. If after all the lacquer should
be lumpy or ridgy, it may be removed either by washing with
spirit or with strong soda and water and the process be repeated
de novo.

Metal mountings may either be fastened to their supports with
nails or cement. In many cases the appearance of the former
would render them objectionable, though occasionally by the use
of nails with suitable heads they may be made an additional
means of improving the appearance of the article to which they
are added. When an adhesive has to be used glue can hardly be
considered a suitable one, though we have sometimes found that
Le Page's liquid glue does well enough, especially in conjunction
with a few small nails or wires, which can be filed off level with
the surface. A better and more reliable means of adhesion is
shellac cement. This is sold at many tool shops in the form of
small sticks and is used very much as sealing wax, to which it is
akin. In order to prevent it hardening quicker than is desirable
the metal to which it is applied should be warmed, but in spite of
this precaution the adhesion may not be perfect. If there is any
defect in this respect a remedy may often be found in the
application of a warmed flat-iron to the metal, with which it should
be left in contact till cold. Care must, however, be taken that the
iron is not so hot as to melt the shellac to such an extent that it
is all pressed out from between the parts it is intended to
connect. A liquid shellac cement is of easier application,
especially when comparatively large surfaces have to be stuck
together, as it is used much in the same way as glue. It may
easily be made at home, as it is nothing but a strong solution of
shellac in methylated spirit. No special remark is necessary
about its application.

While on the topic of cements other than glue or paste, it may
be well to direct attention to the peculiar treatment necessary

when pieces of xylonite are to be fastened together or to wood.
Glue alone will not do, as it does not adhere when cold to this
material, from which it flakes off. The best cement we have used
for the purpose is that prepared and used by the manufacturers
of xylonite for making up their own articles. It is not usually
an article of sale, but can be obtained from the manufacturers in
liquid form, either transparent or opaque white. For general
purposes we prefer the former, but whichever is used the treat-
ment is the same. If the two pieces to be joined are both
xylonite, they should be brushed with the cement, which appears
to some extent to act as a solvent, and then brought into close
contact and forcibly kept together till the cement has hardened,
which will not be long. If they can be pressed together with a
hot caul or some substitute the adhesion will be closer, but this
is not always practicable. If the xylonite is used as an overlay
on wood, in most instances the cement need only be applied to
the former, but somewhat more thickly than when both surfaces
are cemented. Should the adhesion not be sufficiently strong, it
will be owing to the wood being so porous as to absorb more than
its share of the cement, and in this case the usual preparation of
sizing the wood may be resorted to, or weak glue may be applied
to those portions which will be under the fret. If the wood has
been French polished before the xylonite is laid, only the cement
applied to the latter will be necessary, as it causes a perfect
adherence, while ordinary glue, as is well known, does not adhere
thoroughly to French-polished surfaces.



CHAPTER XIII.

POLISHING, STAINING, AND BLEACHING.

aLTHOUGH French polishing is a trade by itself, it is only
reasonable to suppose that most amateurs will wish to
finish their work themselves without having recourse to a

professional polisher. The difficulties in the way of polishing,
either by the method known as French or the simpler wax and
oil polishing, are by no means great, so that few need be deterred
from finishing the work themselves. To say all that might be
said about the polisher's craft is of course out of the question and
altogether beyond the intention of the present directions, and it
must suffice to give general hints, which, however, ought to be
sufficient to enable anyone to accomplish what is necessary in a
satisfactory manner.

Although there are several methods by which wood may be
polished, i.e., have a gloss given to it, the finest is that known as
French polishing, and when properly done there is none better.
The appearance of most woods is improved by polishing, which
not only brightens them up, but brings out the figure, as it is said,
by strengthening the contrasts between the various markings.
The only exceptions to the rule that woods are improved by
polishing are in the case of white woods, such as holly, which
should be left unpolished.

French polishing, as is no doubt well known to the majority of
our readers, consists in coating the wood with a thin varnish
specially prepared for the purpose and applied in a peculiar
manner by rubbing instead of brushing or painting on, as in the
case of ordinary varnishing. The polishing varnish, or simply
French polish, as it usually called, leaves only a thin film, almost
an imperceptible one, on the wood, and is further rubbed till it
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shines. Such in outline is the principle of the process, which,
however, cannot be applied without further directions as to the
preparation of the wood, etc. The French polish itself can be
bought ready prepared, but it may easily be prepared by the user.
Various ingredients are sometimes used in making up the polish,
but the best is the simplest, and consists merely of shellac and
methylated spirit. The proportions may vary, but about 6oz.
of the former in a pint of the latter forms a very good general
polish. It is only necessary to mix the two in a bottle and leave
till the lac is dissolved. The process may be slightly hastened by
occasional shaking, and considerably so by the application of heat,
which, however, we cannot advise unless the utmost caution be used,
on account of the inflammability of the spirit. The polish may be
either brown or colourless. In the former case the ordinary
shellac is used, and in the other white or bleached shellac. For
most kinds of wood brown polish does well enough, but where
great purity is required the white alone should be used, and it
may be satisfactory for those who do not care to keep the two
kinds by them to know that the white polish may be used for any
kind of wood. The only, or at any rate the chief, objection to it
is that it is slightly more expensive than the other. The quantity
that will be required by the fretcutter is so small that this con-
sideration need hardly weigh with him.

Some woods, such as mahogany, walnut, and others which it is
desired to darken somewhat, are usually oiled, the oil used being
raw linseed.

It is rubbed in with a pad or rubber of cotton wadding enclosed
in a piece of soft rag, or with a piece of rag alone. The wood
should not be saturated, and the oil should be allowed to dry
before the polish is applied. Were this to be done at once there
would be a considerable waste both of time and material, owing
to the quantity of polish which would be absorbed by the wood
before any would be left on the surface. It is, therefore, customary
to use a " filler" of some kind to stop up the pores of the wood,
and though this may not be necessary with some of the closer
grained varieties it is never detrimental to them, and must be
used with coarser kinds, such as oak, mahogany, and walnut.

One of the best fillers is ordinary whitening mixed to a paste
with turpentine, and another popular one is a mixture of the same,
or plaster of paris with tallow. As may be imagined, the former
is the pleasanter of the two, but whichever is used it is rubbed
into the wood so as to fill the pores. When using a filler of this
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kind the difficulty is that some of it gets over the edges of the
frets, and particularly into the corners, whence it is a matter of
considerable trouble to remove it entirely. On this account it is
often considered preferable to fill in with polish alone. To do
this takes a good deal of time with some kinds of wood, and the
following method is often practised with success. The piece of
fretwork is fastened to a board and flooded with spirit varnish,
which may be made by thickening ordinary French polish with
resin or additional shellac. The varnish sinks into the wood
and not only varnishes the edges of the holes, which it is out of
the question to try and polish in the ordinary way, but stops the
grain of the wood and so acts as a filler. The surface of the wood
is then rubbed over with fine glass-paper just sufficiently to remove
inequalities of the varnish, which, of course, must be thoroughly
dry before the paper is applied. Instead of fastening the fret
down and flooding it, the varnish may be applied with a brush and
then, as before, rubbed with glass-paper. The grain of the wood
having been filled by any method which is preferred, the polish
may be applied, and the real art of the work consists in the way
this is done.

A small rubber of cotton wadding covered with a piece of soft
linen or cotton rag from which all stiffening in the shape of starch
or sizing has been previously washed is made up in such a way
that the bottom, or portion which comes in contact with the wood,
is smooth and without creases or folds. A little polish is put on
the wadding, the covering replaced, and the moisture equalised
by pressing the rubber in the palm of the hand. The rubber is
then with gentle pressure passed repeatedly over the wood till
dry, and the operation is repeated as often as may be necessary to
get a good body of the polish distributed equally on the wood.

When using the rubber, care must be taken that it is not made
too wet, as all that is wanted is a slight moisture. If the rubber
sticks and does not glide easily over the wood a very small
quantity, the merest touch, of oil may be put on its face. It is
also necessary not to let the rubber catch on the points of the
fret and cause breakage. To lessen the risk of this happening, it
is not a bad plan to put a coin, such as a penny piece, above the
wadding, which forms a more rigid pad than it otherwise would do.

After a sufficient body of polish has been put on and allowed
to get hard, the next part of the process is the final one of
"spiriting off." This requires great care, for it consists in rubbing
over the surface as before, but this time with a rubber charged
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th spirit only instead of polish. The object of the "spiriting
'" is merely to remove the smears and dulness left by the
dish rubber, the spirit with which it is moistened partially
solving the surface of the body of shellac. It will easily be
iderstood that this is a delicate operation, for if the spirit
bber is too wet, or too much spirit is used, all the body may be
fished away instead of merely caused to shine brightly.
A much easier way of bringing the gloss up, or rather of impart-

ing a gloss, is by means of a preparation called glaze, which, like
polish, can be bought or be prepared by the user, applied to a
surface which has been already " bodied in." It can be applied
either with a sponge or a soft rubber made as before, but
made fairly wet and drawn lightly once or twice over the wood
instead of being smeared on in all directions. The effect is
almost instantaneous, but the gloss is not so durable as when
obtained by spiriting. Still, for many purposes, and especially for
articles which are not much handled, it does almost equally well,
while from the comparative ease with which glazing can be
managed it may be a question whether the result is not better
for amateurs than when spiriting is not done in the best manner.
Spiriting requires considerable practice, while with ordinary care
glazing can be done successfully with little or no preliminary
practice. Glaze is made of gum benzoin and methylated spirit in
varying proportions, according to the fancy of the user. Our own
practice is to about half fill a bottle with the gum, which should
be crushed, and then fill up with methylated spirit. The gum
will dissolve, and the mixture must be strained through muslin
before use.

It is often considered desirable to polish the wood before cut-
ting it, and then many of the difficulties incidental to the polish-
ing of fretwork are removed, and we certainly advise the novice,
even if he does not make a practice of doing so, to polish a piece
or two before fretting it. He will then gain useful experience
more easily than otherwise, and will be able to polish frets more
satisfactorily. He can use the filler first spoken of instead of
varnish, and it may be well here to say that a white filler is
usually coloured to match the wood to which it is applied. The
exact tint, however, is not of much importance, and a little rose
pink for mahogany or reddish woods and vandyke brown for
walnut and the brown woods will be all the colours required. If
the wood is polished beforehand, it is unnecessary to proceed
further than the bodying in before fretting, leaving the final
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spiriting or glazing to be done afterwards. There is no practical
reason why the polishing should not be finished at once, but
whatever care is used when cutting, it will be necessary to go over
the wood afterwards to remove scratches, etc., so that this " touch-
ing up" and the final spiriting or glazing may as well form only
one operation, in order to save time.

As the edges of frets cannot well be polished unless they form
long curves, the best way to finish them is varnishing them care-
fully with a brush, special care being taken not to clog the corners.
Owing to the difficulty of finishing edges they are often left un-
touched, or at the most only oiled if they look too light in colour
when contrasted with the surface of the fret.

What is known as dull polishing is effected by first polishing
the wood, as already described, and then removing the gloss by
means of little fine emery or pumice powder lightly rubbed on
with a stiff brush, of which the strokes should all be in one direc-
tion.

Another method of getting a dull polished surface is by means
of the old-fashioned wax polishing process. This is very easy, but
takes time, as the gloss is obtained almost entirely by friction and
a small quantity of a wax paste, or, as it is generally called, "wax
polish." This is made by melting some ordinary beeswax, and
while still hot stirring in sufficient turpentine to form a stiffish
paste when the mixture has become cold. Every polisher has his
own ideas about wax polish, some preferring it in a liquid form,
while others going to the opposite extreme use only the smallest
quantity of turpentine, so that the novice can hardly make a
mistake when there is such a variety of opinion among pro-
fessional polishers. As will have been gathered, we prefer the
polish to be in the form of a paste, but this is entirely a matter
of fancy and custom. The mixture, a small quantity only of
which is required, should be rubbed on with either a brush or rag,
and the scrubbing continued till the polish comes up. Excessive
rubbing can do no harm—indeed, if we may so express ourselves,
the aim of the wax polisher should be to rub off all the wax he has
previously put on.

Wax polish is peculiarly adapted to oak darkened by fumiga-
tion, mahogany, and walnut, but is not so suitable for fine choice
woods, such as olive. Edges may be sufficiently wax polished by
means of a piece of waxed rag wrapped on a piece of stick of
suitable size to fit into corners.

Simple oiling is sometimes resorted to instead of either wax or
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French polishing, and when a dead dull effect—often a very charm-
ing one—is desired it is very effectual. By continual rubbing, a
gloss almost equal to that of French polish can be got on an oiled
surface, but the process is such a tedious and prolonged one that
this is seldom done. When work is either wax polished or oiled,
it is not advisable to do so before fretting the wood, especially if
the design is stuck on to the wood, as the moisture in the paste or
glue will remove all the gloss. This does not apply to French
polish, to which, by the way, the paper will not adhere so 'firmly
that it cannot be removed without the aid of the scraper.

As all work should be in parts when it is polished, it may be
well to say that the polish must be scraped off joints to be glued
together, as glue does not hold well on polished surfaces. If the
articles are made up before polishing, as they ought to be, the
fitting. should only be of a temporary character, for if the parts
are permanently made up, there will be a difficulty in polishing
corners cleanly through the impossibility of getting the rubber in
them. The polish will accumulate in such parts, giving them, to
use an expressive trade term, a treacely appearance, or it will
leave them untouched. Neither of these is a desideratum.

As every one who reads these lines no doubt knows, a light wood
is often stained to imitate, at any rate so far as an approximation
to colour can do so, a superior or darker wood. Now, as far as
fretwork is concerned, we cannot advise the amateur to attempt
staining for the following reasons, apart from the difficulties which
he will generally meet with in the way of colour, etc. :—If the
wood is stained before cutting, the staining is only superficial, and
the edges will, after the fretting has been done, show the natural
colour of the wood and require to be separately stained. On the
other hand, if the staining is deferred till after the fretting, the
liquid of the stain is apt to raise the grain of the wood, and
sink more deeply at some parts of the edges than at others. As
suitable wood can be got in such a variety of colours, either
natural or dyed through, we recommend the amateur not to stain
more than he can help. As, however, it is not always convenient
to be unable to stain or match up the colours of two pieces of
vood which may not be of the same colour, it may be useful to

know how to treat them occasionally. To darken mahogany, solu-
tions of either bichromate or permanganate of potash are very
useful, the strength of the solution depending on the intensity of
the stain required. For darkening oak and making it resemble
brown oak, the solution of bichromate of potash is very good.

•
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For a brown stain, nothing is better than a mixture of vandyke
brown and liquid ammonia diluted with water, as may be desired.
It must be noted that after the application of any liquid stain the
roughness caused by the moisture must be rubbed down with fine
glass-paper, care being taken not to remove so much of the surface
as to show the natural colour below, and neither polish nor varnish
must be applied till the wood has become thoroughly dry.

So far, particulars have only been given for staining by means
of liquids applied to the wood, but there is another process, known
as fumigation. As this is done by the vapour of ammonia, and
the wood is not touched by liquid, the grain is not raised, so that
there is no objection to fretwork being darkened by this method.
The woods which are chiefly treated by fumigation are oak and
mahogany, for while others may be influenced by ammonia
vapour, many undergo no change when subjected to it.

To darken wood by fumigation it is only necessary to put the
pieces in a box, which, when closed, should be as nearly air-tight
as possible, along with some strong liquid ammonia in a saucer or
shallow dish. The wood should be so arranged that the vapour
has access to all portions, and as the grain is not raised it should
be cut first. Any box may be made sufficiently air-tight by
pasting strips of paper over the joints and where the lid fits. The
quantity of ammonia cannot be stated exactly, as so much depends
on its strength and the size of the box, but the quantity of wood
which may be stained at a time has little or nothing to do with it.
It is therefore from an economical point of view desirable to stain
as many pieces as the box is capable of holding at one time. If
left in the box for a few hours, say, for a night, the colour of the
wood will be perceptibly darker. If it is not dark enough then,
it must be re-enclosed with some fresh ammonia, and so on till the
depth required has been obtained. In order to watch the progress
of the fumigation the box may have a piece of glass let into any part
to serve as a window, but as it is sometimes difficult to see the
wood, or rather its colour, we prefer the following plan, which we
do not think has been published before. A hole is bored in the
lid or any convenient portion of the box with a large gimlet or
small bit. A stick of wood of the same kind as that to be
fumigated is cut to fit tightly in the hole, a portion of it being
projected through to the inside and enough left on the outside
to allow it to be grasped and withdrawn. As the fumigation
proceeds the progress can easily be ascertained by pulling the
stick out and noting how the portion within the box has darkened.
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prolonged examination will not be necessary, but if desirable
the hole can be temporarily closed by pressing a finger over it.
In any case the escape of the vapour will not amount to much.
Woods that can be darkened by ammonia may be left for a few
days in a stable instead of treating them with the vapour.

Instead of darkening wood it is sometimes requisite to lighten
its colour. There are several bleaches which have been recom-
mended for this purpose, but for general use none of them is
better than a solution of oxalic acid in water. As this is a deadly
poison, care should be taken to keep it under lock and key.

As it may be presumed that the fretcutter will make use of
xylonite, a few directions about polishing it will not be amiss, as
it requires entirely different treatment from wood. Small pieces
may be polished by rubbing with a mixture of oil and pumice
powder till all roughness and scratches are removed and then
rubbing with whitening either dry or with a very little oil till
sufficiently polished. Any of the powder which gets in the
corners or elsewhere may be washed away with water and a soft
brush without injuring either the fret or the polish. The process
is rather a laborious one, so it may be satisfactory to know that
t le British Xylonite Company, 124, High Street, Homerton,
do not object to polish amateur's work at very reasonable charges,
a ad as they have special appliances for the purpose they naturally
get a better finish than can be obtained otherwise without much
labour. It may be interesting to state that the polishing is
effected by means of calico wheels revolving at a high rate of
speed, aided by pumice powder, whitening, and oil, so that those
who have access to similar wheels or can fit them up can do the
work for themselves.
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the directions generally given, it is no wonder that they soon give
it up in disgust under the mistaken notion that it is beyond their
capacity. If rightly taught there is no reason why marquetry
should not be practised more extensively than it is, for it cannot be
considered much, if at all, more difficult than another favourite
pastime, wood-carving, while to many it will be much easier.

On the respective merits of the two arts, wood-carving and
inlaying, or rather that form of it called marquetry, we do not
intend to enter, but those who have paid little attention to the
latter can be but faintly aware of its claims for recognition as a
means of artistic recreation. For decorating furniture and interior
woodwork, with the exception of carving, there is nothing more
appropriate or beautiful. We are now referring to marquetry
or inlays made up of variously coloured pieces, but in a less
degree the remarks apply to plain inlays of only two colours or
materials, and the way in which these are formed must be first
described. The directions on plain inlays are specially given for
beginners, or rather for those who are able to do ordinary
fretwork but are not acquainted with inlaying procedure, while
the directions for cutting and making up marquetry may be
studied with advantage by all who wish to become proficients in
this beautiful art. There is no reason why ladies should not, by
turning their attention to marquetry-cutting, extend the number
of artistic pursuits open to them and if need be turn it into a
means of increasing their income. They will find it at least as
profitable as wood-carving ; the work, even when pursued as a
source of income, can be done at home, for it is not customary
for marquetry-cutters to do their work in the factories or shops of
those whom they supply. If we may venture a few words of
advice to those who wish to supplement their incomes in this
manner, we would say that they should not ask more than the
ordinary trade remuneration. Our own experience of the ideas
of amateurs, or quasi-professionals, is that their work is either
not up to the mark, or that they have exaggerated notions of its
value. As we are giving them a little piece of advice, may we
also say that it is not good policy to introduce themselves and
their work to a manufacturer's notice by informing him that
somebody, who probably knows nothing about it, has told them
that their work is worth so and so much. The best way is to let
the work speak for itself. Marquetry-cutters who can design or
adapt given designs to suit special shapes and sizes will stand a
much better chance of getting employment than others. The
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CHAPTER XIV.

INLAYING AND MARQUETRY.

aNLAYING one substance with another or with one of similar
material is, compared with ordinary open fretwork, distinctly
an advance. Inlaying cannot be done satisfactorily till

proficiency has been attained in ordinary plain fretsawing.	 To

a certain extent the processes are the same, but inlaying of what-
ever kind is more difficult than the other. It is not to be under-
stood that the difficulties are so great that only a few specially
skilled experts can manage inlaying of any kind, for there is no
reason why anyone who can saw fairly well to any outline should
not be able to do even the most elaborate and difficult form of
inlaying ordinarily known in this country as marquetry. At the
same time we cannot too strongly impress upon the aspirant to
facility in inlaying or marquetry work that unless he can
manipulate the fretsaw easily and accurately he need not hope to
succeed, practice and knowledge are necessary. The former
depends on himself. The latter we hope to impart, and we must
caution him that with one exception, so far as we know, all the
purported guides to marquetry work are either so vague as to be
almost useless, or extremely fallacious. The fact is that marquetry -

cutters have been in the past, and to a certain extent still are,
extremely jealous of allowing anyone to become acquainted
with their methods of work, so that there have been unusual
difficulties in the way of giving practical directions to those who
could not learn directly from one of the craft. The same secrecy
was maintained by fretcutters in this country till comparatively
recent years. When we see the degree of proficiency to which
amateurs in fretwork attain, it seems not unreasonable to suppose
that they might succeed equally well with marquetry if they only
knew how. If they attempt to do this kind of work according to

It
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shapes and sizes of the panels, etc., as well as of the design, con-
stantly vary, so that "stock" panels are little or no use.

Before giving directions for making up marquetry, simpler forms
of inlay must be dealt with, as they are not only necessary but will
to a certain extent pave the way for it.

CHAPTER XV.

PLAIN INLAYING.

aT may be as well to explain here that there is a species of so-
called inlaying which is formed of geometrically shaped
pieces in which the fretsaw plays no part. Familiar

instances of such work are chess or draught table tops, in
which each piece is in the shape of a square. These are not
included in the marquetry-cutters operations. What we have to
do is to explain how fretwork may be inlaid, or, to give a more
extended definition, how inlaying, in connection with which the
fretsaw is the most important tool, may be managed in the most
workmanlike manner. In case this last remark may seem some-
what out of place in a book specially dedicated to amateurs, let us
hasten to explain that those methods which are adopted by the
workman, or professional artisan, will in any craft be found in the
long run not only simpler but better in every way than mere
makeshifts. •

The simplest kind of inlaying is that in which two pieces of
wood are fretted at the same time, so that the pieces which have
been cut out fit either into the wood of which they originally
formed part, or into the other which was cut at the same time.

same time the portions which have hitherto been waste can no
longer be regarded as such, forming, as they do, a very important
Part of the inlay. They are the pieces which are inlaid, so that
'L ey cannot be regarded as being secondary, even to the pattern, •
which1:hu ' i

in piece of white wood and a piece of black are cut at the

 plain open fretwork has been the only part of the wood
to be preserved. If the pieces cut from the white wood are laid
in the openings they must fill them as well as they would thoseian the pieces from which they came, and vice versa. Two inlays
re th us obtained—one of them a white ground with black inlays,
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When the blade is in, extreme regularity in sawing is necessary,
as it is quite impossible to correct any deviations from the line by
filing or trimming them up true.

Although the saws used should be as fine as convenient, there
is no necessity for the finest only, say the 00 or 0, being con-
sidered suitable, for the grades numbered 1, 2, or even 3 do not
make an excessively wide kerf, and for most work will do very
well. It may be wondered why we do not advise the use of the
finest saws made, and our reasons are that the finer grades are
more difficult to use than those which are comparatively coarse.
The difficulty of doing the work is great enough any way, and
there is no use in increasing it unnecessarily. Certainly the finer
the blade the smaller the cut, and consequent close-fitting together
of the parts, but an absolutely 'tight fit is not necessary in most
work. To be perfect theoretically, no doubt the pieces should fit
quite closely, but practically there is no occasion for them doing
so. In determining what space can be allowed, or what the
width of kerf may be without destroying the beauty of the work,
many circumstances must be taken into consideration, and it is
not possible to state definitely what will suit each case. It must
therefore be sufficient to give such general limit or suggestions as
may enable the learner to decide for himself.

The distance at which the finished inlay will ordinarily be
from the observer when it is fixed in its destined position is not
to be ignored, and may be taken as the first matter to be con-
sidered, for a joint between two pieces could not be so clearly seen
at even a short distance as if examined closely in the hand. The
majority of fretwork articles, all of which it may be assumed
come under the heading of inlaying, are not subject to very
minute scrutiny unless for purposes of special examination. There
is, therefore, no occasion to waste time and increase labour by
using the finest saws. On the other hand, there are some articles
in which fineness and the highest degree of finish are essential,
unless they are to miss the intention of their maker, and on these
no amount of care can be considered excessive.

The thickness and hardness of the materials being sawn must
also be taken into account, for no one would think of sawing, or
attempting to do so, through two thicknesses of tin. stuff with a
No. 0 blade. It is very rarely that anything much thicker than
veneer is used for inlaying, but there are articles which it iss
ometimes better to inlay in comparatively thick stuff, as, for

instance, the handles of paper-knives. Even when veneers or

the other a black ground with white inlays. There is thus, so far
as pieces are concerned, no waste, but there is the same kerf to be
compensated for, the wood removed in the form of sawdust being
the only waste. This will be referred to later on. The chief
differences in manipulation when cutting ordinary fretwork and
that which is to be inlaid must be considered.

The first thing is the necessity of avoiding injuring the pieces
cut out. In them, when waste, the holes for the saws could be
drilled in the most convenient place, and of any size, and the saw
could cut through them in any way. All that is altered now, for
neither holes nor saw-cut must be allowed to show in the pieces
to be removed. Both must be on the line of design, and there can
be no running into waste to facilitate turning corners, etc. To
begin with, then, the drill used must be no larger than is absolutely
necessary to allow the saw to pass through the hole made by it.
The blades themselves should also be as fine as convenient, so that
a much finer drill than there is any occasion to use in ordinary
fretwork will be required. The hole that must be made with it
being on the line of the design should be placed in some part
where it is least likely to be conspicuous, for however fine the
drill may be and with whatever care it is used it is not possible
altogether to prevent the hole being seen.

As small drills are very fine, they must be used gently to prevent
them being broken, for the same amount of pressure must not be
applied to them as to coarser kinds. If the drill breaks in the
wood, it is sometimes an awkward matter to remove the broken
piece. When the broken pieces cannot be withdrawn the best
way is to bore a fresh hole elsewhere, and on the saw reaching
the broken bit to work as close round it as possible, almost as if
one were endeavouring to saw through it. The teeth of the saw
will probably suffer, but this will be better than spoiling or blemish-
ing the work. When using a fine drill, care is necessary to with-
draw it ; as the metal of which the drills are composed is very
highly tempered and consequently brittle, they must be drawn
out straight. Any attempt to ease them by working them side-
ways will certainly break them. As it is sometimes difficult to
meet with very fine (hills, it may be well to suggest that the
broad flattened parts can be rubbed down on an oilstone. In
doing this care should be taken not to injure the sharp edges of
the facets. A bradawl ground down to a very thin tapered
edge may be sometimes used to make an entrance for the-

saw.
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material such as metal, mother-of-pearl, etc., of no greater
substance are to be cut, it may be necessary to take their hardness
into account.

One point, and it is one which is very apt to be overlooked, in
determining the width of the cut is the fact that the glue which
is used to stick the pieces together and the subsequent operations
of cleaning up materially tend to close the joint, and if not
rendering it invisible at least prevent it from looking conspicu-
ously wide. This is especially the case when either the ground or
the inlay is black or dark in colour, for two light woods used
together require more attention in this respect.

At present we have considered the saw as cutting perpendicu-
larly to the wood, so that even were a dozen pieces of veneer
being cut through, there would be no difference whatever in the
sizes of the pieces removed. Those from the top veneer would fit
equally as well into the bottom one, as the pieces from it would fit
into the top. The pieces, therefore, may be considered as inter-
changeable with each other, but there must be the space of the
thickness of the saw open between them, of course, till it is filled
up as suggested with glue. It will thus be noticed that there is
no waste whatever of the pieces of veneer, however many of them
are cut, for each piece can be utilised. With this remark, which
we will ask the reader to keep in mind, we proceed to show how
the pieces are to be cut when it is desirable that the parts shall
fit tightly.

Impossible as this may seem when the necessity of allowing for
the saw kerf is remembered, it is yet remarkably simple. All
that is necessary is to saw on the bevel instead of perpendicularly,
i.e., to give the sides of the cuts a slanting direction instead of a
square one with the surfaces. When the hand-frame is used this
must be done by sloping the saw to one side or the other, but in
machines, as the saw cannot be altered in this respect, the same
result is got by adjusting the tilting table to a sufficient degree.
Herein lies the sole advantage of having a tilting table. Most
machines have it, but even with a fixed table there is little
difficulty in sawing on the bevel, by interposing a board,
gradually diminishing in thickness from one side to the other,
between that being cut, which rests on it, and the table. The
wood to be cut of course lies at a slope with the saw, and that
is all that is required. The convenience of a table which can be
tilted is that it can be adjusted to any angle. By sawing round
an opening on the bevel it must be evident that the piece cut out
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will be bigger at the top or bottom, according to the direction in
which the sawing proceeds, and in this lies the whole secret of
compensating for the width of the saw kerf. On this principle,
if two pieces of wood are sawn through at the same time, the
pieces from one of them will fit into the space made in the other.
If the bevel has been excessive it will not fit so accurately that the
surfaces are equal, while if it has not been enough the pieces will
fit loosely but still more closely than they would have done if
there had been no bevel. The happy medium is to have the bevel
just such that the top piece will quite fill the lower opening—or
vice versa, as already suggested, it being presumed that both
pieces of wood are of precisely the same thickness. In order to
prevent any possible misconception, diagrams illustrating this
mode of inlaying are given, and it must be explained that they
are on an enlarged scale so far as thickness of wood and width of
saw kerf are concerned, that the principles explained may be per-
fectly demonstrated. The wood is represented in section.

A

\‘\

FIG. 52.	 FIG. 53.

SAWS CUTTING ON THE BEVEL.

In fig. 52 the broad principle of cutting on the bevel is shown
with upper opening larger than the lower, the saw being indicated
by the sloping line A. If, now, we imagine this saw to be vertical
and the wood it is cutting to be on the table of the machine, we
find the degree to which this is tilted, and that it is inclined
downwards towards the right, the saw blade facing towards the
operator. Now, keeping the table tilted in the same direction,
but with the cutting proceeding in the opposite one, it will be
seen that the upper opening is the smaller of the two, as in fig. 53.

By reversing the slope of the tilting table and the saws ass
hown, opposite results will be obtained, so that the sawyer can tilt

it, if it will tilt in both directions as most of them do, to please
himself, and make either the lower or upper opening the larger.

The precise degree of slope or bevel must depend both on the
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thickness of the wood and on that of the saw. As these will con-
stantly vary in different pieces of work, the inlayer cannot do
better than make a few trials for himself. A few experiments,
which can easily be made, will, with the hints given, be of more
service than whole pages of explanation. When beginning a new
piece of work it is always well to test the degree to which the
table is tilted on a couple of pieces of waste wood of the same
thickness, in order to prevent any mistake.

The work of drilling, sawing, etc., is exactly the same whether
done on the bevel or straight, but it is as well to drill the hole at
a slope to correspond with that of the bevel.

Now, when the cutting is straight the pieces are inter-
changeable, but when sawn on the bevel this is not the case, for,
supposing the upper opening to be the larger, the piece from it
will fit into the opening below, but the piece from this will not
fit into the top one. There is, therefore, an unavoidable waste,
for the piece cut out of the lower piece of wood is useless. Occa-
sionally, also, the top piece may be waste except for the piece cut
out of it and let into the lower one, but often it may be utilised
as an overlaid fret, or if thick enough as an ordinary open piece
of fretwork. In this respect, therefore, inlays cut on the bevel
compare unfavourably with those cut in the simpler manner, for
it takes two pieces of equal size to form one inlay.

With ordinary veneers there is no difficulty in sawing through
six thicknesses with a No. 1 saw, one colour being that of the
ground, and the other of the pieces let into it, or the simplest
kind of inlay. Many writers on the subject give minute direc-
tions for forming complicated inlays by laying pieces on top of
each other either for the same or for separate cuttings, but such
directions are not the outcome of practical experience. Whenever
an inlay of several colours is wanted it will be much better to adopt
the course pursued by all practical marquetry-cutters, which is
the only practical one, except perhaps for the very coarsest kind
of work, and even then it is simpler and better.

Whenever more than one inlay is wanted of the same size or
pattern, each inlay being of two colours or kinds, the facility with
which several pieces of veneer can be cut at the same time may
be judiciously taken advantage of by placing the veneers in their
respective colours alternately. If cut on the bevel the top one is
only of use to supply the pieces to fit into the sheet immediately
below it. With common cheap materials this may not be of much
consequence, and having pointed out the circumstances the sawyer

will have no difficulty in deciding for himself which course to
adopt. By the use of five pieces of veneer four inlays will be got,
and five sheets are by no means an awkward number to cut through,
while if three are cut there will be two inlays. One, or two, as
the case may be, of these will be the original, while the others will
be the counters or negatives as far as colour is concerned, but not
on that account necessarily of less value or beauty. There may
be some among our readers who are inclined to think that thick
inlays might be cut instead of thin veneers. Well, such a
supposition at first sight seems a reasonable one, but further
acquaintance will allow that thick inlays are seldom necessary, are
more troublesome, and of little more utility than the thinner, even
when both sides of a piece of work, as, to refer to a familiar
instance, in the case of the projecting upright of a bracket. It
is only necessary to lay two inlaid veneers, one on each side, on
such a piece to give the effect of a piece inlaid right through.
This method is far simpler, easier, and less wasteful.

To prepare the veneers for cutting they must be fastened to-
gether in some way. One way is to stick the pieces together by
means of glued paper between them We do not recommend this
plan, for although it gives a nice solid piece to cut, it is an ex-
tremely difficult matter to separate the pieces afterwards without
breaking them. With comparatively thick wood, metal, or xylonite,
even if thin, this method is as good as any. To fasten the veneers
of wood together the best way is to nail them with small wire
nails, the ends of which should be turned over to clamp the pieces
up, and, of course, must be outside the design. Between each
piece of wood a piece of greased paper should be laid, as'explained
in a former chapter, for though not absolutely necessary such a
precaution will be found of great assistance to the action of the
saw. If the veneers are large, and therefore likely to spring while
being sawn, or do not lie so low and flat as they ought, a few wafers
of the common coloured kinds sold by stationers stuck here and
there between the sheets will be found useful, as the pieces are
afterwards easily separated by inserting a thin knife blade
between them. If the wood is dark it can do no harm to put fine
Wire nails through at any part of the work. The holes they make
will be so minute as not to be discernible after the work is finished.
Nails to be removed should not be too tightly clinched. As the
pieces are cut out they should be laid on one side in some order
approximating to their position in the inlay, and every care be
taken not to get them mixed up with each other. If such a
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will have no difficulty in deciding for himself which course to
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mischance as this does happen it will be an awkward one. When
working in a special room for the purpose there is not so much
risk of this happening as when the work must be done at odd
times in the ordinary living rooms of the family. To put the
pieces under such circumstances on a tray or board in the
expectation that they will remain in their plans is almost to court
disaster. Several alternatives may be suggested for those who
cannot leave the pieces without danger of their being disturbed.
One is, make a number of compartments divided from each other
by thin wood or cardboard on a board or tray, each compartment
being numbered. On the design number the pieces to be cut out,
and as they are separated drop them into the compartment with
the corresponding number. In this case the design, or a recognis-
able if only a rough tracing, must be kept as the key to show
where the numbered pieces go. Instead of numbering them the
pieces may be placed in compartments as nearly as possible in
the order of the position they occupy in the design.

Perhaps a simpler method and one which will commend itself
to many is to replace the pieces when the cutting has for a time
been done. They can easily be taken out again when wanted by
putting a board over the work, turning it upside down, and then
lifting the fret. If the cutting has not been done on the bevel,
of course it is only necessary to raise the fret from the board
on which it is assumed to have been laid before the pieces were
replaced. By the methods named any ordinary fretwork pattern
may be used for inlaying purposes.
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CHAPTER XVI.

EASY INLAYING WITH SEVERAL MATERIALS.

IbIpElERTO only the simplest kind of inlaying has been
mentioned, for the pieces being cut together must fit. We
proceed to describe a process of inlaying in which the

pieces are cut separately, so that the fit depends entirely on skill
and accuracy. If the inlays are to be good, these qualities must
have been developed to a considerable extent ; it would be mere
folly for the novice to attempt this kind of work. It is by cutting
the pieces separately that the most elaborate specimens of
marquetry are produced. The principle is the same, but the
details of work are different and more complicated. If the
worker can succeed with the simple method, he will find little
difficulty in doing fine marquetry, and apart from its being a good
introduction to this, he will find it useful on its own account in
making up many little articles of more intrinsic value than plain
fretwork.

But, it may be asked, what advantage is gained by cutting the
pieces separately Y It is a reasonable question, and deserves con-
sideration. When the pieces can be cut together there may be no
advantage, that method is chiefly of use when the inlay is of the
b:miplest kind, and even then cannot always conveniently be
a.l opted. There are objections to it—the drill holes, for example.
3 4-hen the pieces are cut separately these do not appear, for they
are formed in the waste. Again, it is not always practicable to
fasten the different veneers together so solidly as they ought to

, for though the nail holes may not always be visible, they are
?laver desirable, and in many instances amount to a positive
blemish. If the pieces are cut separately, there is plenty of space
in the waste material for the nails, and wafers or other adhesive
substances may be dispensed with altogether. Smaller pieces may
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be used to cut the portions which are to be let in from, so that
there is little waste. Instead of being limited to two or three
colours, the inlay may consist of any number. All the inlays are
precisely alike, for there are no counters or negatives. All points
and corners can be cut with the utmost sharpness and cleanness
without the necessity of using a saw of one of the finest grades.
In case of an irregular or faulty line, the pieces can be worked on
to rectify any defect, as when plain fretwork is being treated.

As the sawing must be done with accuracy, the designs, or
rather lines of the designs, must be identical on the piece forming
the groundwork and on those to be cut separately ; for if there is
any irregularity, no matter how well the sawing may be done, the
pieces cannot fit accurately. With great care, designs multiplied
by means of carbon paper may be made use of. There is, however,
always the danger of paper so applied stretching, and the lines
being thereby distorted. This must be most carefully guarded
against. The safest way to proceed in such cases is to put the
adhesive on the wood, and then press the paper down straight
without rubbing it. Wrinkles may rise, and there may be some
air bubbles—probably will be. The former, unless excessive, will
right themselves as the paper dries, while the latter may be got
rid of by pricking them and pressing—not rubbing—the paper
down to expel the air. An apparently easier way of getting over
the difficulty which may arise from the paper stretching may
possibly have occurred to some readers, viz., to lay the paper on
the wood, and then trace it from the original design. This does
well enough for ordinary work when there are no inlays, but it
will require remarkably careful tracing to get all of them exactly
alike, so that for all practical purposes this plan is not feasible.
In the meantime we may suggest a method which, though we do
not know that it has been advocated before, is none the less useful.
We have found it extremely so, and can recommend it. It is
seldom that only one inlay is required, and when more are wanted
the way now recommended is a natural and simple one. When
only one is to be prepared, a piece of thin waste wood must be
cut along with it. This in any case would be necessary if the
inlay is only in veneer thickness, so that is no extra expenditure of
material. The thinnest and commonest pine will do as well as
anything for the waste piece, the object of which is not only to
sustain the veneer, but to allow of a piece of very thin cardboard
or stout brown paper being sawn at the same time with 

the

veneer, by being placed between it and the waste. The card must
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not be stuck down, and it will be better not to grease it. If there
is any occasion for doing so, two pieces of paper or card may be
used to form two patterns, but they will not often be required.
The thicknesses of wood are to be fastened together as before,
with wire nails, and greased paper may be inserted. The fret is
then sawn as before, and only ordinary care need be used to
adhere closely to the line, as the difficult part of the work will
come next.

The thin card or paper will of course be an exact counterpart of
the fret as regards the outline, and it is to be used to cut the
pieces to be inlaid by. Either the card cut out with the waste, or
the repeat of the fret may be used, and which of them must depend
on circumstances. It may, however, be necessary to remind the
cutter that the saw kerf must be allowed for. This can be
managed as follows : If the waste pieces are used, cut round outside
them without touching the paper itself, while if the fretted paper
is preferred, the saw must proceed just within its edge and not on
the uncovered material. The reason for using thick paper or thin
card is that it can be stuck down with less risk of altering under
the influence of the glue or paste than with thinner paper. Of
course, if greasy the adhesive will not act well, hence the reason
for saying that it should not be used as a vehicle for lubricating
the saw.

By adopting this mode extreme accuracy is only needed when
cutting one set of lines, that is, those of the pieces to Be inlaid,
instead of having to be equally careful with all. The risk of
getting irregular pieces which will not fit is thus diminished by
half. This plan may be regarded as an intermediate stage between
plain inlaying and marquetry work.

Ordinary or coarse marquetry may be managed to some extent
by the method just described, but when there are a great number
of pieces and any of them are very minute or fine and thin the
difficulties in the way of doing so are considerably increased and
greater than when the ordinary method is adopted. Owing to the
liability of veneers to break when the pieces are fine, a special
appliance known as a donkey is used in order that the risk may
be as small as possible. Even when cutting veneers of any kind
with a machine it is desirable that this should have a presser foot
to prevent them springing up and getting broken. The saws also.
must be regulated to a nicety, so that they cut cleanly, without
jerking. When a machine has no presser the difficulty may be
got over by making use of something which can be held down on
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the veneer just behind or close to the saw. Any thin piece of
wood a few inches in length and tin. or so wide may be used, and
if the end be bevelled it will be found more convenient than if
simply cut straight across.
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CHAPTER XVII.

MARQUETRY INLAYING.

1

MARQUETRY is inlaid ornamentation of one or more
woods or other material, forming either a perfect picture
or ornament by itself, the wood in which it is laid being

a necessary adjunct, but not forming part of the ornament. For
our present purpose, at any rate, this definition will be sufficient
and enable a distinction to be drawn between inlaid frets and the
kind of inlay now under consideration.

After having become almost a lost art in this country, marquetry-
cutting is again coming to the fore. With its increasing popularity
the quality of the bulk of the work has, within the last few years,
steadily deteriorated in quality, thanks to the constant demand for
cheap furniture. How far time will modify or tone down the
crude colourings of much of the modern date marquetry, or to what
extent it may be credited with the contrary on the good specimens
of old work which are in existence, it is hardly for us to say„but
we cannot help thinking that many of these latter must have been
much brighter than they are popularly supposed to have been
when new.

The materials which are used for marquetry inlays are almost
entirely veneers, or materials of about the thickness of ordinary
veneer. In addition to veneers in the natural colours of the wood,
which are to be preferred for the choicest kind of work, dyed
veneers in an almost endless range of colours and tints are to be
had. They should be used sparingly and only when some effect
which cannot be got with the natural woods is wanted, unless the
colours of the different pieces are blended with skill and taste.
The same care should be used with them as an artist would use in
Selecting and applying his colours.
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the novice must not expect to make a satisfactory one at the first
attempt. It will therefore be well to practise a little on odd
pieces of paper before proceeding to work on a full design.

Many fine powders may be used to pounce with, but for general
purposes asphalte is the most suitable material, as when properly
treated marks with it are indelible. It is a brown pitchy substance
sold in lump; and must not be confounded with the coarse asphalte
used in paving roadways. A small quantity should be powdered
finely, and as it is very friable there is no difficulty about this
with little more effort than by pinching and rubbing it between a
finger and thumb. The powder should then be put in a muslin
bag and the pounce is formed. To use it, all that is necessary is
to pass it over the stencil, when enough will go through to mark
the design on the wood or paper underneath. If left so the design
could easily be erased, and if on lifting the stencil it is defective
it should be brushed away. A flick or two with a handkerchief
will obliterate it. If it looks all right, hold it near a fire or over
the gas or lamp till the heat melts the asphalte. It is then prac-
tically indelible when cold, and may be handled without fear of
injury. It is owing to this that asphalte is so valuable to the
marquetry-cutter. Being itself dark it cannot be used on any but
light woods, unless they are prepared for it by rubbing chalk or
by sticking light paper on them, the latter being the better though
slightly more troublesome method. Light coloured powders are
sometimes used for pouncing on to dark wood, but the marks are
easily obliterated.

As rosewood is an unpleasant wood to cut owing to the resin it
contains, its properties in this respect may be improved by heating
the veneers to such an extent that the resins or gums are melted
and come to the surface, from which they may be wiped off. This
need only be done when the wood is unusually refractory under
the saw.

Four thicknesses of veneer arc usually sawn through at the
same time, even though only one inlay is required ; but those who
may find it as easy to work the saw through fewer or more need
not of course be guided by this custom. They are fastened to-
gether with small wire nails in the way already described, with
pieces of paper smeared with tallow separating the veneers. Thesize of the pieces must be regulated according to that of the parts
to be cut from them, so that there is comparatively little waste,for it is quite unnecessary to do more than mark the particularPart of the design to be cut from it on any piece of the veneers.                    
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For the groundwork of the inlay any kind of veneer may be
used, but it is rare to see anything but the natural wood, with the
exception of black. The woods most in vogue for the purpose are
at present rosewood and mahogany. This latter when fumi-
gated with ammonia or otherwise darkened to the so-called
" Chippendale" tint approaches very closely to the former in
colour. Walnut, either burr or American, is occasionally used
for the ground, but inlays rarely look so well in conjunction with
it, and they are not so fashionable. Formerly satinwood was held
in highrepute, and for delicately tinted and carefully executed work
it is unsurpassed, though not much seen in modern work. It is not
so suitable for beginners, for it is more difficult to hide bad joints
in light than in dark wood.

The necessity of having the lines of the piece to be inlaid and
of the pieces to be let into it to correspond exactly need not be
further urged. The plan adopted ensures absolute precision, but
the preparation of the pattern is a tedious one. It is to prick the
whole of the outline carefully so as to form a stencil, by means of
which the design may be pounced down on the wood to be cut.
The design when once prepared lasts a long time with careful
usage, and a large number of pouncings may be made with it. A
coarse needle is as suitable as anything to prick the design with,
and if it is stuck into the end of a penholder or anything of that
kind to form a handle it can be more conveniently used than
by itself. If the holes are too fine there is a danger of them get-
ting clogged up with the pouncing powder or not allowing it to
pass through sufficiently freely to give a clear outline, formed by a
series of dots. If the holes are too large the lines will be coarser
than they should be to form a guide for accurate cutting.
There will be no difficulty in determining by experiment what
suits best. Almost any kind of paper may be used for the stencil,
but a hard thin make of good quality is the best for the purpose,
and a soft thick fluffy one should be avoided.

If the design has both sides alike, half the labour may be saved
by folding the paper down the middle and piercing both at the
same time. By this means, also, both sides are got exactly alike
without any trouble. The same plan may be followed whenever a
design is made up of four quarters. The needle in passing
through will form a burr round the holes, and this is apt
to prevent clean pouncing. It may be removed by the application
of the finest glass-paper.

Simple though the preparation of the stencil pattern may seem ,                                                 
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to be cut from them, so that there is comparatively little waste,for it is quite unnecessary to do more than mark the particularPart of the design to be cut from it on any piece of the veneers.                    
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For the groundwork of the inlay any kind of veneer may be
used, but it is rare to see anything but the natural wood, with the
exception of black. The woods most in vogue for the purpose are
at present rosewood and mahogany. This latter when fumi-
gated with ammonia or otherwise darkened to the so-called
" Chippendale" tint approaches very closely to the former in
colour. Walnut, either burr or American, is occasionally used
for the ground, but inlays rarely look so well in conjunction with
it, and they are not so fashionable. Formerly satinwood was held
in highrepute, and for delicately tinted and carefully executed work
it is unsurpassed, though not much seen in modern work. It is not
so suitable for beginners, for it is more difficult to hide bad joints
in light than in dark wood.

The necessity of having the lines of the piece to be inlaid and
of the pieces to be let into it to correspond exactly need not be
further urged. The plan adopted ensures absolute precision, but
the preparation of the pattern is a tedious one. It is to prick the
whole of the outline carefully so as to form a stencil, by means of
which the design may be pounced down on the wood to be cut.
The design when once prepared lasts a long time with careful
usage, and a large number of pouncings may be made with it. A
coarse needle is as suitable as anything to prick the design with,
and if it is stuck into the end of a penholder or anything of that
kind to form a handle it can be more conveniently used than
by itself. If the holes are too fine there is a danger of them get-
ting clogged up with the pouncing powder or not allowing it to
pass through sufficiently freely to give a clear outline, formed by a
series of dots. If the holes are too large the lines will be coarser
than they should be to form a guide for accurate cutting.
There will be no difficulty in determining by experiment what
suits best. Almost any kind of paper may be used for the stencil,
but a hard thin make of good quality is the best for the purpose,
and a soft thick fluffy one should be avoided.

If the design has both sides alike, half the labour may be saved
by folding the paper down the middle and piercing both at the
same time. By this means, also, both sides are got exactly alike
without any trouble. The same plan may be followed whenever a
design is made up of four quarters. The needle in passing
through will form a burr round the holes, and this is apt
to prevent clean pouncing. It may be removed by the application
of the finest glass-paper.

Simple though the preparation of the stencil pattern may seem ,                                                 
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Full instructions will be found for making one in a succeeding
chapter, as well as a modified form which we have devised for use
when a donkey is not convenient. The donkey, we may add, is not
kept by any dealer, so far as we are aware, as an article of sale,
being either made for or by the marquetry-cutter himself. The
treadle machine is seldom or never used by marquetry-cutters, who
allege that it is not suitable for the purpose, and that it is more
difficult to use than the ordinary wooden frame and donkey. This
is no doubt correct in reference to the finest and smallest work,
for without saying that this cannot be done on a good machine,
such as the Britannia Company's No. 8, hand-sawing is more
convenient in many respects and offers fewer difficulties. With
work in which the pieces are moderately large there is little
difficulty in using the machine, and considerably more than four
thicknesses can be cut. Till one is accustomed to the donkey the
machine is certainly easier and less fatiguing to the sawyer. The
mode of working is as with ordinary fret, more care if anything
being used to saw accurately to the line. To compensate for the
thickness of the saw-blade it will be remembered that it is
necessary to saw within the line of the outer piece of wood or
ground of the inlay and on the outside of the lines of the pieces to
be let in. Reference to this having been made in a former chapter,
the point need not be further dilated on here.

As at first the novice may encounter considerable difficulty in
sawing long narrow pieces of perhaps not more than *in. width
without breaking them, it may be suggested that in thin xylonite
he will find a material which will aid him in doing so. It is
admirably adapted to the needs of the amateur marquetry-cutter
and the finest work can be done in it. As it is tough and has no
grain the finest members are not apt to get broken when cutting
them. The finest lines can be sawn without danger in this respect,
the only limit being the ability of the worker to guide the saw.
The work, even the finest, can be done as well on the machine as
with the hand-frame, while many effects which cannot be got with
wooden veneers are to be got with xylonite by the judicious use
of transparent or semi-transparent pieces. These when polished give
a peculiarly charming lustre to the inlay not obtainable with any
other material. Both wood and xylonite may be used in forming
the same inlay, and many beautiful effects may be obtained bydo
ing so. Xylonite is comparatively unknown among marquetry-
cutters, except in the form of imitation ebony, but there are
great capabilities in it. For amateurs, from the ease with which
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In arranging these attention should be paid to the direction of the
grain of the wood, for in many designs the beauty of the work can
either be greatly enhanced or detracted from by this means.
With figured veneers, the effort should be to get the markings so
that they correspond more or less with the direction of the sweep
or curve of the design of which they form the part. To give
minute directions on this is of course impossible, as no two pieces
of wood are exactly alike in figuring. It is just on such little
points that the taste of the worker is displayed. When only one
or two inlays are wanted, but for the sake of convenience four of
them are cut together, only those which are to be used need be
of the special kind required to form the inlay. The others may
be of any faulty or common kind, for they are only waste and are
simply used to make up the thickness which in ordinary circum-
stances is found to be most conveniently sawn. The holes are
drilled in the waste wood, if any are necessary, for when small
pieces are being cut it is often just as easy to saw through from
the edge of the wood.

The saws used need not be of the finest kind, for if they cut
cleanly little more is necessary, and the grades 1, 2, or even 3
will do very well for most purposes. However, by the time the
worker has acquired sufficient skill to cut marquetry he will be
able to judge for himself what size blade to use, for even among
the best marquetry-cutters opinions differ not only on this but on
other details. Use and custom have a good deal to do with it.

In a former chapter reference was made to the saws used by
marquetry-cutters. These, as a rule, almost invariably make their
own, but it is questionable whether the amateur or occasional
cutter would derive any benefit to compensate him for doing so.
Preparing the saws is an art in itself, and one not to be acquired
at once, so that in learning to do so time which might be more
advantageously used might be wasted.

It is noteworthy that different marquetry-cutters make their
saws in different ways, to some extent regulating them according
to the work in hand. They get accustomed to the saws of their
own making, and are more at home with them than with others.
It is, however, very doubtful if an amateur, or anyone but a most
practised sawyer, could appreciate minute differences of this
Many marquetry-cutters do not find it worth while to make their
own saws, but use instead the ordinary article of the tool-shop.

If the hand-frame is used for sawing marquetry work a donkey
will be almost indispensable in place of the ordinary cutting-boa
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it can be worked, we know of no more suitable material, while
from an artistic point of view it is equal to any. The
"ivory grain," either for plain or engraved inlays in
imitation of real ivory, we specially commend. Thicknesses
of xylonite are most manageable when stuck together with glued
paper instead of pins or wire nails, though these may be used if
preferred. Real mother-of-pearl may be sawn through in one
thickness more easily than in several, and this also applies to other
very hard materials. When more than one thickness is used, as
it may be, the pieces are fastened together with glue and paper,
and to lubricate the saw greased paper may be put between them
and a waste bit of wood, which, however, cannot always be fastened
down easily, so that a lubricator cannot be relied on. There is
no satisfactory imitation of mother-of-pearl.

When the ground of a panel is dark and the pattern is dupli-
cated to form the complete design, it may often be cut in half, so
that both sides are sawn at the same time. This method will be
found useful when only one or two inlays of the same design are
wanted, as the four thicknesses can be sawn through with a con-
siderable reduction in the quantity of waste. If when sawing the
ground into halves the line of the figuring be followed to some
extent, the join where they are put together again on the com-
pleted work will be scarcely perceptible. This applies with special
force to rosewood, for there are often such strong markings in it that
the saw cut may be completely lost in them. Thus far only the
sawing or cutting of inlays has been mentioned, and a very im-
portant part of the work, viz., making up and joining the various
pieces with the attendant operations necessary to make them
usable, has to be considered and will be found in detail in the
next chapter.

CHAPTER XVIII.

MAKING UP INLAYS AND MARQUETRY.

a VERY ingenious way of fitting the various pieces which form
an inlay has been devised. It consists of simply glueing
the edges of a piece and putting it in its place. Nothing

could seem easier, but unfortunately it is only a theoretical method
and cannot be worked in practice. If it could this chapter would
only be a very short one, for no further directions than those
indicated in the above lines could be necessary.

The inlaid veneers, being so thin, are in themselves useless till
they are strengthened by being stuck to, or, to use the technical
word, "laid " on, a foundation of solid wood. Now it may seem
to many that the best and simplest way is to stick the various
pieces forming the inlay direct on to the foundation. In some
cases this way of proceeding may be possible, but it should not
be practised unless there is some valid reason for not following
the ordinary course.

In this, the inlay is made up on a piece of paper first and stuck
down to it. Any kind will do, and old newspaper is generally
used. The paper is glued over and laid on a flat surface, such as
a table or bench. The principal piece of the veneer is put down
on it, and the others in their proper order are added till all are
stuck down, when the whole piece is put on one side till dry.
The glue used should be of a kind that does not set or harden
too quickly, otherwise the paper may get dry before all the pieces
are stuck down to it. We prefer Le Page's liquid glue to any
iher for the purpose. If desired to retard its setting, a little
treacle, sugar, or glycerine may be added, but not to a sufficient
e
xtent to unduly prolong the drying. With most glues a very

at all quantity will suffice. Instead of putting the glue on the
Paper, each piece of the inlay may have the glue applied to it just
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before it is laid, but this is not such a cleanly method as the
other. However, it is just for the worker to decide which plan
he will adopt, for as far as the inlay is concerned it matters very
little how roughly the glue is laid on, so long as it or dirt does
not soak into and spoil the colour of any light-coloured wood.
The appearance of an inlaid piece of work at this stage is any-
thing but beautiful and is apt to disappoint those who are not
accustomed to seeing it till finished. If held up to the light even
the joints, or many of them, will look very discouraging, for it will
be a wonderful piece of work for any but a most accomplished
cutter if they are so close as to be light-tight. Although those
accustomed to see inlays in the rough, a condition in which they
are seldom seen outside the workihop, could form a pretty accurate
opinion of its quality, others cannot do so till the work is
finished, when it will present a very different appearance.

If necessary to flatten the inlay, when it is made up and stuck
on the paper it may be kept under a weight for a time, but some
precautions must be taken, such as placing a sheet of paper
between the board, or whatever is used, and the inlay to prevent
them sticking if the glue has not quite set.

At this stage of the proceedings the inlayer's work may be said
to have ended and that of the cabinet-maker to commence, for in
practical workshops all subsequent operations are done by the
latter. It may, however, be assumed that the amateur desires to
finish his own work.

The inlaid veneers must be allowed to stand idle till the glue
has thoroughly hardened, for otherwise there is a risk of dis-
placing some of the pieces. When the veneer is ready, the upper
surface, that is, the one uncovered with paper, must be levelled
and roughened. This may best be done with a toothing plane,
the iron of which is upright in the stock and toothed or notched
at the edge, something after the style of a saw. Its action is a
scraping one, and the iron should be set so that too much of the
surface to which it is applied is not removed, for an inlay veneer
will not stand rough usage. The toothing plane is moved in all
directions over the wood, levelling those portions which may have
been higher than others, and leaving a suitable rough surface for
the glue to hold on. In the absence of a toothing plane, a coarse
file or glass-paper may be used, but they are neither so quick
nor so satisfactory. When this has been done, the veneer is
ready for laying on its foundation. It should be good sound stuff
without cracks or knots, and when the veneer is down on it, it

should be treated as any other solid piece of wood. The surface
on which the veneer is to be laid should be planed level and gone
over with the toothing plane or roughened, so that the glue may
hold well. In selecting a piece of wood for the foundation, care
should be taken that the grain of the wood and of the main
portion of the inlay are in the same direction, and not across each
other. For very small work this may not be of much conse-
quence. Inlays are treated just as plain wood would be, the rules
in one case applying equally to the other, but it must be noticed
that inlays should be laid with the caul. To those who are
acquainted with veneering processes, the reason for the former
being inapplicable will be at once recognised, and nothing need be
said about the preference for the caul. As this method was
touched on in a former chapter, the following remarks must be
regarded as supplementary. The caul may be of the ordinary
common wooden kind or of metal. The cauls for laying the inlay
are simply two pieces of board of any kind, pine being as good as
any, of, say, an inch in thickness and not smaller than the inlay
or its foundation which are laid between them. The glue used
should be of good quality, and applied hot and not too thick to
the board to which the veneer is to be laid. The cauls should in
the meantime be heated at a fire to be in readiness by the time
the veneer is put on the glued foundation. The veneer wood is
then put between the two cauls, and pressure by means of hand
screws or other appliance is brought to bear on them. The
heated cauls soften the glue, so that excess is squeezed out from
between the veneer and its foundation, as well as any air bubbles,
which, if allowed to remain, would prevent adherence and cause
what are known as blisters on the veneer. The pressure must be
maintained till the glue has set. The veneer is laid with the
paper uppermost. As some of the glue may exude through the
joints of the inlay and cause this paper to stick to the caul, it is
as well to avoid any risk of this occurring by putting a loose piece
of oiled paper between the veneer and the caul above it. This
can never do any harm. After the veneered wood has been
removed from the caul it should be allowed to stand for a day or
two untouched before cleaning off the paper and otherwise fin-
ishing, in order that the glue may become thoroughly hardened.

The reason that the veneered wood should be allowed to stand
for a time is that if cleaned and finished off at once the heat
caused by scraping and glass-papering may be sufficient to cause
the glue, if it has not become quite hard, to soften to such an
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extent that the veneer will rise in places and blisters be formed.
Another important consideration is that the glue, still soft,
between the joints of the inlay will sink and leave the joints
more open than they would otherwise seem to be if the glue filled
them. The time that should elapse between laying the veneer
and cleaning it off must depend on circumstances, but should
scarcely be less than a day or two, and no harm will result if it is
considerably longer. In fact, the cleaning up may be deferred for
any length of time. When ready, the paper is removed by
scraping or with the toothing plane. After it is off, the inlay is
seen in better condition than it has been yet. The scraper and
sand-paper will be used till it is perfectly smooth and clean, and
as the veneer is only thin, it will not stand an excessive amount
of scraping or rubbing down with paper. After having been
cleaned, blisters must he carefully searched for. They may be
apparent both to sight and touch, but they can generally be
detected by tapping the surface all over with the handle of a
hammer or other tool. If there are blisters, no pains should be
spared to lay them, i.e., to stick the veneer down at such parts.
Blisters arise mainly from two causes, viz., either air between the
materials, or from the glue having been pressed away at such
parts to such an extent that there is not sufficient to cause the
veneer to adhere. In the former case the air may be allowed
to escape by pricking the blister. This is then pressed down
by a heated hammer head, or other piece of iron, which acts as a
small caul, and melts the glue underneath sufficiently to cause
adherence. If the glue has become quite hard and parted with
all its moisture it will not become adhesive. In this case it must
be damped by a little water pricked through the veneer, or it
may be possible to make a cut in this, so that a little water can
be put through the cut. If the glue has perished, the only way
is to cut and raise a small portion of the veneer so that fresh
glue may be inserted. From the trouble involved in laying
blisters, it will be seen that it is better to avoid all chance of
them occurring by exercising care beforehand.

If the inlay has been well cut and all the parts fit closely
together it may be considered as finished. But it is very probable
that some of the joints are open, and even that some small parts
may be missing altogether, and will require filling up. Any
unusually wide spaces should have been filled up when the veneer
was laid on the paper, but the course of procedure is the same, and
the explanation has been purposely deferred till now in order that
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the whole of the work may be gone over in an intelligent manner.
Before, it might have been probable that the novice would have
overlooked the important part that the glue plays in filling up joints.

One favourite method of stopping or filling such places is to use
a mixture of white glue and saw-dust of the colour required, and
for general purposes it is a very good one. The mixture, which
should be composed principally of the saw-dust with only suffi-
cient glue to make it stick together, is rubbed into the places to be
filled. It should be left for a time for the glue to dry, and in
doing so it will shrink, so that if levelled off at once it will be
below the surface of the work.

Another kind of stopping, of special use to fill up the place of
missing bits of the inlay, is a kind of sealing-wax, which can be
brought in various colours. It is, however, easily prepared. A
very small quantity will suffice. The best stopping is made by
melting shellac, and mixing appropriate colours with it, the colour
depending on that of the wood in lieu of which the stopping is to
be used. The shellac stopping before it cools should be worked
into sticks, similarly to sealing wax, as in this form it is more
conveniently used than in irregular lumps. A good stopping for
ordinary purposes, and one very commonly used, is made with
shellac, or resin for cheapness, and a small quantity of beeswax
melted with it. The proportions vary, and are always mixed by
rule of thumb. The mixture is coloured as before indicated.

To use these stoppings, a small quantity is melted into the
places required with a piece of heated iron and is as hard as it will
be as soon as it has become cold. Wax alone is sometimes used as a
stopping, but it cannot be recommended on account of its softness.

Although glue does very well to lay veneers of wood with, it
is not satisfactory with metals or with xylonite, as it does not
stick properly to them. If the pieces of metal, etc., are only
small and fit tightly, nothing more may be necessary, but if they
form the entire inlay, or any considerable portion of it, they
require special treatment.

Metal should be quite free from grease, and as it is generally
used only in small quantities, Le Page's glue seems to do very well
for laying inlays of which the bulk is wood. Ordinary glue may
be rendered useful for the purpose by mixing some powdered
;mil thoroughly with it. In special cases it may be necessary
o raise the metal and lay it gradually with the melted shellac.
Xylonite requires an altogether different treatment, for glue

does not answer so well for fastening down permanently as the
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special xylonite cement, though often used. It should be brushed
thinly on the xylonite. The wood may be either thinly-coated
with the same and the two surfaces brought together before the
cement has set, which, owing to evaporation of the solvent, it soon
does, or with glue. When properly done, the firmest join is made
by the former method, but the latter is quite sufficient for all
ordinary purposes, and is the only one which is practically avail-
able when the inlay is partly of xylonite and partly of wood, for
though we have used xylonite cement with wood instead of glue,
we are unable to state whether it will be permanently satisfactory.

It is not, however, used, so far as we know, to any extent by
marquetry-cutters, possibly only because they are not acquainted
with it, and our own use of it has not been sufficiently extensive to
warrant our unreservedly recommending it in lieu of or as a
substitute for glue. Hot cauls are used with the oement as with
glue. Many marquetry-cutters use only glue even with their
ivorine (xylonite) inlays, but we do not consider this satisfactory
as the adherence of glue when dry to this material is anything but
firm. While speaking of xylonite cement it may be well to say
that when coloured with shavings or sawdust of xylonite it forms
the best stopping for this material. It must, however, be used
with care and not be worked over the surface more than can be
helped. As it shrinks considerably in drying, it may be necessary
to make two or three applications to those places which are to be
stopped.

In order to show their beauty fully and to make them appear
to the best advantage semi-transparent substances, such as tortoise-
shell or imitations thereof, should be laid on a white foundation, or
at least on one of a light colour. As it is not always convenient
to use a white wood for this part of the work, some other means
of doing what is necessary must be resorted to.

White glue may be mixed with plaster of paris, powdered chalk,
or whiting till it is sufficiently opaque to disguise the natural
colour of the wood, or the surface of the wood may be whitened
by chalking it over before applying the glue. When the bulk of
the veneer is transparent, this method may often be adopted with
advantage. An alternative is to glue a piece of white paper or
calico between the inlay and the foundation. It is of little or no
consequence whether the whole of the ground under the opaque
portions of the inlay be white or not, but when only small pieces
are to have a white backing it is often more convenient to aPPly..
this locally than to be at the trouble of whitening the whole of

the surface of the ground on which the veneer is laid. The easiest
way in such cases is to glue or cement white paper or calico direct
on to the pieces of inlay which is to be backed with white. If
it encroaches on other pieces it will do no harm, so that great
accuracy in cutting the paper is not requisite.

It may occasionally happen that a piece of veneer has to be laid
on a curved ground, and it would hardly do to allow the novice to
remain in ignorance of the plan to be adopted, although we
certainly advise him in such a case to secure the services of a
skilled cabinet-maker accustomed to such work in preference to
attempting it himself. A caul may either be made to fit the
curve of the panel to be veneered—but unless a considerable number
have to be done this is generally too troublesome—or a bag may be
made large enough to go over the work and filled with sand. This
makes a flexible caul which adapts itself accurately to the curves of
the panel, and is used hot as if it were wood. To tighten or press it
against the work, pieces of wood may be placed on the outside and
then be tightly bound round with cord or webbing. As the
circumstances under which the caul is used are constantly varying,
it is impossible to do more than give general directions, but
remembering what the caul is for, a little ingenuity will enable
most of the difficulties which may be encountered to be overcome.

Xylonite veneers present little difficulty even when adapted to
curved surfaces, as they can be bent approxinately to shape by
heating them prior to laying.
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CHAPTER XIX.

SHADING INLAYS, MAKING AND LAYING STRINGINGS.

tHE important part played by shading and the way it is done
have yet to be mentioned. Although many inlays are
finished without any parts being shaded, when judiciously

done shading much increases the artistic quality of the work. A
rich appearance which is wanting in unshaded inlay is given to
it, but more time and care are wanted to enable the highest effects
to be achieved. Even with ordinary fretwork designs, when
judiciously done very fine results may be accomplished, and that,

FIG. 64. WALL BRACKET.

too, without the use of more than two colours, one for the ground
and the other for the inlay.

In order to illustrate this we take an ordinary simple piece a
fret design and show how a really beautiful piece of inlay may
elaborated from it. If the reader derives the benefit we hope It
will from these suggestions, they will enable him to overcome tier

difficulty so often felt of getting more than a limited number of
designs specially for inlaying. There are a good many of these,
but nothing like the number for ordinary fretwork, so that in
making the present remarks we are really showing how almost
any of these may be treated for inlaying purposes, whether plain
or in several colours.

The German and Italian designs which have been referred to
elsewhere are adapted for use by the inlayer. The former are
generally preferable when bold, strong effects are wanted, while

FIG. 55. PORTION OF DESIGN FOR INLAYING.

many of the latter are of extreme delicacy. We refer, of course,
particularly to the ordinary fretwork designs which are not
specially named as being prepared for the inlayer's use, our wish
being to show how they may be developed.

Our specimen, fig. 54, is taken from a fret workdesign published
by Messrs. H. Zilles and Company, in whose catalogue it is
numbered 704-706. The article from which the portion on which
our remarks are founded consists of a wall cabinet.
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and it can be still further improved by shading the pieces, as
suggested in fig. 64, p. 145. The darkest portion of each shaded
part, it will be noted, terminates in a joint. Such shaded work need
not be in colours, for very fine effects can be got by simply shading

pieces formed all of one kind of wood.
For this none is better than box, though
all light sorts may be treated in this
mariner. The shading is lost on a dark
wood.

Shading may be done in two ways. In
the kind represented in fig. 64 it is
gradual and is done by means of hot
sand. In the other, as in fig. 65, where
it will be noticed additional pieces have
been made and the tips of the leaves

slightly altered, it is done by means of engraved lines, as
shown. For ordinary wood inlays the former is generally used,
while the latter method is employed for ivory and metals, as well
as occasionally on wood.

The hot sand method, as being of the widest application and the
most suitable for the inlayer, will first be described. Any kind of
sand will do for the purpose. It should be heated over a fire or
gas stove, and be kept while in use on a tray or metal dish of
borne kind. The object is to get the sand so hot that it will brown
or darken a piece of veneer
stuck into it but not hot
enough to burn or char the
wood. Thus, on a light
wood absolute black cannot
be got and is not wanted. FIG. 59.

The pieces to be shaded are
to be stuck into the sand
with the edges to be darkened
downwards, and must be
withdrawn occasionally in
order that the progress of
the shading may be noted.
In fact, it may be said that they should never be left alone, but
be constantly withdrawn and reinserted to get a finely graduated
browning.

Care is necessary not only to get the shading well graduated
l'ut to get all the pieces to the same tone. A pair of pliers or

FIG. 58. LEAVES OF SCROLL,.

The particular piece of fret chosen as our text is the bottom
centre one, immediately under the cupboard portion. Reduced in
size and to bare outline, little more than the half being shown, as
no more is necessary to explain our meaning, it is as represented

in fig. 54. As a fret it
looks very well and is
equally suitable for a plain
inlay of one colour for the
ground and another for the
pattern. Let us see how
it will work out if more
colours are wanted. This
can be managed by keeping
what may be regarded as
the main scroll the same
as the top and end margin
of one colour, so that the
stencilled outline for it
will be as shown in

fig. 55. Another piece will be recognised in fig.'56, and if desired
the portions of it may be further subdivided, as shown in fig. 57.
The small conventional leaves springing from the upper edge of
the bottom of the scroll are shown in figs. 57 and 58. The centre
piece connecting the scrolls, fig. 59, may very appropriately
form another separate piece, and the same may be said of those
portions above and below
it, the latter terminating
in a kind of conventional
flower. These will readily
be recognised in figs. 55
to 62. The whole of these
put together will make up
an inlay of ten parts for
the half-design, without
counting in the ground
pieces, as shown in fig. 63,
where the joints can be
clearly discerned. In judi-
ciously assorted tints or
colours it will be seen
that a handsome piece of inlaid work has been evolved from flat,
comparatively crude plain fret design. Still all the colours are flat.

FIG. 56. PORTION OF DESIGN FOR INLAYING.

FIG. 60. FIG. 62.

FIG. 57. PORTION OF DESIGN FOR INLAYING.
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tweezers will be useful to save the fingers when shading small
pieces. When the heat of the sand can be accurately gauged the
pieces may be stuck in and left till the sand gets cold, but we do
not recommend this method for fine work, nor yet as suitable for
the beginner. The pieces must be shaded before the inlay is
made up, for it cannot be done afterwards, though a very close
imitation may then be done by using transparent water colours or
stains. Indian ink with a brown tinge given to it by vandyke

FIG. O. PIECES MADE UP IN UNSHADED INLAY.

brown or other suitable colour is very useful, and defective sand
shading may often be improved in this manner. An ordinary
camel-hair paint brush is used to apply the colour with. Plain
white inlays may be tinted in imitation of coloured work, but the
objection to this is that the colours, as they do not sink deeply, are
apt to be rubbed or scraped away when cleaning up the work.
Anything that is intended to be painted, either wholly or for
shading, should be finished, so far as scraping and rubbing smooth
with sand-paper, before using the brush. If the water causes tho
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grain to rise it may be gently smoothed down with the finest
glass-paper. The brush should be kept as dry as it well can be
and not be over-charged with water.

The other method of shading, viz., by engraved and blackened
lines, is more work for the engraver than for the inlayer, who will
probably spoil the inlay. Unless the lines are clearly and regularly
cut they will do anything but improve the work. The lines are
formed with the ordinary graver used by wood engravers. As wood

FIG. 64. INLAY SHADED WITH HOT SAND.

engraving is beyond our province, it must suffice to recommend
those who are desirous of doing this part of the work themselves
to refer either to a practical manual on wood and metal engraving
or to take a lesson or two from some engraver. Before the
engraver touches the inlay it should be laid and cleaned up as far
as it can be, that is, finished all except the final polishing.
Many methods have been advocated for blacking the engraved
lines, but none is better for general purposes than that of rubbing
heel-ball on. Any that adheres to the surface of the work can be
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tweezers will be useful to save the fingers when shading small
pieces. When the heat of the sand can be accurately gauged the
pieces may be stuck in and left till the sand gets cold, but we do
not recommend this method for fine work, nor yet as suitable for
the beginner. The pieces must be shaded before the inlay is
made up, for it cannot be done afterwards, though a very close
imitation may then be done by using transparent water colours or
stains. Indian ink with a brown tinge given to it by vandyke
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removed by glass-papering, leaving the black lines clear and sharp.
Xylonite cannot be shaded by hot sand.

By the judicious use of shading many excellent effects may be got
on designs which are otherwise unimportant, as, for example, figs.
66 and 67, which represent very simple lines, both plain and shaded
for purposes of comparison ; either is very suitable for a border.
In concluding this part of our directions we would recommend the
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case of table tops, drawer fronts, etc. The stringings or bandings
are plain in the majority of good work, the bandings of mosaic
inlays being left for small fancy knick-knacks of a cheaper kind.
Stringings, however, are very effective when judiciously introduced
and not overdone. They are simply straight pieces of veneers,
and to be obtained ready made in various widths. All that
is necessary is to cut oil the lengths either with a sharp tool or

FIG. 66. UNSHADED INLAID BORDER.

knife guided by a straight edge, or to use the ordinary cutting
gauge to do so. When several lengths of precisely the same width
are wanted the latter is the better way, especially if the pieces are
of a fair width. If very narrow the former way of cutting them
will be found easier. They may be let into the wood afterwards.
To do this spaces or hollows must be cut to receive them, and the
fretsaw is of no use for the purpose. The easiest way, and one as
satisfactorily as any, is to cut them with the scratch or router. A
cutter with a square end and of suitable width must be used, or
if a very wide banding is to be let in, one wider than can be
readily scratched, it may be more convenient to use the cutting

FIG. 65. INLAY SHADED WITH ENGRAVED LINES.

would-be inlayer to remember that after the mechanical difficulties
have been overcome, excellence can only be obtained by study and the
application of artistic faculties. Inlaying is as much an art as
music or painting, so that instructions cannot take the student
further than a certain point.

There is, however, a branch of the work which must not be
overlooked. We refer to the stringings or bandings which are
often found round or near the edges of panels, the centres of
which are inlaid with marquetry or are even left plain, 

as in the

FIG. 67. SHADED INLAID tBORDER.

gauge to cut down on each side of the intending banding and to
remove the wood between them to the required depth with a
Ansel. The banding is then to be glued down in its place.
Instead of using just one width of stringing, a more finished effect
may often be given by using a comparatively wide piece in the
centre, and on each side of it one or two thinner pieces. The
'lumber of combinations of this kind is practically endless.
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It is sometimes necessary to lay marquetry in solid wood. In
this case the pieces to be let in are sawn as usual, but the spaces
for their reception must be cut or incised as in carving, in fact
they may be considered as carved incised lines filled up with
coloured veneers, and among professionals the work is the joint
production of the carver and of the marquetry-cutter.

In our next and concluding chapter will be found a description
of a marquetry-cutter's donkey, together with hints how to use it. CHAPTER XX.

THE MARQUETRY-CUTTER'S DONKEY : How TO MAKE AND
How TO USE IT. 	 •

0. 11E donkey, in common with all tools and workshop appliances
which are made by the user, is found in many different
shapes and styles. This is natural, as each worker has his

own ideas of what is best and most convenient, and being entirely
made of wood there is no necessity for his not indulging in them.
To whatever extent the details of shape and construction vary,
the main features remain the same, and it may be useful now to
describe what these are in order that the more minute directions
which follow may be appreciated and, if considered desirable,
altered to suit the user.

The donkey may be described as a seat with a pair of upright
jaws forming a vice, within which veneers are held while they
are being sawn. As it is necessary that this vice should be
instant in action, both in closing and opening, one or other of the
aws must be made so that it springs open or remains so when

not in use, and can be closed by means of a string connected with
a pedal, on which one of the worker's feet press. By releasing
the pressure, the jaws open sufficiently to allow the veneers being
cut to be turned round. Perhaps a better idea of the action will
be conveyed by saying that the jaws are kept So close that the
veneers cannot easily be broken by the saw, being kept rigid, but
that they are not so tightly closed as to prevent the material
being worked on from being moved to the blade.

The height of the seat is generally about that of an ordinary
chair. The length is that which will enable the worker to sit at
or towards one end of the seat, and be able to hold the wood being
cut in his left hand, and to work the saw with his right A con-
venient length is 2ft. to 2ft. 6in. The height from the seat to
the top of the jaws is that at which the saw can be most con-
veniently worked, and may be named as about lft. 3in. to lft. 8in.
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The simplest form of donkey that can be made is shown in fig.
68. A high degree of finish or nice joinery will not in the
smallest degree enhance its value from a practical point of view.
Although the dimensions of the various parts are named, they
need not be closely adhered to, so that any odd bits of timber which
are anything near the sizes named may be made available.

The seat itself is, say, 2ft. 3in. long, of ifin. stuff, and of any
width which the sawyer can sit astride. At the back it is nailed to

another similar piece, which acts as the leg there. The front leg
is fixed on to the other end of the seat, and its upper end forms
the back jaw of the vice. Even if wider at the bottom it should
not be wider than 3in. at the top, and it may be considerably
less. If necessary, it can be tapered straight from the level of the
seat. It, as well as the other jaw, should be rounded off at the top,
or if not rounded the top edge should not be more than fin. thick.
Anywhere on the front of the long leg a block of wood Of about
fin. thick is fastened on, and in the absence of reason for plac-
ing it elsewhere it may as well be near the seat, as shown in the
illustration of the donkey. This piece of wood gives the distance
at which the jaws will be apart from each other when they are
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open. On the front of it, again, the other jaw is nailed or other-
wise fastened, and the donkey may be considered as made with
the exception of the treadle and fittings to close the jaws. Before
saying anything in connection with this movement, a few remarks
about the piece forming the front one are necessary, as a little
more care with regard to it is required than for the other portions.
Pine or any other kind of wood will do for them, and might do
for it also. It will, however, be well to choose a nice clean piece
free from knots or shakes, and preferably of a tough kind, as it
must have a certain amount of spring to open again after being
released. In order that the resistance may not be excessive when
bringing the jaws together, the front one should not be too thick
to bend readily on pressure being applied with the foot. The
exact thickness cannot be stated, as so much depends on the kind
of wood, but it may be about tin. to fin. The strength of the
spring, if too great, can easily be diminished by making a few saw-
cuts across partly through the wood or by hollowing a groove
across. By this means the degree of spring can be regulated to
a nicety to suit the worker.

i Now, to set the donkey in working order a piece of wood to act
as a treadle is hinged on to the hinder side of the front leg, two
or three inches above the floor.

To this, generally through a hole, a piece of string is
fastened. This string passes through holes in the seat and
both jaws and is secured by a knot in front--the string,
which should be strong, being regulated to such a length that
when the jaws are open the loose end of the treadle is a few inches
from the floor. Only a slight pressure with the foot is necessary to
depress the treadle, and in doing so close the jaws, which will hold
anything placed between sufficiently firmly to allow of its being
sawn. If necessary the seat and legs can be rendered more rigid
than they may be if simply nailed together, by fastening stays or
struts between them. Simple and roughly made as it is, the
donkey described is a thoroughly practical, useful article, and any-
one who could not do marquetry-cutting with its aid could not do
so with one of more elaborate construction. The chief advantages
of such a donkey are that it is simple and easily made, extremely
light, and portable, in fact, the smallest that can be made, and the
cost is merely nominal. On the other hand, there are disadvantages,
or what may be considered such, for whether they are or not
depends a good deal on circumstances. The possible disadvantages
are : unsteadiness if the seat and supports are very narrow, no table
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part or bench on which the pieces can be laid down as they are
cut, and that the size of the work held in the jaws is limited by
the position of the string. The first one may be overcome by
widening the legs at the bottom by glueing a piece on to each
side, and tapering it upwards towards the seat. The absence of any
convenience on the donkey itself for holding pieces on merely
necessitates having a table or a chair near the worker, and it is
not likely that any piece of work will be done requiring greater
space than can be got above the string.

A few suggestions for making another donkey will not be amiss for
the benefit of those who want a superior and more convenient
one, though, as has been stated, it will not be more conducive to
better work.

If space is wanted to serve as a table on the donkey itself, the
seat portion instead of being a plain piece of straight plank must
be jointed up to get the necessary width. This may be anything,
but unless the donkey is to remain in one place it should not be
so great as to be unwieldy, and more than 2ft. may be regarded as
superfluous. The chief extra space which will be available as a
table will be in front of the jaws, and it may be convenient to put
a rim round the edge there, to prevent things falling off.

At the back the board should be narrowed to form a convenient
seat, and the leg or support there may either be as before, or of a
more ornamental shape.

The front leg, or legs, if two are preferred in front, will in a
donkey of this size be independent of the jaws, which will be fixed
by mortising and tenoning into the top at a convenient distance
from the worker, as before described. It may also be a con-
venience to have them a little towards the right hand instead of
in the centre, in order that the sawyer may not be cramped in his
movements when working. Instead of the string going through
the jaws and the front one of these being the movable one, a
different plan is adopted. The string simply moves in a direct
line, and, as before, is fastened to the piece of wood for the foot at
the bottom. At the upper end, however, it is fastened to a piece
of wood, the bottom of which is hinged to the seat, the top resting
against the hinder jaw. On depressing the treadle the upper end
of this sloping piece is forced against the jaw, causing it to close
up against the front one. Jaws made in this way will take work
in as far as the seat.

Mention was made in a former chapter on the utility of saw-
dust for stopping purposes. In order that enough may be easily
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secured and saved, many marquetry-cutters have a small tin
trough fixed near the top of the front jaw ; the sawdust collects
in this as it falls. A similar convenience will be found in having
a V-shaped notch in the top of the jaws.

Now, in using the donkey it will be seen that as the wood is
held perpendicularly the blade cuts horizontally, and those who
have learnt to do ordinary fretwork with the positions of the
wood and of the saw reversed will find the action very irksome.
This awkwardness, however, will soon wear off, and the advantage
of being able to saw without stooping over the work will be
appreciated. A minor advantage is that sawdust does not collect
nor require to be blown away from the surface, as it falls directly
it is made. The saw may be used to cut downwards or in any
direction from the right, as the jaws will allow. The blade of the
saw may be fixed either to face to the left of the frame or to the

cu front, as under ordinary circumstances.
Now, for those who do not care to use a donkey, either from an

objection to learn the altered style of sawing, or from want of
space, we have devised a kind of cross between it and the ordinary
cutting-board. Like the former, this appliance holds the veneers,
and like the latter, it can be fastened to an ordinary table-top. It
simply consists of a double cutting-board, the lower one a few
inches longer than usual if anything but very small work is to be
done, and the other fastened on to it with a piece of wood between,
as directed for the donkey. A piece of string fastened to the
upper or spring board is conducted through a hole in the other,
taking care that it clears the edge of the table to near the floor,
where it ends in a loop for. the worker's foot.

All that it is essential for the worker with the fretsaw to know,
both in cutting and making up work, has now been told, and in
taking leave of our readers who have followed the course of
instructions, we wish them hearty success in their efforts to put
them to practical use.
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them to practical use.
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